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Abstract 
The global problems of climate change, by the emissions of CO2 have over the past 

decenniums, led to a development of new innovations of renewable energy technologies, 

with the goal to phase out fossil fuels such as coal and oil. Many forms of renewable 

energy have already solved part of the energy consumption problems, but there are still 

large energy intensive industries that rely heavily on fossil fuels. One possible renewable 

product that could phase out fossil fuels in these industries is the black pellet, which is a 

processed bioenergy product. If commercialized, the black pellet could change major 

parts of the industry, thus making it a radical innovation.  

 

One alternative to produce the black pellet is by using the torrefaction technology. The 

torrefaction technology has a historical record of many failed introductions. The step from 

pilot production to full scale commercialization is problematic in many ways, especially 

for a smaller developer. This study is focusing on the external commercialization 

problems for a radical innovation, the product black pellet and the technology 

torrefaction. The thesis aim to understand which these external barriers are for a 

torrefaction developer in Sweden and to answer our research question:  

 

“What is the industry specific external barrier for a new entry-firm to commercialize 

black pellet with torrefaction technology?” 

 

The theoretical framework is structured in two parts. The first one has a broad focus of 

theories regarding external barriers for commercialization of radical innovations, with a 

focus on small- and medium size enterprises. The second part focuses on general effects 

of industry structure and these two parts are combined in a conceptual theoretical 

framework. The findings in the study are based on empirical data collected through a total 

of six interviews with a supplier of torrefaction and black pellet, potential customers and 

market experts in Sweden.  

 

The study’s analysis combines the theoretical and empirical data together with the 

industrial chapter, to create an understanding of the external barriers to commercialize 

black pellet with torrefaction technology. From the analysis we have understood many 

barriers, which could be summarized in four main barriers; lack of credibility, political 

incitements, strategic leadership and the costs of commercialization.  

 

The answer to our research question, regarding the industry specific external barrier 

within the case of torrefaction and black pellet, is that black pellet and especially the 

torrefaction technology suffers from a lack of credibility by the actors in the market. From 

this answer, we have contributed with extended theoretical insights, that failures by 

previous actors create an external barrier for the current and future actors in their 

commercialization of a new technology. 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter will start with a preface, where an introduction of the issue of climate change 

will be presented, followed by an overview of the COP 21 conference which was held in 

the end of 2015. Also, in the preface we will give a brief presentation of the different 

energy systems and the development of renewable energy sources. We will then present 

the study's problem background from the concept of bioenergy and the history and 

problems with a new developed technology called torrefaction and the product black 

pellet. The problem background will lead us to the study's choice of subject: 

commercialization problems with new technology with a focus on the external barriers 

for the commercialization of torrefaction and black pellet. Lastly, we will present the 

study's research gap, which will serve as a guide for our problem definition and purpose 

and goal. 

1.1. Preface 

1.1.1. Climate Change 
In the year of 2014, the warmest temperatures across land and ocean were recorded since 

the records began in 1880. Not only was 2014 the warmest year, it also made the 38th 

consecutive year of above average global temperatures (Ncdc.noaa.gov, 2016). In 

Sweden, the temperature in the year of 2014 also broke the previous temperature record, 

which was earlier set in 1934 (Smhi.se, 2014). 

 

The influence on human health is dependent on the stability and functioning on the 

biosphere’s life-supporting systems. The escalating human pressure on the global 

environment will disturb the stability and functioning of the biosphere’s life-supporting 

systems with responses such as floods, heat waves and water shortages (Who.int, 2016). 

This calls out for the major challenge of the 21st century, how we are able to stabilize the 

global climate (Wri.org, 2016; IPCC 2014, p. 2). To respond to this challenge, greenhouse 

gas emissions must be lowered and kept stable in order to avoid dangerous interference 

with the climate system and focusing to assure that the increase in the global temperature 

should stay below 2 degrees Celsius (IPCC, 2014, p. 8). The Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) was established in 1988 and is now the leading international 

organization of evaluating the climate change (IPCC, 2016). According to the three 

Working Groups of the IPCC, “Human influence on the climate system is clear, and 

recent anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are the highest in history. Recent 

climate changes have had widespread impacts on human and natural systems… 

indicating the sensitivity of natural and human systems to changing climate” (IPCC, 

2014, p. 2, 6). 

 

If the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) were to continue, this will lead to a further 

warming and changes of the climate system that will last for a long time and also 

increasing the likelihood of severe and irreversible impacts for the ecosystems and the 

people (IPCC, 2014, p. 8). Without further actions to reduce GHG emissions beyond what 

is done today, global emission growth will continue since the GHG emissions are driven 

by the growth in economic activities and global population (IPCC, 2014, p. 20). 
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Mitigation is actions to limit the rate of-long term climate change and can reduce the 

impacts on the climate in both the near- and long term. Mitigation efforts, more than what 

is done today is needed to avoid severe, widespread and irreversible impacts on our global 

climate (IPCC, 2014, p. 17). Some examples of energy sources which can be done to 

mitigate the effects are bioenergy, carbon capture and storage (CCS) and a combination 

of those two called bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS). These energy 

sources are essential to reach the 2 degree Celsius goal and without them, the models that 

predict temperatures could not likely limit warming to below 2 degree Celsius (IPCC, 

2014, p. 24). 

 

On the 12th of December 2015, a historical agreement was signed by 195 nations in Paris 

during the COP21 meetings. The agreement is set out to help fight the climate change by 

both reducing the carbon emissions and increasing the investments on green technology. 

The agreement has an ultimate goal to limit the global temperatures to 1.5 degree Celsius, 

well below the 2 degree Celsius goal previously set (UNFCCC, 2016). 

1.1.2. Overview of the energy system 
The special characteristic of climate change is that the emissions by any party (e.g., 

individual, company, country) will affect other parties (IPCC, 2014, p. 17). Looking at 

the energy production worldwide, petroleum and solid fuels accounted for more than half 

while renewables only had a share of around 13% in the year of 2013 (European Union, 

p. 11). The electricity was mainly generated by solid fuels, which consisted of more than 

60% and around 20% from renewables in the world during 2013. Of the electricity 

generated with renewables, hydro was the main source and biofuels and waste only 

accounted for 2% (European Union, 2015, p.16). Looking at the heat generation, gas and 

solid fuels are major sources with a combined total of 85%, while biofuels and waste 

stood for 6% of the world heat generation during 2013 (European Union, 2015, p. 17). 

 

In an overview of the European energy system, fossil fuels constitute the majority of the 

thermal generation in European Union (EU) (European Environment Agency, 2015, p. 

7). In 2013, the gross inland energy consumption in the EU consists of 74% of fossil fuels 

and only 12% of renewable energy sources (European Environment Agency, 2015, p. 9). 

Of the fossil fuels used in 2013, around 90% was from oil, and the majority of gas and 

solid fuels was imported from outside the EU (European Environment Agency, 2015, p. 

9). The main consumer of electricity was industries and the largest consumers of coal 

were electricity generation plants (European Environment Agency, 2015, p 9). In the EU, 

emissions related to energy accounts for almost 80% of the total greenhouse gas emissions 

(Eur-lex, 2016).   

 

GHG emissions have been cut by 10% from the year of 2000 to 2012 (European Union, 

2015, p. 158). Also, the total CO2 emissions have been reduced by 8% within the same 

timeframe (European Union, 2015, p. 163). With these numbers in mind, the EU also set 

out in their “Europe 2020 strategy” to have 20% of the energy consumption in Europe 

from renewable energy until 2020 (European Environment Agency, 2016). 
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1.1.3. Evolution of new renewable energy sources 
The need for renewable energy sources is crucial to meet the increasing climate change 

(Meyer, 2012, p. 239). According to us, based on the previous introduction, the lack of 

energy independence in the EU where major part of fossil fuels are imported from outside 

of the EU is not a sustainable solution. We believe that by introducing new renewable 

energy sources, made within the EU area, will not only help fight the climate change but 

also make EU more energy independent. 

 

The main forms of renewable energy are solar energy, wind power, biomass, geothermal 

and hydropower (Meyer, 2012, p. 239). Mostly all renewable energy sources come 

directly or indirectly from the sun (Renewableenergyworld.com, 2016).  New 

installations of electricity generators in 2009 consisted of 62% from renewable sources, 

mainly consisting of wind and solar (Eur-lex, 2016). The sun’s heat drives winds which 

can be captured in turbine rotors producing electricity. It also creates evaporation of water 

which vapors into rain and flows into the rivers creating flow energy, which through water 

turbines produces electricity. Biomass is stored energy created through organic matter 

which is a result from the sunlight and water and can be used for heating purposes, 

electricity production and transport fuels (Renewableenergyworld.com, 2016). 

Geothermal is thermal energy produced and stored in soil which is conducted in the form 

of heat from the earth's core, which can be used for heating and electricity production 

(Meyer, 2012, p. 239). The disadvantages of renewable resources can still be argued for. 

Impacts on ecosystems and landscapes, such as potential flooding and the change of water 

level from the installation of large hydro powers must be considered when evaluating the 

positive aspects of renewables (European Environment Agency, 2015, p. 10). 

1.2. Problem Background 

1.2.1. Comparative advantages of bioenergy as renewable source and the 
need for innovation 

Renewable sources such as wind and solar power are highly dependent on periodical 

changes of the weather conditions. As the weather conditions change over time it makes 

the forecast of natural energy sources unsecure, leading to challenges to the whole energy- 

and operation system from the view of demand and supply balance. This makes the supply 

and stability to larger industrial power grids insecure compared to fossil fuels like coal 

and oil supply (Szarka et al., 2013, p 18-19). Reliable supply of energy is a key factor for 

the Swedish energy intensive industries that still rely much on fossil fuels, for example 

mining- and minerals industry and the iron- and steel industry (Statens Energimyndighet, 

2015, p. 5). We argue that this makes it interesting to look into one possible energy 

solution within these industries, biomass.  Biomass as an energy carrier of solid, liquid or 

gaseous form can fulfill all the requirements of the different power products within the 

energy market while also having the advantage to store derived energy in comparison to 

other fluctuating renewable sources such as solar and wind (Szarka et al., 2013, p 20).  

 

According to the European Biomass Association’s yearly report, more than 60% of all 

renewable energy consumed by the countries of the EU consist of bioenergy sources and 

is also the renewable energy source which grows the most (Worldbioenergy.org, 2016). 

One good example is the British power station DRAX, which is the largest power station 

in England, who has begun its conversion from coal to biomass (Pellet.org, 2016). 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that the goal of reducing greenhouse 

gas emissions by 50% until 2050 will require a quadruple increase in bioenergy 

production to meet a total of 20% of world primary energy use. The estimated potential 
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of bioenergy ranging from under 10% today to more than 60% of world primary energy 

concludes that bioenergy as a renewable energy source is a possible alternative to fossil 

fuels. The growth potential is though limited by high costs, technology barriers and 

resource constraints (Richard, 2010, p). Biomass products are expensive to produce due 

to high bulk-volume and large shares of moisture content which leads to expensive 

transportation and handling properties. The supply is often located far from the 

consumption and is scattered in small quantities over larger areas (Svanberg et al., 2013, 

p. 287). To reach the full potential of bioenergy as a contributor to the phasing-out of 

fossil fuels, large investments in new technology through research, development, 

demonstration and deployment is needed (Richard, 2010, p). A common form of solid 

biomass is white pellet (WP), where the biomass after a drying process is compressed, 

cooled and packaged for transportation (Pelletsförbundet, 2016).  

1.2.2. New technology in the bioenergy sector - Torrefaction and Black 
pellets 

There are still major drawbacks of biomass in direct industrial combustion applications 

compared to fossil fuels such as coal and oil. Biomass has low heating value, higher 

moisture content, poor grindability and lower bulk density. Different pre-treatment 

techniques have been subject to research to improve these properties over the years, where 

one large field is called torrefaction (TF) (Thanapal et al., 2014, p. 1147). TF can be 

explained as a process where biomass is heated to a temperature ranging from 200 to 300 

°C in an atmosphere with low oxygen level, to prevent biomass oxidation, which leads to 

higher energy density than conventional biomass products (Thanapal et al., 2014, p. 1148; 

Wild, 2015, p. 72). Simply explained, the process is very similar to the roasting of coffee-

beans (Ekbom, 2013 p.1). 

 

The overall advantages of TF compared with conventional biomass, like WP, can be 

summarized to; cost reductions in transport and handling resulting from a large increase 

in energy density, use of a broader feedstock basis both geographically and the types of 

raw material, no biodegradation of the end product which lead to possible longer storing 

time, immediate use in existing coal fired plants, increased grindability in industrial usage 

which leads to lower cost in energy consumption and superior water resistance which 

leads to possible outdoor storage (Wild, 2015, p. 72-73). The end product from the 

process of TF is black powder. This powder can either be pressed into pellet, which is the 

most common alternative, or briquettes which are sold to the customers. We will focus 

on the pellet and thus refer to the end product of TF as black pellet (BP). 

 

TF is from the start an old refining technology and the field has been studied many years 

but has not yet reached commercial implementation. During the past years a large interest 

in TF has appealed especially in Europe and USA. The main reason for the interest is due 

to the fact that BP has the previously explained advantages over WP, but also the 

opportunity to replace fossil coal in industrial power plants without large switching costs 

(Ekbom, 2013 p. 1). It is also important to mention that there is another technology with 

the end product BP, called steam explosion (Ekbom, 2013 p. 18). The report will not 

focus on the possible buyers of the steam explosion technology, instead we will focus on 

the technology of TF. 

1.2.3. The practical problems of Torrefaction 
Since 2007, an estimation of 70-80 TF-projects or other similar technologies with the 

purpose to produce BP have been initiated. Only a few of them have survived the journey 

from idea to commercial plants and with different success (Sherrard, 2016, p.10). A 
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critical area of concern for the TF-technology is the scale-up from pilot-stage to full scale 

production plants and the process control. The new commercial facilities have so far not 

reported long runtimes to prove the stability of the technology. The overall view of the 

commercial TF-development is hard to grip because of the lack of unconfirmed 

information in a numbers of new press releases from companies who talks about new pilot 

facilities and writes about commercial available products (Ekbom, 2013 p. 3). From a 

report in 2013 a compilation of active companies and projects in the field of TF was set 

to 60 worldwide but only 4 of them had proven the technology in larger demonstration 

scales (Ekbom, 2013 p. 4). 

 

During 2015, a handful of new ventures have been commissioned worldwide and the 

possible marketplace of BP can be seen as waking up again (Sherrard, 2016, p.10). The 

effects of many previous unsuccessful commercialization efforts can still be seen as a 

negative influence of the possibility to develop the market. In Biomass Magazine, an 

article is written about the co-owner Thompson from Konza Energy. Konza Energy is 

focusing on the commercialization of the TF technology and speaks about the market of 

BP: 

 

“It’s an issue where not only the technology to produce a torrefied fuel has to be proven, 

but the fuel itself has to be proven, and that hasn’t really happened yet.” 

(Fletcher, 2015) 

1.3. Choice of subject - Commercialization of new innovations 
In order to solve the major crisis of the 21st century, IPCC (2014, p. 24) urged that without 

renewable energy sources such as bioenergy, we will not be able to meet the goal of 

maximum 1.5 degree Celsius warming. As we mentioned earlier, GHG emissions need 

to be reduced significantly while also introducing mitigation effects. The energy 

production in the EU is mainly from fossil fuels, even though the EU has reduced their 

GHG emissions with 10% between 2000 and 2012. We believe that this positive trend of 

reduction of GHG emissions must persist and increase. That is why we and the policy 

makers believe that new companies should enter the market to challenge the fossil fuel 

industry and both improve existing renewable energy sources, but also come up with new 

renewable energy solutions. To come up with a new renewable energy solution, the 

innovators of today must succeed on a commercial scale. 

 

Commercialization of a new technology can be described as the process of transferring a 

technology from research or laboratory level to full scale market acceptance and usage in 

the mainstream economic of activities (Chen et al., 2011 p. 525). In a market that was 

started by a market changing product, the first actor to the market is often the first actor 

to fail (Min et al., 2006, p. 1). In the context of the TF technology or the market of BP, 

there is a lot of different competitors who have tried, but failed (see Table 2 in Overview 

of the black pellet industry chapter), to develop the technology to enable a 

commercialization phase and a real market introduction for many years. Different 

technical challenges for large trials has slowed down this market development the past 

years but today, there are still old and new actors who wants to penetrate this new market 

(Sherrard, 2016, p.10).  

Also, to further argue for the subject of commercialization of new innovations, Marketing 

Science Institute has the area of innovating products in their priority list of subjects in 

need of extended research (Marketing Science Institute, 2016). 
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To commercialize a new innovation, Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos (2014) found in their 

extensive literature review that the innovative company is facing both external and 

internal barriers in their commercialization phase. The internal barriers reflect such aspect 

as to how the company can evolve these ideas within their organization (Sandberg & 

Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014, p. 1294). Our paper takes the standpoint that the idea has already 

been generated, thereby neglecting internal barriers. Instead, we have chosen to focus on 

the external barriers. External barriers can be characterized as barriers that stems from the 

company’s external environment (Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014, p. 1294). In the 

context of BP, the main external barriers that will be studied are; customer resistance, 

rivalry, external finance, unsupportive government and networks.  

1.4. Research gap 
As been described above, one of the more interesting aspects of the practical 

commercialization problems of the TF technology and the development of the BP market 

is facing, are related to the previously failures of competitors. The research field of rivalry 

affecting the commercialization process is therefore of interest in our study. This is based 

from the view of a Radical innovation (RI), that a technology has the opportunity to 

change the concept of an existing market, in this case the WP- and the coal market. 

According to the study of Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos (2014, p. 1297), rivalry in 

connection to the field of RI research is not strongly emphasized. This is a gap that authors 

of “competitive response to RI” also have seen. The authors highlights that the growing 

literature on radical product innovations is silent on the issue of competitive responses as 

well as the large literature area of competitive responses to product introductions 

overlooking the area of RI (Aboulnasr et al, 2008 p. 94). In their study they focus on the 

responses of competitors when market introduction occurs and taking into account the 

size of the firm which is introducing the RI (Aboulnasr et al, 2008 p. 97). 

 

A study made by Moldenhauer-Salazar & Välikangas (2008) focused on how prior RI 

failures hinder new related RI for the company Sun Ray computer in the 1990’s. The 

study investigated Sun Ray’s possible negative effects of their own failures 

(Moldenhauer‐Salazar & Välikangas, 2008). Instead of looking into own previous failures 

it would be interesting to see if other competitor’s previous failures can be a barrier for 

new commercialization efforts.  

 

Previous literature has also focused on the role of reputation in B2B-settings from the 

seller's perspective (e.g. Salminen & Möller, 2006; Jalkala & Salminen, 2009). In our 

study, we will extend this perspective to also include the buyer's perspective, which have 

been missing as of today. Our study is based on the marketplace of industrial use of BP, 

and is therefore focusing on organizational buying. Several studies has been conducted 

explaining consumer resistance to innovations (Ellen et al., 1991; Ram, 1989; Ram & 

Sheth, 1989) but few studies have focused on innovation resistance of organizational 

buyers (Bao, 2009, p. 120). Our contribution will be to further enhance the topic of 

innovation resistance of organizational buyers. 

 

In the commercialization phase, for a product to gain acceptance and to be able to diffuse 

among the market networks, attraction of support from the company’s stakeholders has 

been seen as a main point (Talke & Hultink, 2010, p. 549). We will investigate if this is 

the main aspect, or even so the only aspect a company will have to focus on to succeed 

with their commercialization. Aarikka-Stenroos & Sakari Makkonen (2014, p. 351) came 

to the conclusions in their article “Industrial buyers' use of references, word-of-mouth 
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and reputation in complex buying situation” that future research will need to focus on the 

importance of collegial networks and competitors who possess important information 

within both related and the current industry as which they are present in. In our study, we 

will perform a data triangulation, which will try to bring new insight as how networks are 

affecting the success of the commercialization process. 

 

Finally, according to Bao (2009, p. 124) marketing research has not focused enough on 

the political role in the innovation purchase process, even though it is argued that they are 

linked together. We will therefore evaluate the extent of political influences in the 

commercialization process of new innovation. 

1.5. Research question 
The practical problems inherited in the TF technology and the market of BP, together 

with the need for new renewable energy solution, is key points, which we believe makes 

our topic relevant today. The relevance for a successful commercialization is therefore of 

utmost importance. Together with the theoretical aspects of external barriers for 

commercialization of new innovations and the presented research gap within this area we 

have defined a research question such as: 

 

What is the industry specific external barrier for a new entry-firm to commercialize black 

pellet with torrefaction technology? 

 

The research question is raised within the industry perspective. In the context of the 

industry perspective, we have identified three main actors; customers, suppliers and 

politicians or organizations influencing politicians and policy makers. The industry 

perspective will provide a broader view, and highlights that the actions by the main actors 

are not able to be isolated. 

1.6. Purpose 
To gain a better understanding of our research question, our main purpose is to identify 

the major external barriers and understand how they can negatively affect the 

commercialization of torrefaction technology and BP as of today. To answer our main 

purpose, we will have to answer these three sub-purposes: First of, we need to understand 

the industry in which BP is intended to be used in, since no company is an island and will 

be affected by the characteristics of the marketplace it acts in. Secondly, we will have to 

understand the customer’s perceptions of the product, considering credibility and 

decision-making-processes when evaluating BP and TF technology. The third part we 

need to analyze is how the actors of today are working with their strategy to 

commercialize BP together with to what extent they are gaining support from their 

adoption networks and other stakeholders. 
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1.7. Presentation of Bioendev 
The subject of this study is partly taking its starting point in the company Bioendev which 

is located in Holmsund outside Umeå in Sweden ("Contact | Bioendev", 2016). Bioendev 

is a small clean-tech company founded on the scientific research around TF at Umeå 

University in Sweden. Since the start in 2007 the company has step by step developed 

their TF technology to produce a high quality product of BP.  Through upscaling of 

production facilities from lab- to pilot scale, Bioendev is now in the stage of 

commercializing the technology and to offer full scale TF plants with capacity up to 200 

thousand tons production per year ("About Bioendev | Bioendev", 2016). The company 

is currently commissioning a large industrial demonstration plant in Holmsund, which 

will be the largest TF facility in Scandinavia with a capacity of 16 000 tons per year. This 

is the last step of proving the technology before full commercial market introduction 

("IDU | Bioendev", 2016). 

 

We want to be clear that the study is not written on commission of Bioendev. The 

company will mainly be used in the aspect of empirical data from the view of developers 

of TF technology and producers of BP. The result of the study will therefore be focused 

on an industrial market perspective and not on specific suggestion of producers of BP, 

like Bioendev. 

1.8. Delimitations 
This study will only focus on the Swedish perspective of the market, but will still 

acknowledge the impact of the global environment. The chosen industry is industrial 

users of WP and current users of coal in industrial production.  
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1.9. Definitions 
Adoption of 

innovation 

A firm’s integration of an externally invented technology (Barden, 2012, p. 1269) 

B2B Business that is conducted between companies, and not between a company and individual 

consumers (Investopedia, 2003).  

Bioenergy A renewable energy which is based on stored energy created through organic matter which is 

a result from the sunlight and water (Renewableenergyworld.com, 2016). 

Black pellet 

(BP) 

The end product of torrefied biomass can be compressed into pellet (Wild, 2015, p.73). The 

dark end product after compression can be named as black pellet.  

Commercialization  Commercialization is a step by step process, by which a new product or service is introduced 

into the general market (Investopedia, 2010). 

Coal Coal is an energy source that is part of the family of fossil fuels (Naturvårdsverket, 2016).  

COP21 A conference with 195 countries with the aim to reduce the climate change (COP21, 2016). 

Early adopter An early adopter is the most important opinion leader of a new innovation, which serve as 

respected role model for other members in the social system and decreases uncertainty about 

the innovations by adopting it and communicate it to near-peers in the network system (Rogers, 

1995, p. 264). 

External barriers External barriers are barriers which stem from the external environments of the firm and 

emerge when the firm interacts with other actors in the economic system (Sandberg & Aarikka-

Stenroos, 2014, p. 1249). 

Fossil fuels Fossil fuels consist of organic carbon and hydrogen compounds in sediment or sedimentary 

rock. All kind of combustion of fossil energy causes formation of carbon dioxide, which 

contributes to the greenhouse effect (Naturvårdsverket, 2016).  

Greenhouse gas 

emission 

Emissions of gases that traps heat in the atmosphere, mainly referred to carbon dioxide (CO2), 

methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and  fluorinated gases (EPA, 2016) 

Innovation 

resistance 

A summary constructed for customers not adopting a superior new technology (Woodside, 

1996, p. 26) 

Radical Innovation The concept of new highly uncertain core technology which has the opportunity to provide 

higher customer benefits in comparison with previous technology in an industry (Chandy & 

Tellis, 2000, p. 2) 

Renewable energy Renewable energy comes from sources that are constantly renewed at a rapid pace 

(Jordbruksverket, 2016) 

Torrefaction 

(TF) 

A process where biomass is heated in an atmosphere with low oxygen level, to prevent biomass 

oxidation, which leads to higher energy density than conventional biomass products, such as 

WP (Thanapal et al., 2014, p. 1148; Wild, 2015, p. 72) 

Steam Explosion A process when biomass is exposed to a high-pressure steam followed by decompression, 

which then can be formed into a similar product like TF black pellet (Ekbom, 2013, p. 11-12) 

White pellet 

(WP) 

Solid biomass which is dried in a process, compressed, cooled and packaged for easy 

transportation (Pelletsförbundet, 2016) 

Table 1. Own compilation of important keywords for the study with their definitions.  
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2. Overview of the black pellet industry 
In this chapter, the ambition is to give a brief overview of the current state of the black 

pellet industry and the technology of torrefaction. First, an overview of the international 

torrefaction projects of today is presented. Secondly, the Swedish black pellet market is 

presented based on the Swedish white pellet- and coal industry. Lastly we present the 

historical efforts made within torrefaction in Sweden, both by customers and suppliers. 

2.1. Torrefaction suppliers 
As explained in the introduction a large amount of TF-projects and similar technologies 

with the purpose to produce BP have been initiated over the years. Only few of them have 

survived the journey from idea to commercial plants (Sherrard, 2016, p. 10). The 

problems of upscaling the technology together with the lack of process control have led 

to many downtimes and little operation continuity of the larger projects (Ekbom, 2013, p. 

28).  Due to the lack of controlled information of the current state of TF-projects, it is 

hard to get a fair picture of the international market situation. According to a recent article 

(Sherrard, 2016, p. 10), as of today there are around 14 larger projects working to 

commercialize different kind of technologies that will supply the market with BP. The 

companies and the projects that can be seen as most developed and interesting are 

summarized in table 2, with the full list in Appendix 1.  

 

Company Country Project Plant 

capacity 

Status 

Arbaflame Norway, 

Oslo 

Has a 40 000 tons/year industrial 

demonstration plant running since 2003. 

Plan to build a full scale commercial plant 

and got financial support by Norwegian 

innovation agency. Is owned by Norwegian 

Pemco. 

200 000 

tons / year 

Waiting for further 

investment 

decisions during the 

second quarter of 

2016 

Solvay 

Biomass 

Energy 

Belgium & 

Mississippi 

Have recently been upgraded their 80 000 

tons/year plant in Mississippi, US to a 240 

000/year capacity. 

240 000 

tons / year 

Running 

Zilkha 

Biomass 

Energy 

Texas, US Commissioned its first commercial facility 

during 2015 in Alabama. 

275 000 

tons / year 

Running 

Table 2: Own compilation of the most developed and interesting BP actors and projects 

internationally, based on a recent article (Sherrard, 2016). 

 

Today, there are few large commercial sized plants running, as can be seen in Appendix 

1. There are some projects that are more developed than others. One of the more 

developed projects is done by Solvay Energy, who has upgraded its 80 000 tons per year 

TF-plant to a capacity of 240 000 tons per year during 2015, thus making it the largest 

TF-facility in North America. The facility has been modified to partly produce WP and 

the total capacity of BP will not probably produce 240 000 tons per year (Sherrard, 2016, 

p.11). Still this can be seen as the largest facility running with the technology of TF. In 

Texas, US, one of the largest producers of BP today is the company Zilkha. Zilkha 

commissioned their first commercial sized plant in April 2015 and has been producing 

BP since then. Though not using the TF technology to produce BP, Zilkha is using another 

technology called steam explosion. One of the more interesting facts is that Zilkha have 

developed long term contracts with European stakeholders (Sherrard, 2016. p. 12). 
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Another large steam explosion technology user is Arbaflame in Norway. Arbaflame has 

a cooperation agreement with the largest forest owner cooperative in Norway to build a 

commercial size BP plant in Follum, outside Oslo. They have a large supply contract 

signed with a Canadian utility and the Norwegian innovation agency has approved NOK 

138 million to support the project and a final investment decision will be made in the first 

quarter of 2016 (Sherrard, 2016, p. 10).  

2.2. The landscape of black pellets in Sweden 
As been described in the introduction, reliable supply of energy is a key factor for the 

energy intensive industries in Sweden. This has led the companies within the energy 

intensive industries to rely to a high degree on fossil fuels, while also using WP in a lower 

degree (Statens Energimyndighet, 2015, p. 5). The possibilities of BP can be seen from a 

short term- and a long term perspective. In the short term, BP is mainly competing with 

the existing WP market as a more efficient product to be used in larger burners in the 

industry where WP is used today. The physical characteristics of BP can be compared to 

fossil coal, which creates the opportunity to be used for co-firing in existing industries 

using coal, with the benefit of lowering carbon dioxide emissions. This can be seen as the 

long term perspective where more evaluations are needed. 

2.2.1. Swedish white pellet market 
The market of WP in Sweden can be divided into one market for industrial consumers 

and one for households. In 2015 there were a total of 67 pellet producers in 

Sweden,  where only 23 of the producers had a production capacity of more than 50 000 

tons per year (Bioenergitidningen.se, 2016), which corresponds to industrial consumers. 

Industrial consumers in 2015 can be divided into; district heating companies, which has 

a demand of pellet according to a capacity of more than 10 000 tons per year, and other 

industrial and service companies using pellets, with a capacity of more than 25 000 tons 

per year. From previously mentioned, there are 14 possible industrial consumers of BP 

(Bioenergitidningen.se, 2016). To conclude, the customer base in Sweden is not that 

large. Focusing on the characteristics of the industrial market of WP, there are few large 

industrial customers. An overview of the WP market in Sweden can be found in Appendix 

3.  

2.2.2. Swedish coal users 
In Sweden, most of the coal is used in the iron- and steel industry (Naturvårdsverket, 

2016). There are 13 facilities producing steel and iron, and besides that a number of 

facilities that process the steel. Some of the largest companies are SSAB, Sandvik and 

Ovako (Jernkontoret, 2015). From this we can conclude that the numbers of potential 

customers in a long term perspective, based on the coal market can be seen as quite few. 
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2.2.3. The Energy consumption for industrial use in Sweden 
As can be seen in table 3, the consumption of coal in the manufacturing industry have 

stayed at the same level over the past 7 years while biofuels only have experienced a 

slight increase. The consumption of oil is the energy product which has been changed the 

most over the past years with a steady decrease (Energimyndigheten, 2016). Below is an 

overview of the present situation of the possible market size for BP both in a short term 

and a long term perspective. 

 

 
Table 3: Consumption (in 1000 tons) of energy products in mining and manufacturing 

industry in Sweden from 2005-2014, sorted by energy products (Energimyndigheten, 

2016). 

2.3. Former Swedish efforts on the technology of TF and BP 
There is not much available information about previous actions from larger TF initiatives 

in Sweden although one was made by Vattenfall in 2012. During this large project 

Vattenfall evaluated different technologies to produce BP to replace stone coal in their 

own industries in Germany. Vattenfall’s goal was to replace up to 50% of the coal usage 

until 2020. They made large tests of about 3400 ton of BP in their coal plants in Reuter 

Berlin with good results. Since no producers of BP existed at that moment in 

commercialization phase, Vattenfall’s goal was to invest by themselves in new 

technology and self-supply their need of BP with facilities with capacity of over 250 000 

tons per year (Lindahl, 2016). 

 

The family owned Swedish designer and manufacturer of industrial thermal processing 

equipment, AB Torkapparater, has been developing different technologies for industrial 

thermal processing since 1937. During the twenty-first century, AB Torkapparater 

developed an own TF technology which looked promising. In 2010 they announced an 

investment of a pilot plant which should be the step towards a commercialization of the 

technology and get BP out on the market (Energinyheter, 2010). Since the building of the 

pilot plant, no information regarding a further commercialization have been provided. 

The conclusion is that besides the efforts made by Bioendev, there is little information to 

be found regarding projects within TF in Sweden updated as of today. 
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3. Scientific method 
Within this chapter, we will start by explaining our preconceptions and the effects it might 

have on the study. Then we will discuss our research philosophy followed by how we have 

chosen the theories. Finally we will discuss the source criticism of the theories and by 

this we hope to get a transparent picture of the study from a scientific perspective.   

3.1. Preconception 
It's important to reflect upon the author's’ prior understanding to arrange a highly 

transparent picture of the results of this study. The methodological choices, which are 

made in connection with this report, will be reflected in our earlier knowledge of the 

subject. This statement refers to a quality criterion of the study and creates a transparent 

and self-narrative image. It is important to emphasize that this personal experience will 

shape our observations and also the interpretation of the results (Olsson & Sorensen, 

2011, p. 101). 

 

We as authors are now concluding a four-year education in Business Administration at 

Umeå University. This implies that both of us have a broad knowledge in marketing 

theory, entrepreneurship and innovation development and scientific methodology, which 

can be seen as essential themes for this study. One of the authors has studied marketing 

at a D-level and the other at D-level in finance. This would imply that one of the authors 

has a more in-depth knowledge of the themes in the theoretical standpoint than the other. 

This is though compensated with that the authors are sharing their knowledge more 

intensely to overcome this gap. From a theoretical point of view this means that we have 

a good point of departure for the study. 

 

One of the authors has practical experience within business development while the other 

author has experience as consultant in both financial controlling and marketing, and is 

currently a consultant at Bioendev as a marketing associate. His consulting work for 

Bioendev is both positive and negative from a preconceptional point of view. On the 

upside, this author has more knowledge of the process of TF and the present state of the 

market and its evolution. Also, he has a greater working network which in turn helps both 

the authors get access to respondents more easily. On the downside, one could argue that 

he have several preconceptions that might skew the analysis. We will take care of this 

aspect by trying to avoid making our own judgements or trying to influence our empirical 

data collection by knowing this and by constantly reflect on this matter. 

 

It should also be noted that the authors will write this thesis independently from Bioendev 

or other companies in the similar field. We will also not receive any monetary support 

from any organization by writing this thesis. The contacts one author has will not affect 

our interview questions as they will be based on existing theory. 

 

There are still arguments that our own view and background on the research topic can 

affect the choice of methodology, research design, the implementation and how we are 

using the data. Researchers using qualitative research design can also develop a subjective 

view on the research subject and towards the empirical participants in the study (Bryman 

& Nilsson, 2011, p. 43-44). It is of course possible, especially from the perspective of the 

author who is consulting at Bioendev that the choice of empirical participants is 

influenced by his previous work for the company. The possibility to get good access to 

respondents can in return be seen as a large possibility to conduct the study. Another 

important aspect is that the pre-knowledge of the complex TF technology, the market 
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characteristics and problems of the commercialization of BP was needed to conduct this 

kind of study.  

 

During the study process we will reflect upon all of our preconceptions and the possible 

subjectivity of them. To enable a more critical and objective view we will also use 

different authors point of view as much as possible through the process of the 

problematization and the development of the theoretical framework. Based on this we 

believe our preconceptions represent a good starting point of this study. 

3.2. Research philosophy 
The issue of social ontology is another important aspect to take into consideration when 

forming a research study. Ontology can be seen from two ways, one is if the social entities 

can be considerate as objective and has an external reality to social actors. The other is 

called constructionism and is built upon the view that entities should be considered as 

social constructions that is based on the perceptions and actions of social actors (Bryman 

& Bell, 2011, p. 20). The purpose of our study relates to the understanding of a changing 

market. We therefore see our ontological position as constructionism, that the social 

actions are constantly changing and that they are created in interaction with each other 

and we as individuals affect and are affected by the reality at all time. Regarding the 

study, the barriers will be changing in accordance with the environment and the people 

acting within it, and the individual differences and perceptions of customers, suppliers 

and other stakeholders is an important factor building the social constructions. 

 

The purpose of our study is to understand what the major external barriers to 

commercializing the process of BP in today's market is, as seen from an industrial 

perspective. This leads us to a hermeneutic approach from an epistemological point of 

view (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 16). It can be argued, because we aim to understand, and 

not explain, what the barriers are. For us, there is no single answer to this understanding. 

In the context of how respondents acts, there is many different factors that influence their 

point of view and the choices they are doing, which makes the reality complex and 

impossible to easily explain from an positivistic point of view (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 

15). 

 

Through qualitative interviews the respondents will interpret their own reality which in 

turn will be interpreted by us as researcher from the point of the developed theoretical 

framework. This means that we will not measure the reality in which it generally exists, 

instead we will measure the reality from the respondent’s point of view and our own as 

researcher. This is important to clarify for the study. Our choice of interpreting another 

person's interpretation of their reality reduces the objectivity of the study. To understand 

the barriers of commercialization we need to understand human acting. Marshall (1996, 

p. 523) writes “improved understanding of complex human issues is more important than 

generalizability of results” which can be an argument for the necessarily of interpretation 

of this kind of study. Marshall (1996, p. 524) also states that “studying a random sample 

provides the best opportunity to generalize the results to the population but it is not the 

most effective way of developing an understanding of complex issues relating to human 

behavior”. 
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3.3. Research approach and design 
Combined with the choice of an interpretivistic epistemology and an ontology defined as 

constructionism, together with the purpose of the study “...to identify the major external 

barriers and understand how they can negatively affect the commercialization...”. The 

most relevant research strategy which can be argued for is a qualitative strategy. A 

qualitative research strategy also emphasizes words over numbers and accepts the 

assumption that the social reality is constantly changing (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 38). In 

the context of the constant changing market and the complex case of a technology such 

as TF in industrial use, words are more needed than numbers to understand the situation 

of today. The B2B aspect of the study and the decision-making process of this kind of 

technology also influence the choice of research approach. There are few but large actors 

on the market and the decision-making process can be seen as complex, in contrast to 

consumers everyday purchases in for example food or clothing stores. To send out a 

survey with multiple-choice alternatives wouldn't make us really understand the barriers 

of commercialization in this context. We argue for deeper exploring in the context of 

commercialization barriers in this specific industry, and that it is more related to 

qualitative studies. A qualitative study tries to explore in depth, the subject being studied, 

by providing a much detailed account with the emphasis on description. This will give 

the qualitative research a more full detailed information about the studied subject 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 406). In our case this is exactly what we need. 

 

Though, it is important to understand that the qualitative study places focus on the 

context. This specifies that the behavior of the members in the social group will not be 

understood in any other specific environment apart from the one they operate in (Bryman 

& Bell, 2015, p. 406). We are aware of these assumptions but will not change our 

statement of the need of a qualitative research approach for the study's purpose. 

 

There is also critique about subjectivity directed to the qualitative approach. According 

to Bryman & Bell (2015, p. 413) researcher are given too much space to freely interpret 

what is important and not. We try to overcome this by developing a broad theoretical 

framework from the aspect of the problem background of the study. By doing this we are 

able to reduce the risk of freely interpreting what is important and not by instead use 

scientific fact to build our empirical observations. There is also criticism regarding lack 

of transparency in qualitative research (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 414). By constantly 

being aware of the transparency through our working progress we will document our 

thoughts in a sorted way. By doing this we will help ourselves in our arguing our choices 

and to explain how the choices have been made. During the process of writing our study, 

we will also continuously have meetings with our supervisor and let other students 

comment our work through seminars, which will lead to a higher degree of transparency 

in the study. 

 

Another part of the research approach, which partly have been mentioned before is the 

concern of how the theory is linked to the research. A deductive theory approach is the 

most common view in this aspect. The deductive approach is based on the fact that the 

theories related to the subject of the study, in order to create hypothesis and prove them 

wrong or right in the empirical part of the study and finally conclude new insights to the 

theory (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 23). The other approach, inductive theory, is easily 

explained as the theory is the outcome of the empirical observations (Bryman & Bell, 

2015, p. 25). Our study is based on the observation that many actors within the TF 

technology have previously failed, when trying to commercialize the technology. This is 
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our starting point, which can argue for an inductive approach. On the other hand, we need 

a theoretical framework which will help us understand the possible barriers for the 

commercialization of the technology TF and BP. This will instead lead us to a deductive 

approach, with the exception that we are not doing a quantitative study and setting up 

hypothesis. The choice of a qualitative strategy is also often connected to an inductive 

approach (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 392), which can be supporting our choice to be 

inductive. 

 

In the field of qualitative research there is an interesting approach for involving pre-

existing theory in an inductive research. The Vivo approach starts out with a specific 

theoretical framework which can give the researcher a direction in the data collection and 

also to help complement this theory during the research process. This will ensure that the 

empirical data more precisely covers the concepts the theoretical framework (Andersen 

& Kragh, 2010, p.54). The drawback with the inductive approach is that it may hinder the 

researcher to think outside the box and just ask question directly connected to the theory, 

not focusing on possibilities to extend the theory (Andersen & Kragh, 2010, p. 54). In our 

case we will try to avoid this by starting the empirical interviews with more open 

questions that not specifically are connected to the theory.   

 

Finally, the nature of the inductive approach is that the conclusions have to be seen as one 

of the explanation of the phenomenon but at the same time there may be others that fit 

the facts as well as that one (Cooper & Schindler, 2011, p. 72). In our study, we are aware 

that our conclusion is not the final conclusion, instead we follow the inductive approach 

of allowing other conclusions that might fit the facts as well. 

3.4. Choice of theories 
Starting with the issue of many failed projects within TF, our first insight was the field of 

innovations. This led us into the research area of RI which could be argued to correspond 

to the technology of TF and the product of BP. During the process of evaluating the 

technology of TF in relation to the innovation stages from idea to a fully commercial 

product, we could argue that the problem from a business perspective was related to the 

commercialization phase. We then searched for barriers for commercialization of RI and 

found the article “What makes it so difficult? A systematic review on barriers to radical 

innovation” by Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos (2014), which we carefully reviewed in 

order to build our theoretical chapter upon. 

 

In the context of a B2B approach and that the perspective is set from the industrial view 

of the BP market, we then focused on the aspect of external barriers to commercialization. 

From this point of view the main themes found in the articles was; customer resistance, 

rivalry, unsupportive government, external finance, and network and ecosystems. The 

main themes in the article were further evaluated, with the approach of searching for 

theories corresponding to these areas. 
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Since we have an industrial perspective in our study, we also wanted to have a theoretical 

tool for evaluating the industry structure of the BP market. This resulted in the choosing 

the Five Forces of competition by Porter, which, even if it's an old model, is well proven 

in the economic context and relevant today. The end result of the theoretical framework 

consists of three main components: innovators and early adopters, barriers to 

commercialization of RI and effects on industry structure. These three components will 

be used in our analysis to understand the major external barriers to commercialize BP 

with a TF technology. 

3.5. Secondary source criticism 
During our theoretical search we have brought in a high grade of criticism to substantiate 

the quality of the study. All articles used in the theoretical framework is built upon peer 

reviewed articles. These articles have been found by firstly doing a search in the Umeå 

university search database. This database covers several databases in turn, which have 

made our searches very extensive considering the number of different databases. Several 

articles were found in databases such as; Business Source Premier and Emerald Journal. 

One of the books used in the theoretical framework is Competitive strategy by Michael 

Porter, where the model of Porter’s five forces is used. The model can still be argued to 

be highly scientifically reliable since it is one of the original written books by Michael 

Porter describing this model. 

 

Typical used search words in the area of scientific articles have been; radical innovation, 

external barriers,  commercialization barriers, barriers to entry, rivalry, credibility, 

customer resistance, customer- and organizational decision-making process, financial 

barriers to new innovation, competitors influence. These words have been used by them 

own or in combination with each other’s. There has also been an ongoing search from the 

references in the frequently cited articles found to reach more relevant articles on the 

subjects. 

 

Beside the chosen articles for the theoretical framework we have used information from 

institutional reports from large corporations, news articles from industry associations and 

company- and organization websites. In order to be critical to all information found 

except the peer reviewed scientific articles, we have evaluated the sources in terms of the 

size of the company or organization and what the incentives of the information could be. 

By doing this we have tried to influence the study as little as possible with subjective 

views of the used information. In the end it’s always hard to argue for the real objectivity 

of this kind of study but the constant criticism has been an important part to achieve as 

long as possible. 
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4. Theoretical framework 
The chapter will describe the study’s theoretical framework which takes a starting point 

in the concept of innovation and radical innovation. It will then include a section based 

on external factors of the main barriers for commercialization of radical innovations. 

Finally a theoretical section regarding the effects of industry structure will be presented. 

4.1. Introduction to different types of innovation 
Innovation can easiest be referred to something done differently which will create a larger 

value for a company (Costello & Prohaska, 2013, p. 64). Incremental innovation is a 

special type of innovation which involves technical improvements to an existing product 

or service which in turn creates a higher value (Green & Cluley, 2014 p. 1343). Another 

research field within the concept of innovation is Radical innovation. Researchers have 

had a hard time to set a specific definition of the concept of RI (McDermott & O'Connor, 

2002, p. 425) but some examples used in the research literature is: RI is the concept of 

new highly uncertain core technology which has the opportunity to provide higher 

customer benefits in comparison with previous technology in an industry (Chandy & 

Tellis, 2000, p. 2). A second one can be explained as a new product that involves a 

substantially new technology, offering substantially greater customer benefits relative to 

existing products, and a considerable change in demand (Reinders et al., 2010, p. 1127). 

A third definition is An innovation that initiates a new technology cycle and that 

frequently has the intrinsic potential to fundamentally challenge existing products or 

services (Vertès, 2012, p. 71) 

 

A measurement system to evaluate if an innovation can be accounted as an RI has been 

developed. There is four dimensions that needs to be fulfilled to be seen as a RI; 

technological uncertainty, technical inexperience, business inexperience and technology 

cost (McDermott & O'Connor, 2002, p. 425). The produced product by the technology of 

TF, BP, competes with WP in a short term perspective, and thereby can be argued to be 

an incremental innovation, an improvement of an existing product. In the long-term 

though, BP can be seen as a substitute to coal and therefore be measured in relation to the 

dimensions explained above. As have been described in the introduction and the overview 

of the black pellet industry chapter, the TF technology still suffers from a high technology 

uncertainty and the inexperience of an not proven up scaled technology producing a non-

sufficient end product, BP. The further evaluation if TF and BP can be seen as an RI will 

continue in the next chapter. 

4.2. Innovators and Early adopters 

Because of historical failures of commercial market introductions, the business 

experience can also be seen as missing. The business experience can be evaluated from 

the concept of Diffusion of Innovation and the part of innovativeness, which is the degree 

to which an individual or organization is relatively earlier in the process of adopting a 

new innovation than others in a social system. The adoption rate from consumers and 

other stakeholders normally is categorized as: (1) Innovators, (2) Early adopters, (3) Early 

majority, (4) Late majority, (5) Laggards (Rogers, 1995, p. 22), see figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Adopter categorization on the basis of innovativeness (Rogers, 1995, p. 262) 

 

From the perspective of this study we will concentrate on the two first categories; 

innovators and early adopters. Innovators are easily described as obsessed of 

venturesomeness, risk and has a willing to accept unsuccessful products or techniques. 

They may though not be respected by other members of a social system, because they can 

be seen as standing a bit outside the social system, but act as a gatekeeper in the flow of 

new ideas into a system (Rogers, 1995, p. 264). 

 

Early adopters are instead an integrated part of the social system. They are seen as the 

most important opinion leaders of the innovation. Potential adopters search information 

and advice from the early adopters about the new technology before considering it. The 

early adopters serve as a respected role model for other members in the social system and 

decrease the uncertainty about the innovations by adopting it and communicate it to near-

peers in the network system (Rogers, 1995, p. 264). The need of these lead users is in 

many ways crucial for the first adoption of a new technology. Lead users can be described 

as individuals adopting a new technology as a calling rather than a rational good idea 

(Woodside, 1996, p. 28). 

 

In the case of TF technology, the lack of early adopters is an important aspect. Since there 

are few possible actors in the marketplace, there is a challenge to convince companies to 

become early adopters of the technology. In relation to this the lack of business experience 

is large for the TF technology. 

 

Finally the TF technology has been taking a long time to develop, which has been costly. 

Also, the capital expenditures (CAPEX) needed for a first commercial facility is huge 

which corresponds with the fourth dimension of the definition, the technology cost. 

Thereby we choose to define the TF technology and the product of BP as a RI. 
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4.3. Barriers to commercialization of a Radical Innovation 
Aside from incremental innovations, RI are confronted with additional barriers they have 

to overcome, such as competing against the network externalities of already established 

technologies or products and prevailing standards (Markard & Truffer, 2006, p. 609). 

 

The article “What makes it so difficult? A systematic review on barriers to radical 

innovation” (Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014) is a literature review, based on 103 

articles about RI barriers. The findings of the study were presented in three scenarios, 

each of them with findings divided by main external barriers and main internal barriers 

(Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014, p. 1299-1301). The first scenario was carried out 

with regards to barriers in different products, the second with barriers in different target 

markets and the third in aspect of barriers in different activities of the radical innovation 

process. Scenario one found differences between small and medium-sized firms (SMEs) 

and large firms, scenario two compared business-to-customer and B2B target markets and 

the third compared ideation, research and development (R&D) and commercialization 

phases of a firm (Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014, p. 1299-1301). In our case, 

Bioendev is a small company, with a radical innovative product (BP), with a target market 

of B2B and is in the commercialization-phase. We therefore argue the practical relevance 

of the theoretical framework-decision. The findings of the article, which could be 

applicable to the market situation of Bioendev’s is primarily concerned with the main 

external barriers of a RI. Since Bioendev already have come up with a product, their 

internal barriers, such as lack of discovery competence and restrictive mindset will most 

likely not affect the commercialization of their product.  

 

We argue that the main external barriers are the most important. Within the external 

barriers (Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014), we have chosen to focus on the resistance 

or lack of support from specific actors and the macro environment. Within the first area, 

customer resistance, unsupportive government, paucity of external finance and rivalry is 

our main concern while, in the second area, undeveloped network will be our focus. 

4.3.1. Customer Resistance 
To understand customer resistance, the customer buying behavior will be explained. 

Understanding organizational customer buying behavior is difficult because the buying 

process is often dynamic and complicated in terms of the buyers facing a complex set of 

issues. The decision makers “frame” the problems in an individual way and often develop 

“rules of thumb” to guide strategic actions, even though there are still evidence of a basic 

logic that underlies the decision making (Bunn, 1993, 38). This is called the “buying 

decision approach” and consists of four consequent processes (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p 

293). The buying decision approach starts with search for information, secondly use of 

analysis techniques, thirdly proactive focusing and fourth and lastly procedural control 

(Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p 293). The first stage, the search for information, regards to the 

buyer’s effort in scanning the internal and external business environment to identify and 

monitor information sources relevant to the focal buying decision (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, 

p 293). The second stage, use of analysis techniques, is the extent to which the buyer 

makes use of formal and/or quantitative tools to objectively evaluate aspects of the buying 

situation (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p 293). The third stage, proactive focusing, is the extent 

to which decision making is related to the importance of the purchase is forward-looking, 

thus considers the strategic objectives and long range needs of the firm (Moon & Tikoo, 

2002, p 293). Lastly, the fourth stage, procedural control, is the extent to which the 
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evaluation of a buying decision is guided by established policies, procedures, or 

transaction precedents (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p 294). 

 

There are though differences across two of these activities, regarding the decision maker’s 

decision accountability; search for information and the use of analytical techniques. When 

the decision is evaluated for the quality and the evaluation has consequences for the 

decision maker, he or she is called to be accountable. There are two differences in 

accountability evaluation; procedural evaluation, which is based on the quality of the 

procedure used in making a decision not taking into account the quality of the outcome 

of the decision. The procedural evaluation has been shown to encourage more complex 

analytic modes and uses more available information into account in the process. The 

second one is outcome evaluation, which is based on the quality of the outcome of the 

decision, without regarding the nature of the procedure which has been used (Moon & 

Tikoo, 2002, p. 294). 

 

According to the characteristics of the buying situation there are situational variables on 

the approach of the decision making impacting on the decision process: 

 

1. Purchase importance: The buyer’s perception of the significance of the buying 

decision in terms of the size of the purchase and/or the potential impact of the 

purchase on the functioning of the firm. 

2. Task uncertainty: The buyer’s perceived lack of information relevant to a decision 

situation. 

3. Extensiveness of choice set: The buyer’s perception of the breadth of alternatives 

available as choices in the context of a particular decision situation. 

4. Perceived buyer power: The buyer’s perception of the firm’s negotiating strength 

in a particular buying decision situation. 

      

    (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p. 294) 

 

Individual differences in the resistance of technology is, as been described, an important 

aspect. Even if most individuals are comfortable working with established technology 

and don’t want to make commitments of time and effort adopting new highly risky 

technology (Woodside, 1996, p. 27). When consumers are fronted with new products, 

they need some understanding of the innovation to form a positive or negative attitude 

towards it (Reinders et al., 2010, p. 1127). The level of contradiction of the new 

innovation with existing product categories influences the information process and affects 

the innovation decision process of the customer. RI demands a higher level of cognitive 

effort as a result of their contradiction with existing product schemas and its complexity, 

which leads to higher risk of customer resistance (Reinders et al., 2010, p. 1128). One 

way to overcome the barrier of customer resistance is to create a more understandable 

context of the new product. It could be accomplished by bundling the RI with another 

product that can be offered together with it, leading to positively influence the customer's 

evaluation and adoption intention as a reference towards the RI (Reinders et al., 2010, p. 

1128-1129). Research has found that individuals with prior knowledge in a product 

domain are more capable of understanding and positively evaluate complex new products 

(Reinders et al., 2010, p.1130). 
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Within every buying organization, the decision-making unit can involve many different 

individuals, who in turn have several different roles. It is of essence that the business 

marketers are aware of whom the major buying participants are, to what degree and in 

what decisions they exercise influence and lastly, what evaluation criteria they are using 

(Kotler et al., 2008, p. 314). 

 

According to Bao (2009, p. 121), the driving forces of resistance are coming from the 

risks of the presumed costs which is associated with the innovation and how satisfied the 

buyers are with the already established technology (their status quo), and how this will 

affect the decision process. From these conclusions, Bao has developed a conceptual 

framework called Motivation-Threat-Ability (MTA), to identify a set of factors which 

influence organizational resistance (Bao, 2009. p. 121). The first part Motivation, refers 

to an organization’s incentive to process information about the innovation. This can be 

divided into two main areas: Organizational complacency, which is when there is a high 

degree of uncritical satisfaction in the firm, the organizational resistance when faced with 

a technological innovation is therefore high (Bao, 2009. p. 122). Also, to the extent of 

customers being satisfied with existing technology, there is also a high resistance to 

technological innovation (Bao, 2009. p. 123). The other is Switching costs, which are the 

economic limitations that reduce a firm’s incentive to evaluate a new technology. The 

switching costs refer to any cost that results from the organizational decision to buy a new 

product or to change vendor, which in turn influence the purchase decision of the new 

technology. The greater the switching costs associated with the new technology, the more 

likely the resistance to a technological innovation (Bao, 2009. p. 123). 

 

The second part of the MTA framework is Threat, which are the conditions that restrict a 

firm from processing information about the innovation. In the case of this study the 

Technology uncertainty is the most important. Technology uncertainty consists of two 

dimensions: the first is technological velocity, which refers to the rate of change of the 

features or performance of a new technological innovation; and the second is 

technological heterogeneity. The greater the technological uncertainty, the more likely 

the organizational resistance is to a new technological innovation (Bao, 2009. p. 124). 

 

The third and last part of the MTA framework is Ability, which refers to a firm’s ability 

to process information in an unbiased way. This can be divided into two main areas: 

Formalization structure, which refers to the formalization and standardization, affects the 

organizational resistance to a new technological innovation. When there is a high degree 

of standardization, there is also often a high degree of formalization, which in turn leads 

to a higher customer resistance to a new innovation (Bao, 2009. P. 126). The second one 

is Centralization structure which is characterized by concentrated decision power from 

upper management in an organization. The centralization effect can cause a firm to ignore 

the benefits generated by a new technology and instead focusing on the costs and risks of 

changes. This leads to that the greater the degree of centralization, the more likely the 

organization resists a new technological innovation (Bao, 2009. P. 126). 

4.3.2. Rivalry 
From the study’s point of view, we want to evaluate if earlier attempts of market 

introductions affects new actors’ possibilities to succeed with their introduction of the 

same technology. As described in the research gap, not many studies in the area of radical 

innovations are looking into the competitor’s responses and effects on this area (Sandberg 

& Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014, p. 1297). The only study found is written by Aarikka-Stenroos 
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& Lehtimäki (2014). Their approach is that the whole product type has a lack of 

credibility, mainly due to competitors earlier unsatisfactory of the technique itself and 

experts outdated knowledge about the possibilities of the technique. The important aspect 

mentioned in the study was that the size of the producing firm is a reason why credibility 

from the consumer wasn't achieved. In response, firms needed to recreate credibility about 

the product range and not just their product per se. This would be created by experts and 

lecturing subsequently and also by first references (Aarikka-Stenroos & Lehtimäki, 2014, 

p. 1379). 

4.3.3. Unsupportive government 
Policy makers have an important influence as an external barrier of new radical 

innovation success (Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos, 2014, p. 1298) and especially as an 

influencer in demonstration and pre-commercialization stages of renewable energy 

technologies (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2123). Also, to conclude as to why government is an 

interesting player, Markard and Truffer (2006, p. 623) argues that radical innovations 

depended on strong and enduring support by government policies in order to penetrate 

the sector. Porter (1988, p. 29) also argues for the importance of present and future 

government policies affecting the structural conditions of the market. 

 

An innovation system is defined as ‘‘the elements and relationships which interact in the 

production, diffusion and use of new, and economically useful, knowledge’’, which in 

turn can be seen as a national public innovation system for a country (Foxon et al., 2005, 

p. 2124). To enable interventions by public policies, two conditions must be present in 

the market; the ordinary market mechanisms are not functioning well and the state policy 

has the ability to solve or mitigate these problems (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2125). 

Governmental support - how can they help pre-commercial technologies 
There are numerous risks preventing pre-commercial technologies to reach large scale 

deployment and can be summarized to four large forms of risks which policymakers can 

reduce in different ways: The first, technology risks are related to the expected 

performance, efficiency improvements and possible cost reductions. The second, market 

risks are present when the uncertainty of future level of reward is high. The third, 

regulatory risks are when the change in government priorities has a large influence on the 

market. Finally, system risks are present when the technology requires a large change in 

existing institutional systems (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2132). 

 

To reduce the risks of not reaching a commercialization of a new technology, the policy 

makers should improve its support by; increasing their state capital grants for 

commercialization, supporting new technologies with beneficial policies, such as 

substitutes through regulation that will be present for a sustaining future, leading to a 

more positive environment for investors (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2132-2133; Porter, 1998, 

p. 29). They also need to improve knowledge networks between researchers and 

customers, and also to improve information flow about the technology, thereby reducing 

the complexity of the technology (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2132-2133). Porter (1998, p. 29) 

also argues for the importance of the governments since they can influence industry 

growth through the effect of rivalry among competitors with regulations. When the 

government is a buyer or supplier, they can thus influence industry competition with the 

policies they adopt (Porter, 1998, p. 28). 

 

Another conclusion from Foxon et al. (2005, p. 2133) was that previous failures of R&D, 

pre-commercialization and demonstration technologies should not create doubt of similar 
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technology in the same area. The policy interventions should support mechanisms at the 

demonstration and pre-commercial stages and clarify the necessity for several attempts 

by technology developers for a long term success. The policies shall also ensure that 

evidence from unsuccessful attempts is made available to other actors to overcome the 

earlier failures (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2133). 

4.3.4. External finance 
Access to finance has been an important subject of the debate considering firms 

possibility to grow in general (Mina et al., 2013, p. 870). In a study conducted by Minola 

& Giorgino (2011, p. 223), the main players of developing new technologies are small or 

medium size enterprises. There are differences between large- and small firms according 

to the likelihood of gaining external finance in technology development projects. Smaller 

firms focusing on new developing technology has more difficulty in gaining external 

finance, mainly due to a lack of collateral (Knockaert et al., 2012, p. 86). The combination 

of technology risk, information asymmetries and low collateral leads to difficulties in 

accessing external financial resources (Minola & Giorgino, 2011 p. 223). The need of 

external finance is still very large for these kind of technology firms, because a market 

introduction and the building of a strong market strategy requires large investments, long 

before any first real own revenues can be generated (Knockaert et al., 2012 p. 94). 

4.3.5. Network and ecosystems  
In a study conducted by Höyssä and Hyysalo (2009, p. 992), their conclusions was that 

active network collaboration by the innovative firm, to lead-users and other strategic 

actors, is of the essence to educate them about the innovation. Sandberg & Aarikka-

Stenroos (2014, p. 1301) also concludes that an undeveloped network and ecosystem can 

be seen as the main external barrier in the macro environment when commercializing an 

RI. 

 

According to Chiesa & Frattini (2011), in their study “Commercializing Technological 

Innovation: Learnings from Failures in High-Tech Markets”, they found that the two 

main reasons for failure of the commercialization of an innovation is: lack of support from 

the innovation’s adoption network, and a negative post-purchase attitude from the 

innovations early adopters. 

Lack of support from the innovation’s adoption network 

The adoption network can be described as “a new product or service encompasses all 

those interrelated organizations whose decisions and behavior affect each other’s and, 

most importantly, the innovation’s diffusion and market acceptance” (Dell’Era et al., 

2013, p. 119). Within the lack of support from the innovation’s adoption network, both 

the inter-firm relationship and timing was seen as important categories in their empirical 

results (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 448). An important finding of the inter-firm 

relationship was the importance of forming partnerships with certain members of the 

adopted technology to gain extensive support from the innovation’s adoption network. 

The opposite, by forming traditional commercial transactional relationships, is regarded 

as limited support (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 448). Timing is important when the inter-

firm relationships are set up which in turn is an essential element to obtain support from 

the adoption network. Without good timing, innovations will fail to market without the 

support of different actors in their adoption network (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 448). 

The main issue with timing is that customers will only buy an innovation if there is 

enough support from the critical players of their adoption network, while the players 

within the adoption network only will invest in an innovation when it has achieved a 
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strong installation base (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 449). Customers regarded as later 

adopters are more influenced in their purchasing behavior by networks than earlier 

adopters (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 449).  

 

Also, if the innovation is perceived to be supported by the adoption network, the majority 

of the target market will decide to adopt it, while early customers do not behave in this 

way (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 449). To gain acceptance of the innovation within the 

mainstream customers, the company needs to firstly gain support from the crucial players 

of the adoption network by engaging with them (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p.449). 

Negative post-purchase attitude of the innovation’s early adopters 
The different attitudes towards the adopted innovation from the group of early adopters 

have different effects on the successfulness of the RI. These effects can be divided into 

four areas; Timing, Targeting and positioning, Product and Advertising and promotion 

(Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p.450). Neglecting to introduce a fully developed and 

functioning innovation to the market will affect the early adopters very negatively. Also, 

a very early pre-announcement will have an exacerbating effect when the innovation is 

not fully developed (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 450). The need to target the new product 

at a specific chosen segment directly after the launch, and form a positive attitude towards 

the segment of early adopters has been seen as a critical strategy (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, 

p. 450).  

 

Another important aspect is that the positioning of the innovation affects the after 

purchase attitude for the early adopters. The most innovative adopters is focused on the 

technological content the product brings to customer and it is more important to focus the 

positioning on this aspect than its belonging to a well-known brand or a specific product 

line (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 451). If the pre-announcement campaign focuses on 

certain functions in the advertisement, failure to provide these will lead to early adopters 

gaining negative effects (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 451). Also, in the product launch, 

the functions of the innovations should be targeted to satisfy the needs of the early 

adopters (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 451). It is of great importance that the innovations 

features in the advertising must be the same features in the launch configuration, 

otherwise early adopters will form negative attitudes to the product (Chiesa & Frattini, 

2011, p. 452).  
 
The importance of a positive attitude by the early adopters of a radical innovation is 

highlighted in the conclusions (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 452), which states that negative 

attitudes are a key reason as to why some innovations fail when reaching the market. 

Early adopters are important to consider when making the commercialization decisions 

regarding advertising and product configuration at launch. The company must have a 

consistent message with their product to gain this important support from their adoption 

network, which in this case are the early adopters (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 452). 

4.4. Framework Summary - Barriers to commercialization 
To summarize our theoretical framework regarding the external barriers to 

commercialization, we have developed a conceptual model (see Figure 2). Our conceptual 

model follows the same structure as described above in the chapter.  
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Figure 2. Own developed theoretical framework of the external barriers for commercialization of 
radical innovations  

4.5. Effects on industry structure 
The structural industry analysis is focusing on identifying the underlying characteristics 

of the industry, which actors are affected by. The chapter is based on the model Five 

Forces of Competition by Michael Porter (Porter, 1998). The Five Forces of Competition 

is regarded as an established model to use for understanding an industry's structure. To 

create a strategic analysis, the understanding of the industry structure should be the start 

(Porter, 1998, p. 6-7). The Five Forces of Competition is a telling strategy that shows that 

competition within an industry is beyond the established actors. Porter has characterized 

these five as: (1) threat of new entrants, (2) intensity of rivalry among existing 

competitors, (3) Pressure from substitute products and (4 & 5) bargaining power of buyers 

and suppliers (Porter, 1998, p. 6). 

4.5.1. Threat of new entrants 
New entrance to an industry brings out additional capacity to the market, which may result 

in reduced profitability (Porter, 1998, p. 7). The major influence of the threat of new 

entrance is the barriers to entry in the market, which can be either higher or lower, for 

which there are six different: economies of scale, product differentiation, capital 

requirements, switching costs, access to distribution channels and cost disadvantages 

independent of scale. 

 

Economies of scale are the decline in product cost per unit as the volume per period 

increases. When there is a requirement of economies of scale in the market, the barriers 

to entry are higher. This is due to that newer firms are producing smaller quantities, which 

lead to cost disadvantages (Porter, 1998, p. 7). 
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Product differentiation is the concept of established firms already has created customer 

loyalty and brand identification with the customers. Newer entrants will have to spend 

time and resources to overcome the already existing customer loyalties (Porter, 1998, p. 

9). 

 

Capital requirements to enter an industry differ from the industries, thus making the 

barriers higher or lower. If the capital requirement is high, new entrants might have to get 

external capital and since the risk associated with high capital requirements, the new 

entrants will have to pay higher risk premiums to the lenders (Porter, 1998, p. 10). 

 

Switching costs is the one-time cost associated with the customer who switches from one 

supplier to another. High switching costs demands that the new entrants must offer some 

big improvement, such as price or product-performance to convince the customers to 

make the switch. The higher switching cost, the higher barriers to entry within the 

industry (Porter, 1998, p. 10). 

 

Access to distribution channels is related to the new entrant’s distribution of its products. 

If the retail chains have long relationships with existing customers, the barriers are higher 

(Porter, 1998, p. 10-11). 

 

Cost disadvantages independent of scale is described as established firms already have 

advantages which are not able to be replicated by new entrants. These can be product-

know how, favorable access to raw materials, favorable location and improved 

knowledge which leads to cost reductions in the process (Porter, 1998, p. 11). 

4.5.2. Intensity of rivalry among existing competitors 
Rivalry will be increased between the market actors when one or more actors see the 

opportunity to improve their position or feel the pressure. A market in which rivalry exists 

to a higher degree tends to hurt the industry and make it worse off than before (Porter, 

1998, p. 17). To the extent of the intensity of the rivalry, eight key points are 

discussed:  numerous or equally balanced competitors, slow industry growth, high fixed 

or storage costs, lack of differentiation or switching costs, capacity augmented in large 

increments, diverse competitors, high strategic stakes and high exit barriers (Porter, 1998, 

p. 17-21). 

 

When there are numerous firms within the industry, the intensity of the rivalry is 

increased. Also, when there is a balance in size between them, this also creates more 

rivalry, as opposed to when the market is dominated by one or few large firms (Porter, 

1998, p. 18). 

 

When the industry growth is slow, participants in the market will fight for their market 

share to expand. Compare a slow growth to a more rapid growth means that the slow 

growth market is more volatile (Porter, 1998, p.18). 

 

When the fixed costs are high, firms will fill capacity which in turn leads to price cutting 

if there is excess capacity present. Also, when the storage costs of the products are high 

while fixed costs are high, producers will want to reduce prices to increase sales (Porter, 

1998, p. 18-19). 
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When the product is perceived as a commodity for the customer, the buyer choice is based 

largely on price and service, which leads to price and service competition. If there is a 

high degree of product differentiation, this works as a counterweight to the commodity 

buying choices since customers will base their purchase on seller loyalty and preferences. 

Also, switching costs is implacable to the same reasoning as above mentioned (Porter, 

1998, p. 19). 

 

When economies of scale are present at an industry, the capacity must be added in large 

intervals, which may create interference of the demand and supply in the industry. This 

overcapacity will then be addressed with price cuttings (Porter, 1998, p. 19). 

 

Strategic choices may seem right for one competitor but wrong for the other. This is due 

to different ownerships, small firms may accept subnormal returns while large firms will 

find these returns unacceptable. Also, the view of how important the market is for firms, 

e.g. one firm only using the market for dumping excess capacity while the other actor 

views the market as its primary one, will also affect the different strategies firm will take 

on. These diverse competitors will then use different strategies and eventually clash in 

their processes (Porter, 1998, p. 19). 

 

Firms may have different strategic goals to succeed in a market, a diversified firm may 

have the objective of succeeding in the chosen market to further increase their overall 

corporate strategy while a large firm may want to gain market share in a market to build 

global prestige or technological credibility (Porter, 1998, p. 20). These different goals 

will then eventually lead to a destabilizing market and involves potential willingness to 

sacrifice profitability (Porter, 1998, p. 20). 

 

Exit barriers constitutes the costs incurred when exiting an industry and may force 

companies to stay in the industry even though they are earning low or negative return. 

The three most predominating exit barriers are: specialized assets, fixed costs of exit, 

strategic interrelationship, emotional barriers or governmental and social restrictions 

(Porter, 1998, p.20). 

 

Specialized assets are assets which have a low liquidation value or high costs of transfer 

or conversion. Fixed costs of exit include costs of resettlements, capabilities of spare parts 

and labor agreements. Strategic interrelationship is the intra-firm relationship that makes 

the firm attach a high importance to staying in the industry, such as marketing ability and 

shared facilities. Barriers based on emotions are loyalty to employees, pride and the 

management’s fear of their own careers. Finally, government and social restrictions 

includes governmental discourage of exit due to the concern of job loss and regional 

economic effects (Porter, 1998, p. 20-21). 

 

If the barriers to exit are high, firms will hang on to the industry by switching to extreme 

tactics and therefore hindering the profitability of the entire industry (Porter, 1998, p. 21). 
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4.5.3. Pressure from substitute products 
Substitute products are products that can fulfill the same function as the product of the 

industry (Porter, 1998, p. 23). To speak broadly, all firms in an industry are competing 

with other industries that produce substitute products. Depending on the extent of 

substitutions available, they will limit the potential return and set an upper boundary for 

the price of the product firms in the industry may charge. To the extent of high substitutes, 

the firms have to offer lower prices since the customers will have no trouble finding 

products that offer the same characteristics (Porter, 1998, p. 23). 

4.5.4. Bargaining power of buyers 
Bargaining power of buyers refers to what extent they are able to negotiate down prices, 

demand higher quality of the products or services and to what extent they are able to play 

competitors within the industry against each other (Porter, 1998, p. 24). 

 

Below are eight circumstances, if these are true, the buyer group is powerful: 

It is concentrated or purchase large volumes relative to seller sales. If a single or a few 

buyers stands for a large part of a company’s sales, they have a big impact on the 

company’s results. Large-volume buyers are especially important if there is a presence of 

high fixed costs in the market, and also increase buyer’s power (Porter, 1998, p. 24). 

 

The products it purchases from the industry represent a significant fraction of the buyer’s 

costs or purchases. Buyers will shop for an advantageous price and purchase selectively. 

If the product’s from the industry only constitutes of a small fraction of the buyer’s costs, 

the buyers are less price sensitive (Porter, 1998, p. 25). 

 

The products it purchases from the industry are standard or undifferentiated. When there 

are several substitutes of the products, which there are for standardized products, the 

buyers will play the different companies against each other to get the most advantageous 

price and conditions (Porter, 1998, p. 25). 

 

It faces few switching costs. The higher switching costs the seller is facing, the buyer will 

act on this and in turn gain more power over the seller (Porter, 1998, p. 25). 

 

It earns low profits. Buyers with low profits will want to lower their purchasing costs, 

making the companies who supply them with products less able to earn good returns. On 

the other hand, if the buyers are profitable and do not represent a large fraction of the 

companies costs, they are less price sensitive and have higher incitements to create a long-

run relationship with their supplier (Porter, 1998, p. 25). 

 

Buyers pose a credible threat of backward integration. The more credible threat of 

backward integration of the buyer, the greater bargaining power they have when setting 

price of products and similar. Also, the buyer's detailed knowledge of the supplier’s costs 

when being integrated is increased, leading to their negotiation power also increases 

(Porter, 1998, p. 25). 
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The industry’s product is unimportant to the quality of the buyer’s products or services. 

The more important the industry’s product is for the buyer’s products or services, the less 

price sensitive the buyer will be (Porter, 1998, p. 25). 

 

The buyers have full information. The more information about demand, actual market 

prices and supplier costs, the buyer will gain an increasing bargaining power (Porter, 

1998, p. 26). 

4.5.5. Bargaining power of suppliers 
Bargaining power of supplier is to what extent suppliers can affect the participants, or 

buyers, in the market, in regards to setting high prices or to reduce the quality of their 

products or services. A supplier who have a great bargaining power can thus set higher 

prices and, or, reduce the quality of their products or services. 

 

There are eight conditions that, if they are true, give the supplier a greater bargaining 

power: 

It is dominated by a few companies and is more concentrated than the industry it sells to. 

The more fragmented the buyers are, the more power the suppliers have when setting 

prices and other terms (Porter, 1998, p. 27). 

 

It is not obliged to contend with other substitute products for sale to the industry. The 

supplier is not competing with other substitute products when selling to their industry, 

which gives them a greater bargaining power. If the company. even though large relative 

to individual buyers, are facing substitute products, will have their supplier power reduced 

(Porter, 1998, p. 27). 

 

The industry is not an important customer of the supplier group. The less importance of 

the industry in terms of fraction of sales and when the industries they sell to are several, 

the supplier power will increase. If the industry is important, the suppliers want to protect 

it by setting lower prices and assisting with activities such as R&D (Porter, 1998, p. 27). 

 

The supplier's’ product is an important input to the buyer’s business. The more important 

the supplier’s products are to the buyer’s process, the greater supplier power is present. 

Also, if the product is not storable, supplier power will also increase (Porter, 1998, p. 27-

28). 

 

The supplier group’s products are differentiated or it has built up switching costs. When 

the buyer will incur high switching costs, the buyer will be less able to play different 

suppliers against each other, making the supplier power high. To the extent of switching 

costs of the supplier when switching buyer, high switching costs lowers supplier power 

(Porter, 1998, p. 28). 

 

The supplier group poses a credible threat of forward integration. When facing this, the 

supplier is able to improve their terms (Porter, 1998, p. 28). 
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4.6. Combined conceptual theoretical framework 
We saw a need to consider the elements related to the external barriers for 

commercialization of RI together with the industry structure. This was due to the fact 

those effects cannot be isolated from the industry structure, since it will affect them. 

Because of this we decided to develop a combined conceptual theoretical framework (see 

figure 3). Our complete conceptual model combines the external barriers for 

commercialization of RI with the effects on industry structure. This model will guide our 

future work, by serving as a base for the further analysis and conclusions of the empirical 

data in the study.  

 
Figure 3. Own developed framework of external barriers for commercialization of radical 
innovations combined with the effects on industry structure. 

 

The complete theoretical framework used in this study is based on several research 

models. To provide an overview of the main theories used in the theoretical framework, 

we have developed a table with the connection to each part of the theory chapter (See 

table 4).   
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Author Year Context Key result Theory part 

McDermott & 

O'Connor, 

2002 Radical innovation Four dimensions of RI. Incremental- and 

radical innovation   

Rogers 1995 Radical innovation Adoption rate, early adopters. Incremental- and 

radical innovation.  

Sandberg & 

Aarikka-

Stenroos 

2014 Commercialize a 

new innovation 

External barriers in 

commercialization phase, 

Network and ecosystems. 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

radical innovation 

Moon & 

Tikoo 

2002 Customer 

resistance- buying 

process 

Buying-decision-approach, 

Decision-makers-decision 

accountability, Situational 

variables. 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

radical innovation 

Reinders et al. 2010 Customer resistance Overcoming barriers to resistance 

create understanding of a RI. 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

radical innovation 

Bao 2009 Customer resistance Factors which influence 

organizational resistance 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

Radical Innovation 

Aarikka-

Stenroos & 

Lehtimäki 

2014 Rivalry Recreate credibility for the full 

product range and not just the 

product. 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

radical innovation 

Foxon et al. 2005 Unsupportive 

government, 

Governmental 

support 

Risks preventing pre-commercial 

technologies to reach large scale 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

radical innovation 

Knockaert, et 

al. 

2012 External finance Small firms have more difficulty 

accessing external finance. 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

radical innovation 

Chiesa & 

Frattini 

2011 Network and 

ecosystems  

Lack of support from the 

innovation’s adoption network 

and Negative post-purchase 

attitude of the innovation’s early 

adopters 

Barriers to 

commercialization of 

Radical Innovation 

Porter 1988 Five forces Competition within an industry is 

beyond the established actors. 

Effects on industry 

structure 

Table 4: Summary of core studies used in the theoretical framework. 
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5. Practical Method 
In the practical method chapter we will explain our practical choices that we have made 

for the empirical data collection. We will start with a figure over the chosen research 

process strategy (see figure 4). After the figure, we will describe the collection of primary 

data, the preparations and development of the research instrument, how the data 

collection have been made, the analysis method and lastly ethical consideration and the 

study's quality criteria. By this we aim to show a transparent view of the empirical work 

of the study. 

 
Figure 4. The research process of the study.  

5.1. Collection of primary data 

5.1.1. Sample criteria & sample selection 
In order to build a strong ground for the answer of our research question our sampling 

method can be seen as a critical part of the process. To understand the main external 

barriers for the commercialization of BP as of today we needed to get the view from 

different perspectives in order to build good arguments together with a strong theoretical 

foundation. As of any market the seller and the customer can be seen as the main 

functions. From this we could conclude the need to find at least one customer and one 

supplier of BP and/or the TF technology. In order to understand all external barriers 

influencing the commercialization process we believed that more perspective was needed. 

External factors include information that is beyond the knowledge area of customers and 

suppliers, to get a more objective approach of the industry than the commercial interest 

of a customer and a supplier. One perspective which fit the objective approach was an 

industrial perspective which in our case was the industry association of the biomass 

industry. From these three perspectives we saw a potential to gain empirical insights that 

could answer our research question.  

 

From the basis of the network one the authors had after his consulting work at Bioendev, 

our sampling started to take form. Even if the sample stems from this network that is 

closely connected to Bioendev, we as researcher contacted all the respondents by 

ourselves from the criteria for each category. This was of large importance to get the right 

kind of respondents. In this study we therefore used a nonprobability sample. A 

nonprobability sample allows some respondents having a greater chance of being part of 

the sample, because the selection is not made from a random selection (Bryman & 

Nilsson, 2008, p. 179). Since we used a qualitative method and needed the respondents 
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to fulfil specific criteria to be considered as useful for the study, we decided to use a non-

probability sample called purposive sampling technique. A purposive sampling technique 

implies that the researchers are searching specific informative in empirical cases that is 

based on their own judgment, which is mainly used for smaller sampling sizes (Saunders 

et al., 2009, p. 237). The number of respondents from our sample was six respondents, 

which from a general theoretical view can be seen as too few. A non-probability study 

will not be representative for a whole population (Bryman & Bell, 2013, p.207). This is 

important to highlight when discussing the number of respondents.  

 

The study's purpose is to understand the barriers of commercialization, which means we 

need to understand human acting, and not explain. When understanding a complex human 

issue, a random sample which may lead to generalizable results to a population is not 

important (Marshall 1996, p. 523-524). Some of the respondents have been seen as very 

important regarding their position and the companies and organization they represent 

create credibility to the collected data. With this in mind, the amount of empirical data 

collected can also be seen as relevant because most of the interviews were relatively long 

and therefore provided us with an extensive amount of data. Because of the study's 

limitation to the Swedish market, the number of possible respondents is limited. The three 

different perspectives will now be presented: 

Customer perspective 

The criteria to be regarded as a customer was that the actor has to be present in the energy-

sector and have had previous experience with BP or TF, or has currently evaluating BP 

or TF. The customer will provide the information on how they have previously considered 

BP or TF but also give a more generalized insight about how they are evaluating new 

technologies.  

Suppliers perspective 
The criteria to be considered as a supplier was that the company must have previously 

been active in the development of TF and BP or is currently developing this product with 

the technology of TF. Also, the development must have a goal of being commercialized. 

The supplier insight will provide the other side of the story in relation to the customer. 

The supplier will be able to expand their thoughts about how the market is looking and 

how they will act to reach the market, both with their production-process but also with 

their marketing strategy. 

Industrial perspective 
To be considered to have an industrial perspective, we saw that the respondents must have 

a great knowledge about the Swedish bioenergy-market for solid fuels, an updated 

knowledge about the development of the BP market, good insights of the historical, future 

and existing politics that affects the development of BP and great knowledge of the TF 

technology development and how the networks is situated around it.  
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5.1.2. Preparations and development of research instrument 
This thesis aims to understand how external barriers affect the commercialization of TF 

technology and BP as of today, which will be done through interviews to gather the 

empirical data. Interviews can differ in order to be standardized or non-standardized 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 320). Because of the exploratory understanding approach of the 

study we choose to use a non-standardized method.  

 

The interviews will be conducted in a semi-structured way. A semi-structured interview 

allows the researcher to use an interview guide, which is based on a list of fairly specific 

topics or themes to be covered. Also, the semi-structured interview-style allows the 

respondent to be freer in their replies and can sometimes be seen as a discussion. 

Regarding the questions, the interviewer must not explicitly follow the interview guide, 

thus allowing the researcher to pick up on things said by the respondents as the interview 

progresses (Saunders et al., 2009, p.320). 

 

Bryman & Bell (2011, p. 488) urges the interviewer to use a comprehensible language, 

not asking leading questions and also make sure that the questions are relevant to the 

respondent. All questions will also need to be asked in similar formulation and tone 

(Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 481). Also, the interview questions should be created with the 

research question in mind, which will allow the researchers to answer their research 

question more clearly (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 488). Our questions are based on our 

chosen theoretical framework. Since the theory was based to help us understand and to 

explain our research question, we believed that by starting in theory, to come up with our 

different interview guides, we have had the research question in mind when creating the 

interview questions.  

 

Based on the research question “What is the industry specific external barrier for a new 

entry-firm to commercialize black pellet with torrefaction technology?” and together with 

the theoretical framework we created different interview guides, adapted to the specific 

respondent perspective categories; supplier, customer and industrial perspective. Because 

we wanted to understand what the external barriers were, we had fairly open questions 

based on the different theoretical themes, even if many theories were connected to each 

theme. From this approach we hoped the respondent would talk from an open mind and 

not to be influenced and stuck in our predetermined framework too deep.   

 

On the next page, we present a summary of the theories and how they are connected to 

the different themes in the interview guides in Table 5. The total interview guides is 

presented in Appendix 2, divided on the different respondent and how the questions are 

connected to the given themes.  
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Theoretical 

theme 

Theories Bioendev 

 
Vattenfall  Company 

Y  

Svebio 

Alan  

Svebio 

Sofia  

Researcher 

Early 

adopters & 

opinion 

leaders 

(Rogers, 1995, 

p. 264), 

(Woodside, 

1996, p. 28) 

5   6, 7  3 

Customer 

resistance 

(Moon & Tikoo, 

2002, p 293-

294), (Reinders 

et al., 2010, p. 

1127-1130), 

(Bao, 2009, p. 

120-126) 

3, 4, 7 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

9 

2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

9 

5  6, 7 

Rivalry (Aarikka-

Stenroos & 

Lehtimäki, 

2014, p. 1379) 

4, 5 3, 4 3, 4 3, 5 6 2, 6 

Unsupportive 

government 

(Foxon et al., 

2005, p. 2124-

2133), (Porter, 

1998, p. 28-29) 

10 9 9  8  

External 

finance 

(Knockaert et 

al., 2012, p. 86), 

(Minola & 

Giorgino, 2011 

p. 223), 

(Knockaert et 

al., 2012 p. 94) 

10    8  

Networks 

and 

Ecosystems 

(Chiesa & 

Frattini, 2011, p. 

448-452), 

(Dell’Era et al., 

2013, p. 119) 

6, 8, 9 2, 8 2, 8  7 7, 8 

Threat of 

new entrance  

(Porter, 1998, p. 

7-11) 
    2, 6 5,  

Intensity of 

rivalry 

(Porter, 1998, p. 

17-21) 

   8 2 6 

Substitute 

products 

(Porter, 1998, p. 

23) 

   9 2  

Power of 

buyers 

(Porter, 1998, p. 

24-26) 

   2 2, 3  

Power of 

suppliers 

(Porter, 1998, p. 

27-28) 

   2 2, 3  

Table 5. Compilation of how the theories from the theoretical framework are connected 

to the different theoretical themes and their connection to the questions from the interview 

guide.  
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5.1.3. Data collection  

To gather relevant data for the analysis we needed to find relevant respondents for 
the three categories perspectives described above. The access to the respondents 

started in the contact that one of the researchers gained from his consulting work for the 

supplier of TF, Bioendev. Based on this we first got a respondent from Bioendev, which 

have given us the supplier perspective. From the contact with Bioendev, we also got in 

touch with one respondent within the industrial perspective and the customer perspective. 

For the industrial perspective we got in contact with a researcher in the field of TF and 

gasification, that has a great knowledge of the BP development and how the different 

technologies can be seen as more or less developed for commercial use as of today. For 

the customer perspective we got contact information to a person who works for a large 

company within the mining industry. Together with other larger stakeholders the 

company has been running trials to evaluate different bioenergy based fuels for co-firing 

with coal, where BP was one of the fuels that were tested. His role during the trials was 

as a test manager and project manager prior to the trials. 

 

The researcher that has been consulting Bioendev had a contact with a consultant from 

Sigma Industry, which in turn has been working for Vattenfall during their evaluation-

project of BP during 2009-2013. From the contact at Sigma Industry, we got contact 

information to the portfolio manager in the department of R&D at Vattenfall. We also 

contacted the industry association Svebio, whom has a great knowledge of the bioenergy 

market and how it has developed over the past years. From Svebio, we got two 

respondents. One works within the solid biofuel market in Sweden and one respondent 

works as the Chief Editor of the industry paper Bioenergy International. 

 

Because of the different locations of the respondents we conducted four of the interviews 

by phone and two respondents were met in physical meetings. Our interview guides were 

in English but all respondents, except one was native Swedish speakers. Since the 

interview guide was in English, we asked every respondent if they were more comfortable 

answering the questions in Swedish. From our questions about language of the interview, 

five respondents decided to conduct them in Swedish while one was conducted in English. 

Also, we always gave the respondents the opportunity to participate anonymous, which 

one of the respondents chose to be. All phone interviews were recorded by using an 

application called “TapeACall” and the physical interviews were conducted with our 

built-in voice recording software in our smartphones. We always used a second mobile 

phone as a backup during the interviews and one of the researchers were always keeping 

notes during the interview as a backup. An important part was that we always asked if it 

was ok for the respondent to record the interview and that we clarified that the respondents 

always had the opportunity to quit the interview whenever they felt like doing so. All six 

interviews are summarized in Table 6. Table 6 is based on; company, name of respondent, 

position, length of the interview and the medium used. The length of the interviews was 

similar (close to one hour) except the one with Sofia at Svebio which was around half an 

hour.  
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All interviews proceeded without problems and we met competent and experienced 

people in the industry willing to share their knowledge with us. After every interview was 

made, we discussed the overall result of the interview and critically reviewed the 

questions asked in order to keep improving the quality of the data collection.  
 

Company/ 

Organization 

Name Position Medium Length of 

interview (min) 

Bioendev Lars-Åke Svensson Sales Manager Physical 

meeting 

54 min 

Vattenfall Mikael Nordlander Head of R&D Telephone 62 min 

Company Y 

(Anonymous) 

Respondent Y 

(Anonymous) 

Project manager  Telephone 56 min 

Svebio Sofia Backéus Responsible Solid 

fuels  

Telephone 33 min 

Svebio Alan Sherrard Chief Editor 

Bioenergy 

International 

Telephone 66 min 

Umeå University Anders Nordin Professor Physical 

meeting 

54 min 

Table 6. Summary of interviews 

5.1.4. Interview limitations 
The overall feeling from the interviews was that the respondents had set aside a lot of 

their time to do the interviews and were very accommodating and gave open and detailed 

answers to our questions. The interview with Sofia at Svebio was the only interview in 

which we experienced some degree of misunderstanding. Sofia's preconception about our 

knowledge about the subject of the thesis was that we were not that knowledgeable. She 

spoke in very general terms in the beginning and also discussed the private household 

market for solid biofuels sometimes, which were not relevant to our study. Although this 

happened, we, together with Sofia managed to steer the interview after a couple of 

minutes into the correct subject. One of the interviews had to be moved forward in time 

due to events which was outside of our control, but no interview was cancelled. No 

technical disturbance occurred with the recording except during the interview with the 

researcher Anders. After half of the interview time both of us got a call to our mobile 

phones, which unfortunately stopped the recording for the rest of the interview. The 

stopping of the recording did not influence the quality of our empirical data since we were 

active in taking notes during the whole interview.  

 

Even if we had an interview guide, the questions were to some degree open for the 

respondent to interpret and answer. This was a deliberate decision from us because we 

wanted to let the respondents talk more freely about their knowledge in the subject. Quite 

often answers from previous questions during the interview also answered other questions 

from the interview guide which resulted in that these questions never had to be asked later 

on.  
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5.1.5. Transcription of data  
After the interviews were made they were transcribed word by word. It is crucial to get a 

full presentation of all exchanges made in the interview (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 

489).  By doing this, we made the data available for others to read which in turn reduced 

the risks of biases and made the study more transparent. We also sent the transcribed 

material to all respondents that wanted this, with the purpose to let them correct or adjust 

any of their statements before using it in the study. The respondent who chose to be 

anonymous did correct our transcribed material, since he wanted to have an extended 

anonymity.  Also, we transcribed the interviews as soon as possible after the interviews 

were made. It is important to start the transcription as soon as possible in order to keep 

different details in mind and minimize the problem of huge amount of time-consuming 

work in the end (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 486).  

5.2. Analysis Method 
To proceed, from the empirical data made from the semi-structured interviews we needed 

to use an analysis method of the large amount of data collected. A thematic analysis and 

network can be described as finding themes at different levels of the transcribed data and 

then organizing networks of themes that follows depictions of the themes. There are three 

themes or levels where the data can be divided into systematically called basic themes, 

which is the bottom part which does not say that much of the text as a whole. The second 

one is called organizing themes which is the result of grouping the basic themes together 

according to characteristics that are similar to each other. The last one is called the global 

themes which can be seen as the industrial perspective which is the summary of the other 

two levels of themes described (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p. 387-390). There are different 

ways of doing this, as explained above, and in our case we have used the thematic analysis 

and network. 

 

In our analysis we started in the basic themes, which are based on the developed 

theoretical framework. This has also been important when developing the questions for 

the interviews. There are 11 themes from the theoretical framework which can be 

summarized to; Early adopters/opinion leaders, Customer/organizational resistance, 

Rivalry, External finance, Unsupportive government, Networks and ecosystems, Threat 

of new entrance, Intensity of rivalry, Substitute products, Power of buyers and Power of 

suppliers. The 11 themes were then coded by color by using different colors for each 

basic theme. After grouping the coded data to each basic theme we made analyzed the 

findings in relation to the chosen basic themes. After the analysis was made, the results 

from the 11 themes were then categorized in relation to the three sub-purposes of the 

study; Customer perception of black pellet, Support to the Suppliers and Characteristics 

of the industry and then again analyzed from a higher level. Finally, we used the results 

from this second analysis to answer our research question “What is the industry specific 

external barrier for a new entry-firm to commercialize black pellet with torrefaction 

technology?” and main purpose “identify the major external barriers and understand how 

they can negatively affect the commercialization of torrefaction technology and black 

pellet as of today” and also evaluated “which barriers that are the most important”. The 

analysis model can be seen in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Own developed analysis model for the empirical findings.  

5.3. Ethical considerations 
Ethical considerations must be a core part of every business research. The ethical 

principles can be discussed from four main areas; the harm to participant, the lack of 

informed consent, the invasion of privacy and the issue of deception (Merriam, 2009, p. 

230). The harm to participant can, for example, have more than one aspect. Physical harm, 

stress generated harm, harm to participants self-esteem, and harm to their working career. 

We always had this in mind during the interviews and have, in our belief, at no level 

harmed the respondents from the previous explained examples. The second one, lack of 

informed consent involves principles when the respondent is not provided with all 

information he or she needs to make a fair decision whether he or she will be a part of the 

research or not. These observations can be divided into two aspects, disguised and covert. 

The first one is considering that the respondent does not know all the aspects of the study 

he or she will be a part of, and the second one is considering that the respondent do not 

know the researcher's identity (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 132-136). To avoid the troubles 

with the lack of consent, we have been honest to our respondents about our background, 

the study's background and their possibilities of being anonymous. In the first contact 

with the respondents we made clear that the thesis were not written on commission for a 

company, which can be seen as extra important to gain good access to the respondents. 

The third principle, the invasion of privacy, is concerned about the ethical effects that 

stems from the researchers investigating respondent's private concerns into the interviews 

to gain a more convincing result (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 136). Our study will not 

consider respondent's private concerns, looking completely on the professional aspects of 

their work which has made us not have to consider this ethical aspect.  The last principle 

is regarding deception, which is when the researcher informs the respondents with the 

wrong purpose and idea of what the study is about. There is still always different degrees 

of deception, because it can somehow be necessary to limit parts of the understanding of 

the subject in the study (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p.136-138). We always thought of not 

influence the respondents answers by saying too much or give too precise questions but 

still give them as much information as possible to get the most out of the questions asked 

and get an honest answer. We therefore sent the question in advance to the respondents 

to give them an opportunity to prepare themselves to give as good answers as possible.  
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5.4. Criteria for qualitative research 
In comparison from a quantitative research, where the concepts of reliability, validity and 

generalizability is needed to explain absolute truths of social phenomena, we needed to 

use other criteria in a qualitative research. Two main criteria is useful in a qualitative 

context; trustworthiness, which includes the sub criteria of credibility, transferability, 

dependability and conformability and authenticity, which includes the sub criterion of 

fairness, ontological authenticity, educative authenticity, catalytic authenticity and 

tactical authenticity  (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 395, 398-399). 

Trustworthiness  
Credibility is the counterparty to the quantitative study's internal validity and the 

qualitative study equivalent to the internal validity. This describes how credible the 

author’s reproduction of the reality is. We, as writers reproduce a social reality in which 

we want as far as possible to be confirmed by the respondents (Bryman, 2008, p. 354 -

355). The respondents are in our case from three perspectives; customer-, supplier- and 

industrial perspective. Through a high degree of credibility we will be able to argue for a 

larger weight in the contribution of the study. By gather empirical data from three 

different perspectives, where the respondents have different background and incentives 

to answer our questions, we saw the credibility as high to get an impartial view of the 

external barriers for commercialize BP. This made it possible to compare the information 

we received and to create an objective analysis.  

 

In a normal case, qualitative research pursues a deeper understanding, where a broader 

study is not preferable as a quantitative study. To use fewer individuals with similar 

properties are therefore more relevant than a huge amount of respondents. The focus is 

the uniqueness of each person, which leads to a limitation to make the results 

generalizable in another context, though not saying that the results from a qualitative 

study can’t be used for understanding other contexts. This leads us to the criteria of 

transferability which refers to if the findings can be used in other contexts (Merriam, 

2009, p. 224-225). It is of large importance to the study’s transferability to clearly 

describe the context of the study if other persons aim to apply the study’s findings 

somewhere else (Lincoln & Guba, 1986, p. 19). We have been clear about what kind of 

context BP as a product aim to be commercialized in from this study's view, regarding 

the Swedish industry market and its customers in the introduction and the overview of the 

black pellet industry chapter. We have also been clear about the differences of external 

and internal barriers for commercialization, the perspective of RI and the focus of smaller 

firm’s opportunity to commercialize this kind of technology in the theoretical chapter. 

Even though the social context is explained, every interview is unique and especially from 

the customer's perspective, since this study includes large corporations which may not be 

representative for a smaller actor on the market.  

 

Dependability or consistency is the qualitative criteria referred to the criteria reliability in 

a quantitative research, where the assumption is based on one single reality and that a 

replicating study of a specific context will yield the same results. In qualitative research 

the human behavior cannot be isolated in the same way, but instead explain the world as 

how those in this world experience it. A replication of a qualitative research will not yield 

the same results because there will be many different interpretation of the data. 

Dependability is not focused on the fact that outsiders will get the same results but rather 

try to confirm that outsiders agrees that, given the data collected, the results makes sense. 

That they are consistent and dependable of the data collected in the study (Merriam, 2009, 
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p. 220-221). In this study we have carefully and in a detailed manner described the 

research process to ensure dependability, especially regarding the two method section of 

theoretical and practical choices. By writing the study by two persons  and continually 

criticize each other's suggestions, this has led to choices based on  good arguments for the 

process as a whole and contributed to a higher level of dependability.  

 

The last criterion of trustworthiness is conformability, which is about how we as writers 

are objective and not allowing personal values and beliefs influence our interpretation of 

the data and theories (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 398). It is always hard in business 

research, especially from a qualitative approach, to be completely objective. We have 

always tried to be open minded and discussing the objectiveness of our decisions to not 

influence the results of the study. The advantage of being two authors, with different 

background and knowledge can be seen as a good way of increasing the likelihood of 

objectivity because we always have questioned each other suggestions and ideas.  

Authenticity 
Fairness can be explained as if we as researchers have a good representation of 

participants with differences according to their view (Lincoln and Guba, 1986, p. 19). 

This can be seen as our main target of the study, to get a broad view from different actors 

on the commercialization of BP and the technology of TF. We got respondents from the 

customer-, the supplier-, and the industrial perspective, which can be seen as a good 

representation to understand the external barriers for commercialization.  

 

The ontological authenticity is regarding if the participants in the study can gain a better 

understanding of the studied phenomena (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 398-399). Even if 

the respondents of the study all have their own incentives and different knowledge about 

BP and TF, the result of this study will give a deeper and better view of the external 

barriers of the commercialization of BP and TF. The extensive inputs from the different 

respondents can be seen as an important educational contribution for the stakeholders that 

can influence these external barriers, which may not be the respondents in the study 

directly.  

 

The catalytic authenticity is regarding if the result of the study may or may not have 

encouraged the respondents of the study to take action and change the situation in any 

way. The tactical authenticity is regarding if the participants have or have not gained any 

empowerment for taking these kind of steps for own actions (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 

399). By giving the respondent a chance to talk about the different aspects of 

commercialization barriers for BP, we have made them to reflect on BP and TF as a 

possible alternative or not, while also reflecting on the industry structure. Secondly, we 

hope the result of the study can show a better view, than only the respondent's own, of 

the external barriers of BP and TF as a technology. From that we hope they can understand 

or otherwise start to evaluate their role of how to overcome these external barriers to 

commercialization, and therefore practical contribute to a succeeded commercialization.  
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6. Empirical findings 
This chapter will show the results of the six interviews made in this qualitative study. The 

respondents are sorted after the three perspectives; customer, supplier and industrial. 

Each company or organization will be represented separately, but together with the 

background of each respondent's. This is then followed by the results from the interview.  

6.1. Customer Perspective 

6.1.1. Vattenfall 
Vattenfall is one of Europe's largest generators of electricity and is owned by the Swedish 

state with an ownership of 100%. Their main products are based on electricity, heat and 

gas (Vattenfall A, 2016). Within electricity and heat, Vattenfall is a part of the complete 

value chain, from distribution to sales (Vattenfall B, 2016). One of Vattenfall’s 

overarching strategy is to transform their energy portfolio to become more sustainable 

(Vattenfall C, 2016). 

Mikael Nordlander - Portfolio Manager R&D 
Mikael Nordlander works as a portfolio manager in the department of R&D at Vattenfall, 

within the business area “Future of the Energy Systems”. Future of the Energy Systems 

is one of seven business areas within the R&D group of Vattenfall. As the portfolio 

manager, Mikael is working with questions at a system-wide level regarding the energy 

of the future. Between the years of 2009 and 2013, Mikael worked as a technical manager 

within the business unit Biomass. During the years of 2013 to 2015, Mikael worked as a 

Research and Development Manager within the department of R&D. 

Interview with Mikael Nordlander 
Mikael starts the interview by describing that he is using two approaches when searching 

for new technologies. The first one, the passive is when other actors contact Vattenfall. 

This approach is enhanced due to that Vattenfall is well-known by others and adds that 

both small and large tech-companies often approaches him with their ideas. “Sometimes 

we might receive five ideas in a week, and our standing point is to always handle them as 

soon as possible” he says. Although he adds, there is sometimes hard to have an internal 

prior of order and good judgement is needed to handle these in a good manner. The second 

approach is to proactively search for new fuels and technologies. Mikael tells us that a 

small number of people are working with that. The working progress is characterized by 

first finding a gap within their systems and from that tries to identify a technology which 

could fill that gap by screening available technologies and fuels. Although small, Mikael 

adds they are interconnected with the other portfolios, where there is good expertize of 

the other areas which enables his team to get information about new technologies from 

their interconnectedness. Apart from the other portfolios, collaborations with Kungliga 

Tekniska Högskolan and Sustainable Innovation, both these companies are in turn 

connected with several smaller networks, thus allowing Vattenfall to gain a deep insight 

of the evolution of new technologies, Mikael adds. When considering who the 

information regarding new fuels is communicated by, Mikael argues that it is more likely 

to consider evaluating a fuel when the idea is presented by the CEO of Vattenfall than if 

someone else was to present it to him directly. 

 

When asked about his view of TF technology and the product of BP today, Mikael states 

“Black pellet and torrefaction has suffered a post-traumatic depression”. He extends his 

reasoning by saying that TF suffers from their earlier failures, especially since they 

promised very much but was unable to deliver what was promised. According to Mikael, 
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torrefied BP have been hyped, but this has passed. Mikael adds that the evolution faded 

around the years of 2013-2014 when many of the smaller firms went out of business. 

 

Mikael argues that the earlier actions of TF suppliers, when they promised very much in 

early stages, but failed to deliver, is still putting a strain on the suppliers of TF. “I believe 

that it is hard, once you got people hyped but then disappointed them, to again get people 

hyped“, Mikael states.  

 

Mikael goes on saying that the technology is not mature, and he have not seen a torrefied 

pellet, which have fulfilled Vattenfalls criteria of physical performance regarding water 

resistance and dusting. According to Mikael, the major external factors to successfully 

commercialize BP is raw material prices, coal prices, CO2 prices and that coal boilers are 

kept alive to ensure their transformation into a BP boiler. As of today, Mikael adds, the 

raw material prices have gone up. The price of CO2 within the EU Emissions Trading 

Systems (EUETS) is much lower than was believed to be a couple of years ago. The coal 

prices have gone down and also the coal boilers are being shut down prematurely. “If you 

were to look back five years, this was not the case” he mean. Mikael adds “BP previously 

had huge plans to save the world, by allowing the plants to switch from coal to BP”, but 

according to him this is not the case anymore. Mikael continues to add that the actors of 

today are fewer, and the level of ambition is lower, most of them only tries find smaller 

niche-markets. One important task BP need to prove before succeeding is to demonstrate 

the full value chain, which will motivate the building of large-scale plants. 

 

Among the positive values regarding BP, Mikael believes that BP is unique, compared to 

other biomass due to their ability to produce huge volumes, which could be sold in a 

global marketplace but also the ability to save the value of fossil plants by gradually 

switching from fossil fuels to BP. Mikael goes on saying that there is nothing for the 

market regulators to do, since these values are being eroded due to other reasons. 

 

Mikael tells us about Vattenfall’s tests in Berlin, when they evaluated a BP, made with 

steam explosion technology. When they did their tests in Berlin, those involved were 

forced to sign confidentiality agreements. Also, the personal contact within Vattenfall 

was also subject to confidentiality. Mikael adds that these aspects made the decisions less 

influenced by the personal relations. A result of the test-facility was that it did not have 

the production capacity needed, when they produced BP in their production facility. 

Mikael adds, they had to spend six months to make 4300 tons, which was consumed in 

two weeks For Vattenfall, when they developed their plant in Berlin, Mikael believes that 

it demanded a lot of determination and money to pull through a pilot facility. “One major 

factor is the personal involvement from the strategical positions in the decisions” he 

states. Mikael points to the year 2009, when Vattenfall appointed a new CEO. The earlier 

CEO had initiated the project in Berlin, thus having very great personal involvement. The 

new CEO, Mikael adds, inherited this project and was not in fact, very interested. Also, 

Mikael points out when the personal involvement from the strategical positions is not that 

great, internal conflicts will arise. To sum it up, Mikael states that strong strategic 

leadership is very important to get a big group moving. Adding to their test-facility in 

Berlin, Mikael tells us that he recently got a call from a Japanese company, who wanted 

to know more about the test-facility. 

 

To further extend his reasoning about the importance of leadership, Mikael also concludes 

that it takes quite a lot of determination to get through the process while also spending 
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much money on it. Mikael emphasizes, to get a big company moving, you need to have a 

very clear and concise goal. “Once you get a big company moving, there is a tremendous 

force” he continues. When Vattenfall was evaluating BP, they had to “invent” the value 

chain for this new fuel. To invent a new value chain requires a strategic support from the 

C-level management. When the markets turned against this value chain, Mikael tells us 

that the value chain became unsustainable and they had to be rational and cancel the 

project. Also, one reason for not going through with the implementation of a new value 

chain for BP is due to the lack of core business, Vattenfall is, according to Mikael, not a 

company which should focus on the value chain-part but to sell electricity and heat. 

“There is a need for a strong strategic decision for us to consider committing to develop 

the value chain”, Mikael states it.  

 

According to Mikael, the industry of biofuels is small in the northern of Europe, which is 

why many of those working within the industry know one another. When taking 

decisions, these interrelations must be ignored since the investments are too big, 

according to Mikael. 

 

Mikael speaks about the characteristics about the companies who evolves these 

technologies and believes they are small with a low-value balance sheet. He adds, these 

characteristics make it hard for these companies to do the kind of projects Vattenfall did 

in Berlin. According to Mikael, a larger producer in size does not equal higher credibility. 

Producers who can prove a large-scale operation is the ones considered credible. Also, to 

enable larger-scale operations, Mikael urges the suppliers of technology to work closely 

with another, larger actor. While stating the importance of working with a large actor, 

Mikael at the same time concludes that suppliers, which previously have cooperated with 

larger actors has, according failed to develop cost-efficient plants, thus not making it 

representative for the industry. Also, by teaming up with a large actor, these smaller 

suppliers had high demands of return, thus making the test-volumes very expensive. 

 

When talking about how the usage of biomass could be increased by politicians, Mikael 

highlights when the politicians of Ontario, Canada, banned the use of coal. While stating 

this, Mikael believes that waiting around for these kinds of decisions is not sufficient 

information to base the building of a pellet-plant in Sweden. Ending our interview, Mikael 

speaks about when Vattenfall was interested in investing in a BP facility. But it all came 

down to the supplier, who they did not get along with, when discussing a future business 

and concludes that the persons in that company was the main reason for not going through 

with the business. 
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6.1.2. Company Y 
Company Y is working within mining and is therefore a user of fossil fuel for the 

process.  During the last years Company Y have been running trials with the purpose to 

evaluate different bioenergy based fuels for co-firing with coal, where BP was one of the 

fuels that was tested. 

Respondent Y - Research Process Manager 
Respondent Y is from the beginning an engineer within the field of energy engineering 

and system analysis. He has a wide experience from another high tech industry but is also 

a researcher with a Licentiate degree in energy-technology and system analysis. For the 

last four years he have been working with energy systems at company Y and is focusing 

on system analysis, process optimization and process development as a research project 

manager. Respondent Y was the trial manager during parts of the trials and project 

manager for the parts regarding equipment before the trials Company Y did.  

Interview with Respondent Y 
Respondent Y starts to talk about how the company gets information about new 

technology and new fuels. He explain it like two different aspects, one is more proactive 

scanning what is published in scientific papers for a long term strategy and in a more short 

term perspective focusing on commercially available technologies through industry 

papers. The other aspect is when suppliers of new fuels and technology is courting the 

company's energy buyers. Own proactive competitive intelligence is the mainly used 

approach according to Respondent Y. One example of how respondent Y has been 

searching proactive for new fuels was to let a experienced consultant probe the market on 

the available technologies to find potential suppliers. This is the first step when searching 

for fuels he mean and the second step is to do the competitive intelligence by themselves. 

We then asked about the differences in information search between a well-known fuel 

and a newly developed fuel and the respondent highlights that well-known fuels have an 

easier path since “The processes and standards is already in place”. In their evaluation 

of fuels respondent Y highlights the fact that all available fuels will be evaluated from a 

technical point of view in the first screening. The second criteria are to consider the 

market of the fuel, to have a well-functioning market and a good price. Respondent Y 

argues that if a fuel were to pass these two stages, the reputation of the fuel is not a factor 

which would influence the decision makers. Although, the fuel might not reach the first 

evaluation stage if it has a bad reputation. 

  

A well-functioning market is in respondent Y’s opinion a market with several suppliers 

who delivers the same product with the same quality. One key concern to only source 

suppliers from well-functioning markets is that Company Y does not want to risk only 

dealing with one supplier, with the risk inherited, which is given as directives from higher 

level management. When especially looking at a fuel which has not yet reached 

commercial grounds, the strategic decision from higher levels in the company is a key 

point. One example of a strategic decision might be “We need to lower our CO2 emissions 

with X percent to year X” Mikael continuous. One major part of this is because otherwise, 

the company and the people working with procurement of fuels will pick the cheaper 

alternatives, which almost always are fossil fuels.  

 

When considering biofuels, there is a need for a strategic decision, mainly to guide their 

direction to say “Of our total share of fuels, biofuels need to have a certain share”, 

otherwise their evaluation will result that biofuels is more expensive compared to fossil 

fuels, he continues. The strategic decision must highlight the soft values and not only look 
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at the economical aspect. The main difference in evaluating a new fuel is that it requires 

the company to look at the complete supply chain, which will differ from already well-

known fuels.  

 

When we then approaching their evaluation of BP respondent Y believes it is an 

interesting product, although stating that if they were to co-fire pellets together with coal, 

WP would be just as interesting as BP. This is due to that BP is more expensive than WP, 

which gives WP an advantage. “If black pellet is more expensive than white pellet, it 

might be worth to struggle more with white pellet due to the cheaper price” he develops. 

This is the main reason why respondent Y in the end did not choose BP as the best 

alternative, the higher price, not the technical aspect which worked well. We keep 

discussion about his view of the BP as a product and talks about the credibility of it as of 

today and starts with the suppliers. Respondent Y argues that it’s easier to place trust in 

a larger company, both in regards to the financial- and production size, and also that the 

long term survival of the supplier is of essence. Also, respondent Y argues that it is 

important that there is more than one supplier of a specific fuel in the marketplace. The 

reasoning for this is due to both the aspect putting all their eggs in one basket, with regards 

to supplier, but also that the market is not functioning well without several actors. 

Respondent Y is summarizing it quite clear as follow: “Our directive is that we look at 

fuels that are commercially available, by that we mean that it is a functioning market”. 

 

Respondent Y also believes that bigger companies, who have been active for a long time, 

will have an advantage compared to smaller companies. “If two actors, one large and one 

small would offer the same product, our purchaser would choose the products from the 

bigger company” he says. The reasoning behind this is that the probability of survival is 

greater for the bigger company. Respondent Y also says that “We need consistent supply 

of material and therefore need a stable company”. 

 

We then talk about the number of suppliers on the market and its relation to credibility, 

and according to our respondent, there is a positive effect when there are several suppliers 

of the same technology. When there is only one supplier, Company Y feels the risks are 

too large. Credibility for a product is based on having several actors who have succeeded 

in their commercialization and also can provide similar quality products he continues. If 

there is only one supplier of the product, the credibility of the product will be low he 

mean. “A working market for a product is when there are several suppliers with 

equivalent quality of their product” he summarizes. The BP market is a very immature 

market, compared to the market they are currently sourcing fuels from even though 

Respondent Y believes that the BP market is evolving, both in Sweden but also globally. 

 

During the interview we then come into the general problems of BP and Respondent Y 

highlights the problem of the chicken and the egg. Suppliers of BP are not able to produce 

the amounts that a customer such as Company Y is interested in. Since the suppliers are 

not able to produce these amounts, big companies are not able to evaluate these fuels and 

therefore hinder a further commercialization he continues. For suppliers who develop new 

technologies like BP, respondent Y believes that it is important for them to find a partner 

to develop their technology together with. Although, he states that his company is not 

interested in developing new technologies but rather wants to buy fully developed fuels. 

“To be honest, we only want to buy the fuel”, he states.  
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We then start to talk about the history of the BP market and the TF technology. When a 

technology is breaking new ground, respondent Y believes that it is natural that many 

actors will try and many will fail. Although, he states that many other actors in the 

industry disagree with him and points out that his history within research is the main 

reason as to why there is different opinions between him and others. When it comes to 

evaluating new technologies, respondent Y’s previous background within the field of 

research gives him a different view compared to other actors in the marketplace. “For me 

personally with my scientific background from two totally different industries, this is 

natural when you are breaking new ground, for me personally, it's not a world problem” 

he states. The earlier failures of new technology is commonplace when trying to develop 

new technologies, which other actors do not believe is commonplace, rather they believe 

that failures is a sign of weakness he means. He continues saying that people in the 

industry have a tendency to remember failure of initiatives, and have trouble 

distinguishing different bankruptcies from closed pilot-factories to other actors. By 

remembering the failures and not distinguishes the different failures from one another, 

this negative attitude is affecting the industry as a whole he says. According to respondent 

Y, fuels are also very much discussed in multisectoral forums. Big companies, who uses 

a lot of fuels in their processes, talks with each other about prospective technologies in 

their multisectoral forums. The talk is though limited to not include how it could be used, 

but more in general terms. 

 

Even if Respondent Y considers the easy of storage and handling during the process to 

be the most important characteristics of BP for them as a company and maybe others too, 

companies often have a very long experience to use fossil fuels. He states that their 

handling of the fuels and the supply chain is created and optimized for fossil fuels. “In 

order to consider black pellet as an alternative, major parts of the handling and supply 

chain would need to be changed”. We then come into what is needed for this change to 

happen anyway for these companies like themselves. When considering biofuels, they are 

always more expensive than fossil fuels he comes back to. To use more biofuels, 

respondent Y highlights the need of governmental initiative regarding climate goals, 

which would encourage them to switch from fossil fuels to biofuels. The price of CO2 in 

the trading system of UETS is low today he mean. Respondent Y believes that the price 

of CO2 should be increased by the politicians to encourage commercialization of new 

fuels such as BP. Respondent Y believes that the tax of CO2 have not evolved as in their 

previous calculations. According to these the price should have been much higher than it 

is today. When they did their calculations the future predictions of a higher price of CO2 

gave them incentives to focus on biofuels, but since their predictions did not fall out, 

respondent Y mean that biofuels is not as interesting anymore. By increasing the CO2 

prices by governmental actions it would encourage respondent Y to focus more on 

biofuels. Politicians should demand companies to follow certain restrictions to gain an 

environmental permit to create a further possible evolution of BP. When talking about 

governmental actions he also says that when a fuel have not yet reached 

commercialization, but is believed to have good potential regarding low emissions and 

similar, respondent Y believes that there is a need for governmental actions to encourage 

companies to invest in these technologies to enable a commercialization. 

6.2. Supplier perspective 

6.2.1. Bioendev 
Bioendev is a clean-tech company founded on the scientific research around TF at Umeå 

University in Sweden. Since the start in 2007 the company has step by step developed 
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their patented TF technology to produce a high quality product of BP.  After many years 

of upscaling their technology from lab-scale they are now commissioning a large 

industrial demonstration plant in Holmsund, which will be the largest TF facility in 

Scandinavia with a capacity of 16 000 tons per year. They are now in the 

commercialization phase of the technology and will soon be offering turnkey-TF plants 

in full scale ("About Bioendev | Bioendev", 2016, "IDU | Bioendev", 2016).  

Lars-Åke Svensson - Sales Manager 
Lars-Åke Svensson is Sales Manager (CSO) at Bioendev and is responsible for the sale 

of test batches of BP from their industrial demonstration unit and the sales of the TF 

technology for full scale production plants. He has a background as Engineer in machine 

and wood technology and sawmills manufacturing in the wood industry. He has a long 

background as site manager and project manager from different industries like Elopack, 

Komatsu Forest, Sandvik and as own consultant  in Sweden. The position as sales 

manager is though quite new for him (Svensson, 2016).  

Interview with Lars-Åke Svensson  
Lars-Åke sees the largest barrier for commercialize their technology and the BP to be the 

classic “hen and egg” problematic. As he describes it: “As long as there is no material on 

the market, there is no one who buys this technology. But because the technology is not 

available on the market in any particular large scale, so nobody can create material”. 

That is why Bioendev’s industrial demonstration unit is so important to get material out 

on the market for customers to make larger tests and prove the benefits with the BP and 

then sell the technology to producers. Their main strategy is to get out the first commercial 

facility in Sweden because it’s a lot easier for the company to support it that way. The 

opposite should be to build in Asia or USA, but because of the size of the firm and the 

difficulties to send people around the globe for support together with the problems of 

regulations and language barriers compared to Sweden it’s not that easy for a small firm 

like them. Their goal now is to get out as much material as needed on the market to prove 

the product and after that get the interest as fast as possible from a potential technique-

buyer which doesn’t have to be the user of the end product, the BP. “If we get a number 

of letter of intent from a couple of customers that they are willing to buy that many tons 

of black pellet, then we can easier find the customer for the technology”, Lars-Åke states. 

They have to prove the technology working but also produce as much as needed BP to 

create an interest for the product from end-users. We then come into the possible end-

users and Lars-Åke mean that it is a lot harder for Bioendev to attack the large companies 

like SCA, Vattenfall and Södra which all have been testing the material before. It is 

against them that they have made all these tests before and it has failed, he states it. 

Another advantage of going for smaller niche customers is that they can supply them 

totally and make an example for a longer time before attacking the larger corporations. 

 

That is their strategy, to start in a smaller scale and find a customer that won't need more 

than a couple thousand tons per year and supply them all the way. This is “The good 

example” they are looking for as Lars-Åke describes it. By this they can make them 

interested to buy BP to other of the customer's facilities and sell the technology to them 

or another actor that can build a full scale TF plant and supplying these facilities. By 

getting a reference for other potential customers is critical he mean. The larger facilities 

like heating plants the demand of material is so large which won’t be possible for full 

supply from Bioendev’s production plant of 16 000 tons per year. There are though still 

possibilities to supply a part of a larger municipal heating plant continuously, a small part 

of a larger network.  
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We keep talking about the strategy, Lars-Åke mean that “targeting potential customers 

that has never heard about the product or the technology before is the better way”… 

“They are not that influenced by the earlier failures of other actors”. He continuous 

talking about that for these customers that have never heard about the product before, 

Bioendev also has an educational role. Then they have to focus in the first step on 

explaining that this is a serious product, and after giving example of the advantages of it 

many of the potential customers gets really interested. If they just come over the first step 

and understand the product the possibilities to get a customer is larger than for the ones 

which had a bad experience with the product and is genuinely skeptical. The Larger 

companies in compare pulls everyone together Lars-Åke mean, and sees Bioendev and 

all other new projects in the industry of BP as the same as the previous failures. “Often 

they do not know us that well either” he continues. The critic is not directed to the 

company's specific but more to the whole industry. They have decided that there is other 

ways to solve their environmental problems. 

 

When we talk about the differences between customer-segments, Lars-Åke talks about 

large consumers and small consumers. The large consumers can buy large quantities of 

pellet from low cost countries, for example US. “They can buy many boats of WP 

compared to small consumers that have to buy from nearby to a higher cost and are not 

that price sensitive and can therefore be more easily targeted for BP”, Lars-Åke states. 

There is also a larger potential for targeting smaller customers because they don’t have 

the full supply chain as larger customers have.  When we ask about how he sees these 

customers evaluating the technology and the BP, he says that the customers strictly 

looking at the economical aspect SEK/MWh from the beginning and compare with WP 

or coal which is very cheap today. The discussion stays there and it’s hard to make them 

understand all the other benefits with the product for their process. The customers only 

reflect on the larger capital expenditures and operating expenditures with this new 

technology and the higher price for BP which won't make it sellable. It's also hard for 

Bioendev as supplier to calculate the cost for the first commercial facility. The solution 

is to get material out on the market and make the possible technological customers 

interested by showing the willingness to pay a higher price for the material to solve 

customers’ problems. “Seeing is believing”, Lars-Åke states it and also explains that 

possible customers say they will be interested when we have a stable production in our 

demonstration unit. He continues saying that “Before that has happened the credibility is 

low for us, especially from them who has been evaluated black pellet before”.  

 

Lars-Åke then keeps talking about Bioendev as a problem solver, that the BP has 

advantages compared to WP and take an example with a customer that has reached the 

maximum capacity in their burners but still want to have more effect. “Instead of making 

a large investment they can use BP and increase the power output with 40-60%” he states. 

Another example is if the customer has problem with grinding WP before the burning 

process and maybe the need of large amount of energy is needed which is costly or the 

grinding is generating too much heat which is damaging the equipment. With BP this can 

be solved. A third example is storage-time where the company maybe want to store 

material for a long term which is hard with WP because it attracts too much moisture, 

which not is the case with BP.  

 

Lars-Åke also talks about Bioendev’s role as being a supplier of material to the market 

and marketing the technology at the same time. Their strategy is to make a business 
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between the possible BP customer with a technology customer that is willing to invest in 

Bioendev’s technology and construct a large BP facility. If Bioendev can create a business 

between these two players then Bioendev can make a business supplying the technology 

to the project. Bioendev’s role here is very special Lars-Åke mean, to find a good partner 

and build a first commercial TF plant together with them where they can take the risk in 

the construction part. Bioendev could never pay a possible penalty if the facility is not 

reaching the production goals in for example six months. The consequences should be 

bankruptcy. 

 

When it comes to the historical background of TF projects, Lars-Åke talks about the 

effects of “Crying wolf”, which means that the many tests, different pilot projects and the 

failures of longer production-time of material with high quality from other actors has 

made people in the industry that earlier believed in the process being “burned”. They have 

experienced bad quality of BP and no continuity of supply because of uncontrollable 

processes. These competitors who has been failing before, was marketing the product 

before the process was running, with the purpose of creating anticipation from potential 

customers, so they could sit there with the order pad and write down new orders of 

commercial facilities right away. This made the effect of the failures large he thinks, and 

the trust disappeared fast. Because of this he thinks potential customers think all suppliers 

have the same problem today. There is a skeptical crowd of people that doesn’t believe 

in BP or TF. They are not talking that well about Bioendev, Lars-Åke states it, and is 

pointing out these larger corporations. But in the scientific community the support is good 

for Bioendev and many organizations are connected to the company. And of course the 

owners of the company are really supportive. Lars-Åke means that the trust isn’t damaged 

between the company and the one stakeholder that really know them. But there is few 

actors overall at the market which Lars-Åke can feel the effect of on industry fairs. “If a 

well-respected scientist or business leader has the opinion that black pellet is nothing to 

invest in people listen to that and it is spread fast among the actors on the market” he 

says. Lars-Åke has tried to take discussion with persons on these events that are very 

skeptical to BP which is hard because they always look at the largest industrial consumers 

in the marketplace, not niche players where there can be problems in the production. After 

a while they may adjust their standpoint but there is still skepticism among these kinds of 

persons he says. 

 

From the question about what the most important aspects is to get credibility from the 

important actors in the marketplace Lars-Åke talks about two factors. One is the 

credibility for the product in general, which is what Lars-Åke works the hardest with right 

now by getting the good example on the market. The other part is Bioendev’s technology, 

where he sees a problem because of the size of the firm. “The knowledge is good but the 

financial muscles aren’t there to build the commercial facility by ourselves”. To 

implement the strategy of building a commercial TF plant Bioendev needs financial 

support. The most realistic alternative here is ally with a larger capital strong partner who 

can lead the project and Bioendev will supply the TF technology. Another way Lars-Åke 

talks about are venture capitalists, even if they often are more interested in fast revenues 

which is not possible in this industry and their kind of company. He also talks about state 

capital which can be invested in this kind of commercial facilities, but the need of a strong 

partner is still needed in this case to get the trust needed to deliver the technology and 

also stand for the risk in the project.  
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When talking about state capital we also ask about the political influence on the 

commercialization of their technology. Lars-Åke has a two-parted view of this. 

“Politicians has a positive attitude to what Bioendev are doing because they want to 

contribute to the environmental goals they have put up but they are not giving some kind 

of practical or specific help for Bioendev to succeed” he states. The industrial 

demonstration unit Bioendev is commissioning is partly funded by larger state-grants and 

there is a discussion about possible grants for a first commercial plant. A large factor 

influencing the possibilities of the technology is dependent on political decisions, like the 

COP 21 meeting and new political strategies he says. Lars-Åke highlights that they need 

to point with the whole hand, for example phase out all fossil fuels in the steel industry 

in Sweden or reduce the coal use or CO2 emissions in the industry with a number of 

percent in a five year period. Lars-Åke states that “there is the large possibility for us to 

be a problem solver for the industry, and the economy isn't that important anymore 

because there is legislative decisions that must be followed” and also, ”then we stand 

there prepared selling shovels and hacks when the gold rush is on”. 

 

We then talk about the competitive situation as of today for the company. Bioendev gets 

information of new competitors that is developing their technology internationally 

through press releases and rumors, “But the marketing strategy is more careful now” he 

states. He thinks they have the same strategy as them, the process has to work before they 

go out heavily with marketing, otherwise they won't have the credibility needed. Even if 

it is hard to know when the marketing is going to be done he continued. Bioendev has 

chosen to go out now before their process is up and running, “You can ask yourself if it’s 

a mistake” he says. To promise something before, that they are able to supply the 

customers with X tons of BP is a risk. The other possibility is to wait until Bioendev have 

produced 500 tons and not be sure to get it sold which also is a risk. The competitors that 

are using another technology to produce BP, steam Explosion technology, also have the 

problem of that there isn't enough material on the market yet, Lars-Åke comes back to. 

Because of this they have, by themselves constructed large facilities, especially in the 

USA with the purpose to sell BP to Europe by boat. To transport material by boat to 

Europe you need a large production to make it economically possible. This is more 

volume than test batchers which Bioendev is are creating at the moment. There is also 

large facilities planned in Norway Lars Åke says. These actors will have large volumes 

to supply the market. This is something that Bioendev believes is good, instead of seeing 

them as a threat. The larger volumes supplied will make the customers being more 

familiar with this kind of product. Bioendev has also been contacted by competitors 

internationally, whom have approximately the same size of industrial demonstration plant 

and want to go together and deliver BP to one large customer, with the purpose of getting 

more material out on the market. The actors believes that this is the only way of getting 

volumes out in the market, to work together even if they are competitors. 

6.3. Industrial perspective 

6.3.1. Svebio 
Svebio or the Swedish Bioenergy Association is a trade association that has evolved to 

become the collective meeting place and actuator means for all stakeholders involved in 

bioenergy in Sweden. Today there are about 300 member companies and the organization 

is active in all parts of the production chain for biofuels (Svebio, 2016). They work for 

more sustainable and economical bioenergy both in Sweden and internationally through 

political influence and by arranging conferences for members to meet and develop. 
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Sofia Backéus - Program Officer 
Sofia Backéus work as a program officer for solid fuels and her work is consistent of 

competitive intelligence, responsible for different EU projects related to solid fuels and 

planning conferences. She is educated as a Forester and are doctor in forest planning, 

particularly focused on the role of forests in order to maintain balance. She has worked at 

the Swedish Energy Authority with research funding of bioenergy and at LRF with forest- 

and business policy. 

Alan Sherrard- Editor in Chief  
Alan Sherrard works as Editor-in-Chief for the trade publication Bioenergy International, 

an international English language magazine on biomass to energy. Founded in 2001 as an 

independent title, it was acquired by Svebio in June 2011. Alan has worked at the 

publication since January 2011 and in his current position since mid-2012. A forester by 

training, a large part of his professional background has been with the Swedish trade event 

organizer Elmia AB where he worked as part of the project management team for its 

international forestry, wood products and biomass trade shows, the latter of which was 

co-organized with Svebio. 

Interview with Sofia Backéus  
To begin the interview, Sofia talks about potential for external finance for new 

technology. Grants for research is often possible, even if the need for more capital to 

energy research could be wished for compared to other countries. The commercialization 

phase is often a lot harder to get grants for in general. She talks about a project from EU 

called NER300 which is a program for innovative low-carbon energy demonstration 

projects which hasn’t succeeded that well. The need for clear guidelines from the state is 

much more needed. EU has large potential to influence the development of the solid 

biofuel market, and there can be a large barrier if EU does not count bioenergy as a 

sustainable energy source in the future. “If EU shall fulfill their goals until 2020, they will 

need a lot more Bioenergy until then”, Sofia states. There is also a discussion in EU about 

what is going to happen after 2020. Sweden could then export a lot more than what is 

done today, both in technology and biomass. But it’s still a long way there, she says. Sofia 

talks about the low oil-prices as one influence that makes customers less interested in 

changing to bioenergy. One major part of the cautious strategy of changing to bioenergy 

is that the smaller industry is having a hard time at the moment, the margins are bad, and 

changing to another energy source is a large investment. It’s hard to get a good return on 

the investment and get a loan from the banks. Instead the customers will use the 

technology they have until it falls apart and then change. To conclude, Sofia says “the 

outlook for Bioenergy is not that good due to many international radical environmental 

organizations bad view on bioenergy”. 

Talking about Sweden, Sofia believes that the carbon tax is highly influential on the 

development of the bioenergy market.  In Sweden, Sofia sees a trend in heating with 

garbage, which is a negative influence on the use of solid biofuels. Adding, Sofia says, 

that a lot of the garbage used for heating is imported for a low cost. Sofia continues to 

argue that the garbage instead should be used at the place they are created. Another 

example of a country who imports a lot of heating is Latvia, which is importing the same 

amount of Russian gas as exporting biomass for energy use in Europe. It is something 

that Sweden can’t decide, it’s on EU level and maybe even on a higher level she says.   

 

Sofia talks about an example of the private bioenergy market 20 to 25 years ago, which 

she believe have impacted BP negatively. At that time many households installed cheap 

pellet burners which didn’t worked that well. It is something that the pellet market as a 
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industry suffers from still and has destroyed the trust for that energy type. She lifts up the 

importance of a good working example to get the trust back from the customers. 

 

When we start to talk about BP for industrial use, Sofia’s opinion about the customer 

resistance aspect is that they are not used to this kind of fuel, they are used to WP. The 

price is another important aspect, even if the end price would be lower after the handling 

the initial higher price will make the customers skeptical towards BP. According to Sofia, 

the customers in the industry do not want to talk much about how they are trading and 

buying fuels. The attitude is surrounded with confidentiality she says. Even though Sofia 

doesn’t think this kind of attitude is a barrier for commercialization of new technology. 

It’s more about that these people want to keep the strategy as a secret from competitors. 

When the contracts are made they will release the news, even if the road to get the contract 

is very informal. 

 

According to Sofia, the largest problem for the industry that is using large part of fossil 

fuel is that they need to manage the emissions directive. Also, the steel-industry is trading 

with carbon credits, because of this they have a lot harder to convert from fossil fuels than 

small and midsize-industries. Sofia also adds that the low price of oil makes the 

incitements to change to bioenergy lower. “Even if the carbon taxes are higher, the low 

oil price is a large problem” she states. 

 

She also takes up the importance of working market mechanisms and that the demand is 

good, everything develops by itself. This is not really the case when we come to the 

phasing-out of fossil fuels.  

 

Sofia ends the interview by talking about the Swedish balance of trade of pellets. “In 

Sweden we are importing more WP than we are exporting. Even if we have seen a break 

in the trend the last year, and the exportation of Swedish pellet has been growing. The 

reason is that the imported pellet is cheaper” she states. The Swedish pellet that is created 

here has a high quality because of good raw material and a historical tradition of doing 

pellet. The result is a more expensive product. The reason why we are importing cheap 

low quality pellet is because in some applications in the industry you don’t need that high 

quality of the raw material in the pellet. 
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Interview with Alan Sherrard  
In the interview with Alan we start by asking him about his view of the Swedish market 

of solid bioenergy. He describes the market as “mature” explaining that Sweden, in 

comparison to other markets, has been using solid biomass fuels for energy production 

for a long time. Alan also highlights another aspect of the market condition, a vibrant 

forestry and forest industry and a lack of own fossil fuel resources. He explained that 

unlike many other forest rich nations, the Swedish forest estate has many active private 

owners that supply significant volumes of logs and residuals into the forest industry value 

chain. About half of the 23 million hectare productive forest estate is owned by over 320 

000 private individual owners and another 25 percent is held by privately owned 

companies. Many private individual owners are members of a forest owner's association 

that not only act as a purchasing partner but also can coordinate harvesting operations and 

transport logistics along with other forest management services. Some associations 

operate their own industries such as sawmills and pulp mills. On the contrary, buyers of 

roundwood and residuals are also organized. Whilst many sawmills and forest industry 

companies have their own internal purchasing department, many form a joint external 

purchasing companies with other buyers to access a wider geographical market and larger 

volumes that can then be traded both internally within the organization and externally. 

 

Another characteristic Alan points out is that although the players in the market are free 

to set their terms regarding price, quality and measurement metrics, the actual 

measurement of a given lot is carried out by an independent third-party and forms the 

payment basis between buyer and seller. The Swedish Forestry Act, first passed in 1903, 

places a mandatory obligation on forest owners to restock harvested forestland, outlines 

the wood production levels that must be reached and sets out the environmental, nature 

conservation and cultural heritage considerations that must be shown. Noteworthy too he 

says is that wood production and environmental targets are both given equal importance 

in the Swedish Forestry Act. Alan highlights that a progressive and stable “polluter pays 

principle” environmental policy framework, such as sulphur tax and nitrogen oxide 

charge along with energy taxes, has been an important enabler for bioenergy in the 

Swedish context, especially within district heating.  

 

In 1991 a carbon tax was introduced as part of the energy taxation system reform 

providing a degree of investment certainty. The Swedish WP industry he says is mature 

too with few larger producers and many smaller ones catering for local and regional 

markets. He adds that most pellet plants are integrated with existing wood industries such 

as sawmills utilizing sawdust and shavings streams directly from source as well as sharing 

energy utilities and operational services. Few are stand-alone operations that use 

roundwood and none are large capacity by today’s standards i.e. 400 000 tons per annum 

or more. We then ask Alan about his view of the last year’s development of the BP market 

and TF as a technology. He clarifies that the generic term BP actually has come to 

encompass three different technology pathways; TF, steam treatment/explosion and 

hydrothermal carbonization, to produce the same type of product for energy end-use. In 

other words the objective is to produce a biomass pellet that has coal like properties in 

order to displace coal for energy production. Alan describes it “As a real shake out” and 

continued talking about that the ones that have made it through from laboratory to pilot-

scale and from pilot to demonstration plant. He added it is now left to those that have 

successfully demonstrated proof-of-concept and still have good financial resources to 

overwinter difficulties in trying to move from demonstration- to commercial plants. “Now 

commercial plants are being built with capacity coming online. Assuming current 
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planned projects are completed according to schedule, commercial black pellet 

production capacity will double compared to 2015 and pass the 1 million tons per annum 

mark by end of 2017,” he says. He speaks on the recent history of TF projects in USA, 

Netherlands and Scandinavia. Proponents of these projects promised to build 

demonstration plants, typically with a one ton per hour capacity, to prove it was possible 

to make BP from a range of different biomass feedstock. In reality not all were successful 

at this stage and whilst a number of utilities carried out various combustion tests at power 

plants for those that were, there were no real pickups from the utilities in part because the 

volumes needed were never there. “Even a large torrefaction plant back then had maybe 

30 000 tons per annum capacity which would only be enough for a couple of day’s full 

scale testing at a mid-sized power plant,” he says. “Some tests were more successful than 

others but the overall result was that there were not enough volumes produced for larger 

tests for customers”, he continues. 

 

Despite a number of less successful BP technology demonstrations along with suppliers 

that have not managed to produce volumes, Alan doesn’t see it as a major barrier for the 

development of the market today. “Like with any type of technology development and 

commercialization you will have failures,” he suggests adding that regardless of whether 

the nature of the failure is technical, financial, timing or the business model, failures “are 

a natural part of the process and that you just have to evaluate and look at the reasons 

behind each specific case.” Nonetheless he points out that one effect of a failure is that it 

lowers the immediate excitement and hype making it more difficult for those left to attract 

investment as both investors and potential end-users get cold feet. “Things just take longer 

instead. It’s about finding the right balance between market expectation and being able 

to deliver on that expectation,” says Alan drawing a parallel to the development of 

cellulosic or 2nd generation ethanol when a lot of mass media-hype and talk surrounded 

the biofuel that would move the fossil-dependent transport sector beyond so-called 1st 

generation crop-based biofuels. second generation commercialization has taken at least 

five years longer than originally anticipated and volumes on the market today are still 

very shy off the mark. This has resulted in a lot of market disturbance and loss of investor 

confidence though in fairness to the industry much of this in Europe can be attributed to 

political uncertainty and policy paralysis surrounding EU’s 2020 targets for 

transportation. According to Alan the market development of TF and BP for energy end-

use run a similar risk as energy utility markets are almost all policy driven markets. 

 

We continue talking about the larger actors of BP back then and what is happening at the 

moment on the market. He takes up the first real example of a commercial TF plant, the 

80 000 ton per annum New Biomass Energy (NBE) in Quitman, Mississippi, USA 

operational since 2011. In March 2014 it entered into a joint-venture with the energy 

services arm of Belgium-based international chemical major Solvay to form Solvay 

Biomass Energy (SBE) and ramp up output to 250 000 tons per annum. According to him 

early this year SBE revealed that it was shutting down its WP line at Quitman to focus 

solely on BP. The second main example he says is the Zilkha Biomass Energy (ZBE) 

plant in Selma, Alabama, USA, a 275 000 ton per annum plant built at a shuttered former 

white wood pellet plant and commissioned in April 2015. Both SBE and ZBE are 

exporting black pellet product to European energy utilities. Alan tells of two other really 

interesting developments a week before the interview was held. The Anglo-Dutch 

company Clean Electricity Generation (CEG) announced at a conference in the UK that 

it has completed phase one and begun phase two of its UK TF and power demonstration 

plant and revealed it has “advanced plans” to build a 200 000 ton per annum plant 
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“somewhere in Scandinavia.” At the same event Norwegian BP producer Arbaflame 

announced it will go ahead to build its 200 000 ton per annum plant in Follum, Norway 

scheduled for completion late 2017 and that it had released 10 licenses for its steam 

treatment technology for companies that want to build their own BP plants. Six of these 

have been taken thus far though only one licensee, Agroenergi Neova, Sweden’s largest 

WP producer was publically named. Neither Arbaflame nor Agroenergi Neova would 

disclose any further details.  

 

Alan then highlights a project in Ontario, Canada carried out by Ontario Power 

Generation (OPG) whereby two of its coal-fired power stations have been repurposed to 

run solely on biomass. Commissioned in September 2014 the first plant (Atikokan) was 

converted to run on WP. In February 2015 the second plant (Thunder Bay) was 

commissioned, retrofitted to run on a “advanced biomass” pellet with coal-like properties 

– the original fuel tender specification issued by OPG in April 2014 indicated OPG was 

only interested in steam treated BP. The original tender (and subsequent ones) was won 

by Arbaflame and both OPG and Arbaflame have been busy as speakers, often together, 

on the trade event circuit over the last 18 months discussing the technical and economical 

merits of the Thunder Bay conversion project not least in comparison to Atikokan. 

Noteworthy too he says is that both plants operate as peak-power plants with 10-year and 

5-year power purchase off-takes needing 90 000 tons and up to 15 000 tons of fuel per 

annum respectively. Alan says OPG are the first utility he knows of that have converted 

a coal-fired power plant to use BP only and he sees them as a typical opinion leader and 

an early adopter of BP that have already “put money where the mouth is on two counts.” 

He says that it is important to remember that the reason for OPG to do anything in the 

first place was a ban on using coal for power generation in the Province of Ontario, the 

first jurisdiction in the world to do so. So the alternative was to shut down or start using 

something else other than coal. “That was if you like the policy background into forcing 

the change,” Alan says. He thinks that the strategy from OPG is to open the BP market 

and having more utilities using BP and more players producing fuel. By this OPG hope 

to secure their future demand of BP, presumably from a local supplier and perhaps 

cheaper than today, by being a market demonstrator. 

 

We then come into the problems of commercializing BP. When talking about the buyers 

of BP Alan says they tend to look at the production costs, which are higher compared to 

WP. However product transportation costs are less, as the energy content per ton is higher. 

Furthermore the real benefit to the buyer, such as a pulverized coal (PC) power plant 

seeking to co-fire and/or convert, lies in conversion investment cost avoidance in material 

handling, storage and pre-burner fuel treatment in comparison to using WP. “If you’re a 

base-load power plant using millions of tons of fuel annually, then it may be more prudent 

to take a higher CAPEX and lower OPEX with a cheaper fuel whereas it could be vice 

versa if you’re a peaking plant with limited annual runtime. Then CAPEX avoidance 

becomes the key selling point,” he explains adding that the OPG Thunder Bay conversion 

is a textbook example of the latter. He then speaks about the lack of product 

standardization as a market barrier compared to WP where buyers have a range of agreed 

industrial- and residential grades and standards. The result of this is that product 

tradability is in principle none existent as it is very difficult to compare products from 

different suppliers with each other making it hard for a buyer to change supplier. Instead 

a buyer of BP has to develop an off-take with a specific supplier. Such an agreement 

between one supplier and one buyer has to be built on the specific characteristics that the 

buyer values and that the supplier can produce consistently according to these 
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specifications and volumes over the contract period. The mutual risk with such one-to-

one deals is for both parties obvious, both would like a Plan B in the event things don’t 

turn out right – the buyer would like alternative suppliers and the supplier alternative 

buyers and this forms a barrier until such time BP product standardization is developed 

enabling mutual flexibility through tradability and increased volumes. Alan says that the 

International TF Biomass Council (ITBC), together with stakeholders, is currently 

addressing the standardization issue having completed an EU-funded project that has 

provided input to an ISO standard proposal as well as developed life-cycle analysis 

methodologies. 

 

According to Alan timing is another issue and depending on where in the world, can be 

seen as a barrier or an opportunity for commercialization. If you look at it from a coal 

fired plant perspective mandated to reduce carbon emissions and looking for alternatives 

on the market to present to the board of directors, WP is established, experience exists 

and there are a lot of different wood pellet technology providers and WP volumes on the 

market. On the other hand for BP theoretically there isn't that large CAPEX needed in 

storage and handling and fuel preparation but there is no established market, no large or 

tradable volumes and few experienced suppliers of the technology.  

 

Alan thinks that investors in the near term go for the safer bet, even if the investment is 

larger, because everyone else is doing it and have been doing it for some time. Using a 

train station analogy he suggests that for coal-fired utilities that have already committed 

to use WP or other biomass, like in some EU member states or South Korea, the train has 

left the station. In the US an opportunity exists with President Obama’s Clean Power Plan 

which can be described as the train will shortly be arriving to the platform giving BP time 

to mature though it is yet uncertain if the train will actually arrive or not, whereas in 

Canada and Japan the train is boarding. “That is why I think the OPG case is so important 

for the industry providing a commercial user proof of concept in North America where 

the CPP could prove to be the enabler,” he says.  

 

Another barrier he highlights is that BP technology developers have, with few exceptions 

(e.g. Andritz, Areva) been small to medium sized companies capable of building an own 

demonstration or even a single commercial plant but not of rolling-out several plants in 

different geographical locations with all that it entails with engineering procurement and 

construction, operations and maintenance etc. The focus has been to develop the 

technology and the strategy has been to opt for technology licensing and/or engineering 

partnerships of which a few have managed to form such alliances (e.g. Zilkha/Valmet, 

Suncoal/Valmet, Torrcoal/A.Hak, and Arbaflame/Mitsubishi Heavy Industries). 

 

When talking about what factors need to be fulfilled for successful commercialization 

Alan says that the first is elementary but vital especially with the lack of standardization 

backdrop, product consistency. To earn investor interest, market confidence and buyer 

trust, the supplier has to be able to demonstrate that it has full control of the technology 

through the entire process and prove its reliability over time by being able to consistently 

produce the BP according to the agreed specification. It is not enough just to get the first 

batch or truckload right, all subsequent truckloads a week, a month or a year down the 

line need to be right too. The second one is that they have to be sure that the produced 

pellet can be supplied at a cost that is perceived as competitive to end-users. Energy use 

is at the bottom of the biomass value chain, which in the context of the forest industry 

limits the feedstock range to non-merchantable wood, short-rotation coppice (SRC), 
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forest residuals and secondary wood processing by-products such as sawdust and 

shavings. It also means that buyers will have little interest or capability in paying a 

premium for the end-product over conventional fuels in a high volume low margin market 

space unless specific policies or mandates oblige them to do so and/or cost 

savings/avoidance are made very tangible. Thus any biomass for energy refining or pre-

treatment technology has to be able to earn its position in a relatively narrow space.  “If 

you seek to replace one alternative with another, then the one you are replacing it with 

has to be better and more cost effective than the existing one. That is the law of the market 

if you like,” as Alan puts it. He also highlights that there are other end-uses for torrefied 

biomass that may earn higher returns per unit on specific markets such as charcoal or 

activated carbon. But you still have to be able to demonstrate the technology with full 

product consistency. This gets even more important if there is no standardization he says. 

 

When talking about competition between WP and BP Alan doesn't see them as 

competitors really. “They are more of a complement to each other,” he says referring to 

different vantage points for different coal-using entities such as power utilities as well as 

industrial boilers. For a WP producer, BP technology could offer a future- proofing or 

product hedging alternative provided the technology can be integrated into an existing 

WP production facility at a reasonable cost. For a new BP plant project flexibility between 

white and black becomes a compelling de-risking feature for investors – begin by 

servicing an existing WP market and develop the BP market accordingly. “Chop and 

change, swap over as you develop the black pellet market knowing you have the white 

pellet market to start from and fall back to in the same plant,” he suggests.  

 

Alan is slightly surprised and a bit disappointed over that as of yet and as far as he knows, 

no utility major has gone in to fast-track BP market development by co- investing in a 

production plant. This has been done in the past with WP plants and, in hindsight, has 

proved instrumental in developing the large-scale WP industry. Since then utilities have 

made upstream investments into WP plants as part of a security of supply strategy. “I 

recently heard a utility major representative speaking at a conference saying that they 

are willing to invest in new technology, have carried out black pellet combustion tests 

and are satisfied with the results yet will not use black pellet because there are no volumes 

available. All said by the same speaker in the same presentation,” he said. Alan thinks 

that the possibility of doing this for other technologies such as for BP is large, even from 

a first mover advantage perspective. 

6.3.2. Researcher  

Anders Nordin - Professor on department of Applied Physics and Electronics 
Anders Nordin is a professor at Umeå University, where he completed his Master’s 

degree and PhD. He was originally focusing on Engineering physics but shifted towards 

chemistry research and his disputation was about combustion and gasification. Anders 

have been in the business of chemistry research for the last 17 years and published over 

40 articles within combustion, gasification and refining of biomass and has done over 70 

industrial consulting assignments. Apart from his work as a science, Anders is also one 

of the two founders of Bioendev but is not working for the firm. 

 

In 2003, a Dutch company re-discovered TF, from the earlier failures in France during 

the 1990’s. This Dutch company published a report about their discovery, listing seven 

major advantages with TF technology. Anders, after reading the report, decided to drop 

everything else he was working on, to solely focus on developing the TF technology. 
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Interview with Anders Nordin  
To start the interview, we asked Anders to describe the evolution of the TF process from 

when it started. He starts to describe that one facility was built in France during the 1990’s 

but failed soon due to not being economic. When that facility failed, research and similar 

was also cancelled. He goes on telling us that the Dutch rediscovered the TF process and 

published a project report in 2003. This report was, According to Anders very market-

oriented and highlighted that BP could be the key to a sustainable evolution of biomass. 

This report, Anders highlights, was the start to a boom within TF. 

 

The evolution of TF internationally was characterized by actors, who had a drying 

process, which jumped on the TF technology, according to Anders. These actors were 

both serious but many less serious actors, who saw a chance of making a quick buck. 

Anders also extends his reasoning by saying that due to the simple technology, at least 

theoretically, of TF was many of these less serious actors saw their chance. ”Torrefaction 

is quite simple, it is not rocket science” Anders says. In the early period of BP, Anders 

notes that the barriers to entry was very low, due to the everyone wanted to create BP and 

it was easy to set up a website saying “We will build a large-scale facility”. Anders 

counted to 70 initiatives, half of them had a website immediately, thus creating a large 

hype for BP in the marketplace but none succeeded in what they promised. “The early 

initiative promised too much in respect to what the succeeded with, thus creating a 

backlash on the entire market.” 

 

We then moved on to talk about how these previous failures have affected the actors who 

had an interest in TF. Anders tells us that the large actors interested in BP experienced a 

feeling of burn, when the early initiative failed. The initiatives failed with: providing the 

facilities and materials as promised and even providing the amount promised. Anders 

argues that, since the confidence from the actors in the market is gone due to previous 

failures and broken promises, the hype for BP this time will move slower than the last 

time. From the previous question, we asked Anders to extend his argumentation about 

how new actors might be affected by the fact that interested actors felt burn. Anders 

extends, ”Today, the previous bad experiences are like a wet blanket over all new 

actors.” Also, Anders adds, the actors of today have no room for even small mistakes as 

the actors tolerated when the hype was new. To conclude, Anders argues that new actors 

also have to distinguish themselves from the previous processes, new actors have to prove 

something new, something that previous actors have not proven before. 

 

Anders tells us, that the ones who believe in the TF technology today is skilled persons, 

such as scientist and consultants. When discussing how information flows between the 

actors, Anders adds that three major players have been active and openly shared 

information, but the rest of the actors of TF have used this information but not adding to 

the discussions according to Anders. Also stating, within the research projects, Anders 

believes that there is a good information and knowledge sharing. Anders, together with 

other actors has strived to work together and share information, since they believe this is 

necessary to achieve commercialization. “The more information we can share, the more 

we increase our chances of a commercialization of black pellet.” Also, he adds, the 

International Biomass Torrefaction Council (IBTC) is the only forum where scientist and 

actors within TF can meet and discuss. Other informal events such as workshops are an 

activity that Anders has arranged. 
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We asked Anders why some many initiatives failed, and he moves on to talk about that 

the major key point is to build the facilities and processes as cost efficient as possible. 

The majority of Anders’ work as a researcher has focused on finding cost efficient 

solutions for the TF process, thus making Bioendev more competitive. Anders adds, the 

complexity is further enhanced when you seek to find these cost efficient solutions. Also, 

Anders talk about the external factors and mainly; ”Both the price of coal and oil was 

reduced, creating a harder environment for suppliers of black pellet and making most of 

the actors go bankrupt”. 

 

Regarding the question why still are able to continue their business, Anders adds, that 

they have built their business on a solid ground, by not rushing but also by having a safety 

net in form of Umeå Energi.  Another actor TorrCoal in Holland, Anders continues, has 

also built his business without rushing and has been able to turn profit since the day he 

started. Anders clarifies; both TorrCoal and Bioendev have had the opportunity to fix the 

problems as they develop. Another similarity Anders points out is that both TorrCoal and 

Bioendev do not have the financial strength to sell internationally. Anders pinpoints an 

important characteristic for a larger scale commercialization of BP to be that the suppliers 

need to cooperate to gather a larger volume to be able to sell their BP. This is due to the 

actors in the market only wants to buy large volumes. 

 

When asked if the company, who develops the TF technology should be have lots of 

financial muscles, Anders points out several examples. Some of the big players, such as 

Andritz, Metso and Valmet, who have a very strong financial position, have had the 

problem of over-doing the production-facilities, thus creating a too-expensive product 

according to Anders. To conclude, ”that’s the same kind of problems others also had.” 

The security in terms of operations in Bioendev’s pilot-facility, Anders notes, is very 

expensive and is due to them being the first facility of this kind in Sweden. The 

inspecting-party, Inspecta, is doing the work on commission of the Swedish government. 

While stating this, Anders adds that it is natural to have extra high security since this is 

something neither Inspecta nor Bioendev have any experience within. Making the facility 

cost more than a normal WP facility. 

 

Moving on to discuss some of the big actors previously interested in TF, Anders is telling 

us that from his experience, Vattenfall is not a company with the tradition of having faith 

in environmental projects and is partly due to their culture of men who have worked in 

the company for a long time. 
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7. Analysis 
The analysis is structured from the combined conceptual theoretical framework in the 

theoretical chapter. The empirical findings are then discussed from each of the 

theoretical basic themes, which also served as a base for the interviews discussed in the 

practical method. Some of the basic themes have been divided into subheadings based on 

the larger theories used in the basic themes, to be more reader friendly. The chapter ends 

with a summary of the main findings from each empirical perspective; customer, supplier 

and industrial and the chosen analytical framework. 

7.1. Early adopters/Opinion Leaders 
One of the factors of being an early adopter, explained by Rogers (1995, p. 264), is that 

these companies are used by other actors for advice and information about a new 

technology or product before the potential adopting firm consider it. In our case, 

Vattenfall can be seen as an early adopter, when Mikael says “Just recently, I got a call 

from a company in Japan who would like to know more about our test-facility in Berlin”. 

This is also interesting when Lars-Åke continuously comes back to the phrase of “the 

good example” or a reference to other related customers as an important factor to succeed 

as a supplier of a new technology and a new product. This is also something that Sofia at 

Svebio is referring to as important, when talking about the historical background of 

private household pellet burners 25 years ago. 

 

Looking at it from another perspective, Vattenfall were not willing to invest in smaller 

companies when they were evaluating possible technologies to produce BP, even if the 

technology looked promising. Vattenfalls buying behavior can be seen as more grounded 

in the supplier's financial situation and also taking into account the size of the company. 

The same arguments can also be seen from Company Y within their evaluation today. 

Quoting Respondent Y “Our directive is that we look at fuels that are commercially 

available, by that we mean that it is a functioning market”, explains it quite clear. From 

this we can then instead argue that Vattenfall and Company Y are not early adopters. 

They can neither be seen as lead users, because their rational behavior is grounded deeply 

in financial stability, probably because of the size of them as companies.  

 

Alan at Svebio is talking about OPG as the first example that he knows about as an 

opinion leader and an early adopter. This is due to the fact that they are the first coal fired 

actor that has committed to entirely switch to BP. The switch from coal to BP was made 

with the influence of political and legal forces, not as an actor that is adopting the 

technology just as a calling, as the theory says (Woodside, 1996, p.28). 

 

From this we can also draw the conclusion that the earlier developers of the TF technology 

and the producers of BP may have chosen the wrong strategy to reach the lead users, a 

company that is adopting technology as a calling rather than a rational good idea 

(Woodside, 1996, p.28). This may be part of the reasons of the failures. An example is 

that Bioendev now are targeting smaller customer segments, where they can provide a 

continuous supply of their BP from their industrial demonstration plant instead of going 

for these very large potential customer segments. 
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7.2. Customer resistance 

The buying-decision-approach 
The buying-decision-approach is described as a process of four stages. It starts with 

search for information, second stage is use of analysis techniques, third stage is proactive 

focusing and the last stage is procedural control (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p 293). Both 

Vattenfall and Company Y are using two methods of evaluation; a passive and a proactive 

method. According to Company Y, the proactive approach is divided into a long-term 

perspective and a short-term. The long-term approach focuses less on the commercially 

available technologies, while the short-term approach focuses on the commercially 

available technologies at that moment. Also, Respondent Y mentions that they are using 

an experienced consultant to do the information search for them. Mikael at Vattenfall 

highlights that their proactive approach of the information search is characterized to a 

high degree of internal search within the other portfolios in the firm and their expertise 

and contacts. Another important part is their connection to universities and other network 

groups that has technology companies connected to them in return. Vattenfall's passive 

approach can be described as many companies and persons are approaching them with 

ideas, which also can be seen within Company Y. 

 

Also, the third stage: proactive focusing is to what extent the strategic objectives and long 

range needs of the firm is considered (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p 293). Company Y, stresses 

the importance of a strategic decision, when the fuel has not yet reached commercial 

ground. Otherwise, without the strategical decision, the purchasers within the company 

will choose the cheaper alternatives, which today are fossil fuels. The proactive focusing 

within Vattenfall is guided from a gap in their system, which is the start of their scanning 

of available technologies that can fill that gap. Mikael also talks about strategic decision 

from their historical evaluation of BP, and the need of develop a whole value chain saying 

“There is a need for a strong strategic decision for us to consider committing to develop 

the value chain.” 

 

The fourth stage, procedural control is to what extent the evaluation of a buying-decision 

is guided by established policies and procedures (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p 294). In the 

case of Vattenfall's and Company Y’s approach to BP, both companies mention that they 

do not want to invent the whole value chain, which they believe is needed for the product. 

Also, one of the main similarities between the two companies is that both are stating that 

their core business is not developing new fuels, thus stating that both actors are acting 

within their policies and procedures to only focus on their core business. 

Situational variables  
When talking about the situational variables (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p. 294) within the 

approach of the decision making impact on the decision process, purchase importance has 

been a great factor for both Vattenfall and Company Y. The purchase importance is high 

since both companies would be using such large volumes of BP, otherwise it would not 

be interesting for them to consider the fuel. Also, one could argue that the purchase 

importance is low for both Vattenfall and Company Y. This is due to the fact that a 

renewable fuel, such as BP, is not mandatory for companies today. With mandatory, we 

are talking about the companies need to have a certain amount of renewable fuels from 

the regulators and governments within the country they are operating in. 

 

The task uncertainty (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p. 294), is both high and low for Vattenfall 

and Company Y. Vattenfall believes that they know the most relevant information, since 
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they have made several tests themselves and is basing their decision to not adopt BP on 

this information. Company Y on the other hand believes that BP is more uncertain and is 

partly basing their opinion to not adopt BP due to their lack of information. 

 

The extensiveness of choice set (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p. 294) cannot be seen as very 

many for customers that today are using coal in their production. As been described in 

the introduction and the overview of the black pellet industry chapter, coal and different 

kind of bio-based fuels are the main competitors of BP today. From the perspective of 

this study, the main option for fossil free based fuels is only between WP and BP. This 

leads to the extensiveness of choice from a customer point of view to be considered as 

low. Also, since there are very few actors developing BP, and even fewer actors 

developing torrefied BP, the extensiveness of choice is low seen from the buyer’s 

perspective. Alan highlights the fact that BP lacks standardization, thus lowering the 

tradability. This affects the extensiveness of choice set negatively, since the prior actions 

have been to have specifically designed offtakes with each supplier. Due to the fact of 

many different offtakes, it is hard to compare the suppliers, thus making their 

extensiveness of choice even lower since all suppliers must be considered one by one. 

This is the main problem Respondent Y also is talking about. 

 

The perceived buyer power is large when the buying-firm perceives themselves to have 

a large negotiating strength in a buying decision (Moon & Tikoo, 2002, p. 294). When 

discussing the buyers of BP, they have previously been very large companies while the 

developing firms have been small start-ups, thus creating a natural large perceived buyer 

power. Also, since BP is not “mandatory” by governments, there is little power to be 

distributed to the sellers. 

Individual differences  
According to Woodside (1996, p. 27), individual differences in resistance to new 

technologies are an important aspect since most people are comfortable working with 

established technologies, while not wanting to adopt new risky technologies. Sofia at 

Svebio highlights that one reason as to why customers will not adopt BP is due to them 

not been used to it, they are used to WP. Respondent Y is also pushing this argument, 

saying that companies with long experience of using fossil fuels have built up their supply 

chain and handling around the characteristics of these fuels, thus making it harder to adopt 

a new fuel since there would be a need of a makeover of the existing supply chain and 

handling. 

 

The understanding of an innovation is of essence to form positive or negative attitudes 

towards it (Reinders et al., 2010, p. 1127). Vattenfall themselves have made tests 

regarding BP, and can then be seen as having formed negative attitudes towards it. 

Respondent Y have also been evaluating, BP but not in the same extent and have less 

information today than Vattenfall have. 

The level of contradiction  
Company Y highlights the fact that a well-known fuel, such as fossil fuels, has an 

advantage when they are conducting their information search since the processes and 

standards are already in place. According to Reinders et al. (2010, p. 1128), RI requires a 

higher cognitive effort as a result of their contradiction with existing product schemas, 

which leads to higher risk of customer resistance. Here, we would argue that Company Y 

is experiencing a higher customer resistance, since they prefer the well-known fuels. Also, 

Vattenfall is highlighting the fact that an introduction of BP would for create a 
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contradiction with existing product schemas, stating they had to invent the whole value 

chain for this new fuel. By this, we argue that Vattenfall is also facing a higher resistance 

towards BP. 

Decision making units 
Kotler et al. (2008, p. 314) mean that every company and the business marketers within 

these companies are aware of their decision influence and the evaluation criteria they are 

using. According to Bioendev, they believe that the prospective customers, such as 

Vattenfall, have evaluated the fuel from a strictly economical aspect, and overlooking the 

potential benefits. Sofia states that the end price, when choosing BP, would be cheaper 

when compared to WP. This is though overlooked by the customers. Another evaluation 

criteria used by Company Y is that they will not source any fuel from an industry which 

have only a few actors selling the fuel. This is due to the fact that the want to minimize 

the risk of dealing with one supplier. Both Vattenfall and Company Y also highlights the 

importance of a strategic decision from the company to switch from fossil fuels and WP 

to BP today. 

Prior knowledge and presumed costs 
Renders, Frambach and Schoormans (2010, p. 1130) states that individuals with prior 

knowledge in a product domain are more capable of understanding and positively 

evaluating complex new products. Respondent Y, with a previous history in the world of 

research believes that it is fully natural for the many failures, which have been present in 

the development of BP. On the contrary, Mikael at Vattenfall believes that these many 

failures is something that is affecting BP negatively, stating “I believe that it is hard, once 

you got people hyped but then disappointed them, to again get people hyped”. On the 

other hand, actors who was interested in BP from the start, and thus experienced all these 

failures have a harder time accepting BP as a good source of fuel due to their knowledge 

of the previous attempts, according to Lars-Åke at Bioendev. 

 

Both Vattenfall and Company Y are talking about that they are satisfied with the already 

established technologies, highlighting both WP and the fossil fuels. Bao (2009, p. 121) 

states that the driving forces of resistance are based on the risks of the presumed costs 

which is associated with the innovation and also how satisfied the buyers are with the 

established technologies. Sofia and Alan highlights that the low price of oil is also one 

factor as to why customers are less interested in switching to bioenergy and BP. 

Motivation-Threat-Ability 
Regarding the first part of the MTA, motivation, many of the larger prospective customers 

have according to Lars-Åke not shown any motivation to process information about BP. 

Rather, they say that they have tested material before and it was not sufficient then, then 

why would it be sufficient now. Within the motivation of the MTA, organizational 

complacency is the degree to which there is an uncritical satisfaction when faced a 

technological innovation (Bao, 2009, p. 122). Sofia and Lars-Åke speaks about the 

struggle of persuading actors to consider BP but Sofia also mentions that many actors are 

choosing fuel type based on old habits, there is to some degree high organizational 

complacency among the larger prospective customers. Alan highlights also that investors 

often goes for the safe bet of WP since many other actors are doing it and have been doing 

it for some time. 

 

Switching costs is the economic limitations that reduce a firm’s incentive to evaluate a 

new technology (Bao, 2009, p. 123). Lars-Åke talks about the switching costs being lower 
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for BP than WP, if a customer would convert an old facility to the new fuel. Though, also 

stating that the switching cost is higher to switch to BP than to keep the facility running 

as it is set up today. Respondent Y in response mean that the differences in switching to 

WP and BP are closely the same. 

 

The greater technology uncertainty, the more likely the organizational resistance is to a 

new technological innovation (Bao, 2009, p. 124). For Vattenfall, as previously 

discussed, the technological uncertainty is almost non-existent in the term that Vattenfall 

already have made their tests regarding their plant in Berlin, thus coming to the conclusion 

that the technology is not ready for commercialization. Lars-Åke talks about new actors, 

who have none or very little previous experience and information about BP. He states that 

these actors are more able to process the information in a more unbiased way, thus having 

a lower organizational resistance regarding technology uncertainty compared to a 

company with previous experience and knowledge. 

 

The firm's ability to process information in an unbiased way is divided into two parts; 

formalization structure and centralization structure. A high degree of standardization 

often has a high degree of formalization, thus leading to a higher customer resistance to 

new innovations. The centralization structure is to what extent the decision power is 

concentrated to the upper management in the firm. A high centralization structure causes 

the firm to focus on the costs and risks of changes and thus increases the resistance 

towards technological innovations (Bao, 2009, p. 126). The centralization structure of 

Company Y is considered to be relatively high, since the respondent talks about the reason 

for not choosing BP is due to the fact of their higher price. The higher price means higher 

costs, which is a key sign of a company with a higher degree of centralization. Sofia also 

talks about how the prospective companies reasons, regarding the aspect of the risk of 

change, in that essence that customers are used to WP, thus not wanting to take the risk 

of switching from something that is obviously working for them today. Also, she adds 

that the price is one important factor and BP is today more expensive than WP. Alan 

highlights that actors in the market are neglecting the lower CAPEX investments needed 

in storage and handling, and mostly focuses on the price, where WP is cheaper than BP. 

 

Within the centralization structure, the extent to which the decisions-power is at the upper 

management can be seen as important from the interviews. Both Vattenfall and Company 

Y talks about the need of a strategic leadership and a strategic involvement to encourage 

companies to move towards more renewable fuels, such as BP. As of today, the 

purchasers of Company Y will most often pick the least expensive fuel, which are the 

fossil fuels or WP. Also, respondent Y talks about the need for the strategic decisions to 

focus more on the soft values and not only on the economical values. 
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7.3. Rivalry 
In the area of Rivalry we will focus on the concept of credibility, which in this case can 

be connected to either the producing company or technology supplier and also for the 

whole product range. In the study by Aarikka-Stenroos & Lehtimäki (2014, p. 1379) their 

conclusions was that the size of the company was an important aspect to create credibility 

from the consumers. According to Mikael at Vattenfall, a larger producer in term of size 

does not create a higher credibility than a smaller one. When Vattenfall were evaluating 

TF companies, from the aspect that the company needed to have proven the technology 

in large-scale, the smaller companies were overlooked, even though the technologies and 

processes by the small companies was more promising than some of the larger firms. In 

response Company Y believes that the size of the  supplying company as highly relevant 

for their evaluation and pushes the fact that the probability of a larger company's survival 

is greater than a smaller company, therefore making the larger company more credible. 

 

Mikael is urging smaller technology suppliers to partner up with larger actors as a good 

way to scale up the technology, and by this we see the potential of increasing the 

credibility. This is the issue Bioendev is tackling at the moment, when the knowledge and 

experience is within the firm, but the financial muscles are not there to build commercial 

plants by themselves. In another aspect, Mikael also have experienced the downside of 

these kinds of partnerships when these companies have failed to develop cost efficient 

plants, creating a lower credibility if you see it from these kinds of partnerships. 

 

The importance of creating credibility for the whole product range and not just the 

producer's own product (Aarikka-Stenroos & Lehtimäki, 2014, p. 1379) can be 

understood from the interview with Lars-Åke at Bioendev. He states “As long as there is 

no material on the market, there is no one who buys this technology. But because the 

technology is not available on the market in any particular large scale, nobody can create 

the material needed”. Lars-Åke continues saying that there is a lot of companies that have 

never tried BP and are unaware of what it is, and from his point of view one of the two 

most important factors of creating credibility from customers is to get these customers to 

see and try the material and through this create the “good example” for future customers. 

This is something Sofia at Svebio also talks about relating it to the historical development 

of the household pellet burners. Aarikka-Stenroos & Lehtimäki  (2014, p. 1379) are also 

highlighting the importance of making a good first example, like Lars-Åke and Sofia talks 

about, and lecturing subsequently which also is mentioned by Lars-Åke where Bioendev 

see themselves as educating the customers that have never heard of the product before. 

 

Talking about the aspect of earlier failures of BP projects, as we said earlier in the study, 

there are no obvious theories and studies on the subject of competitors’ earlier failures 

effects on new attempts of other actors. As we can see from the empirical findings there 

are some differences if the respondent see the failures as a major effect or not. Lars-Åke 

at Bioendev talks about the effect of “Crying wolf”, this means that the many tests in 

different pilot plants and the failures of longer production time and the bad quality of the 

end product has made people that in the beginning believed in the process as feeling 

“burned”.. This has led to the actors now believing that all the suppliers of today have 

the same problems as the previous actors. Respondent Y is personally not seeing these 

failures as influencing, because of his background as a researcher. Compared to others 

opinions he sees this development with many actors trying and failing as natural when 

breaking new ground for a new technology or product. Alan at Svebio is also following 

these arguments saying “Like any technology you have to have failures” and continuous 
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talking about regardless of whether it is because of the technical nature, financial nature 

or business model nature, it is natural and that you just have to evaluate and look at the 

reasons behind each specific failure. He draws parallels to the development of ethanol, 

which took approximately five years longer than expected to produce enough volumes, 

which resulted in lowering the market expectations. Respondent Y highlights the fact that 

industry people have a tendency to remember failures of initiatives and have problem 

with distinguish them from each other, making the negative attitude affect the whole 

industry. Alan is also following this argument stating that a general failure lowers the 

immediate excitement and hype as an effect. 

 

The researcher, Anders states that in the beginning of the BP development, the barriers to 

entry was low and all kind of people and companies wanted to create the product because 

of its hype. "We will build a large-scale facility”, was spoken by a large amount of small 

and new companies at their websites, but none of these succeeded Anders adds. “The 

early initiative promised too much in respect to what they succeeded with, thus creating 

a backlash on the entire market”, is Anders opinion. Alan at Svebio, as opposed, informs 

about the recent news of the competitor Arbaflame that have released licenses for their 

technology, where the majority of these already have been sold to potential customers. In 

the case of Arbaflame, they have been running their demonstration plant since 2003 when 

the real hype existed and slowly developed the technology and re-created credibility for 

the product and the technology during the last year together with OPG. This makes it a 

good example of re-creating credibility to the product range with a first reference, OPG. 

This also highlights the importance of the size of the company, since Arbaflame has a 

large stable owner in the Pemco group. 

 

Respondent Y also talks about that the credibility for a product is based on that a number 

of actors can provide similar quality of the same product. This is something Alan at 

Svebio also is going into when he talks about the lack of tradability of BP. The lack of 

standards within the product group of BP leads to that customers such as company Y have 

a hard time comparing suppliers products and forces them be flexible in their decisions. 

Even if a few of the respondents does not personally see the earlier failures as an obvious 

negative influence of the actors on the BP market, they all agree that the market has 

suffered from these earlier attempts somehow, and may be seen as lowering the credibility 

of BP and the TF technology. 

7.4. External Finance 
Bioendev is a typical example of a small technology developer, as Minola & Giorgino 

(2011, p. 223) describes as the most common size of the companies developing new 

technologies. Lars-Åke talks about the need of financial support to build a first 

commercial plant and different strategies they are working with to realize it. The most 

realistic alternative is to partner with a large and capital strong partner that can lead the 

project allowing Bioendev to be the main supplier of the TF technology. Another way is 

getting venture capitalists investing in the firm Lars-Åke highlights. Getting external 

finance can be seen as very difficult according to Knockaert et al. (2012, p. 86), because 

of the lack of collateral for a small company. Lars-Åke also thinks that venture capitalists 

are looking into other industries, were fast revenues are more possible. He is also 

mentioning state capital as an alternative for a first commercial facility, even if there is 

still a need for a strong partner. Bioendev’s industrial demonstration plant is partly funded 

by large state grants. Anders believes that there is a possibility to get 25% support from 

state capital. Sofia at Svebio explains the difficulties getting these kinds of grants for the 
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commercialization phase, compared to research grants which often are more possible. She 

highlights that there is a need for clearer guidelines from the state and EU to increase the 

likelihood of getting grants. 

 

As Knockaert et al. (2012 p. 94) writes, a market introduction and building a strong 

market strategy requires large investments long before any first revenues can be 

generated. Anders is talking about a competitor on the BP market, TorrCoal from 

Holland, which is a small actor that has built their business without rushing and has been 

able to be profitable from the beginning. This has led to the fact that the different technical 

problems that occurred over time could be fixed without leading to bankruptcy. Anders 

draws a parallel to Bioendev, saying that they have built their business on a solid ground 

and partnered up with a stable municipal energy company Umeå Energi as a safety net 

during the development stage. The similarity between Bioendev and TorrCoal is that they 

don’t have the financial strength to grow and sell internationally, which is needed for the 

commercialization phase. 

7.5. Unsupportive government 
Markard and Truffer (2006, p. 623) argues that RI is depended on strong and enduring 

support by government policies in order to penetrate the sector. This is a subject that is 

discussed by all respondents during the interviews. According to Foxon et al. (2005, p. 

2125) public policies interventions is needed when the ordinary market mechanisms 

doesn’t function well. This is the case if you look at the energy market from a sustainable 

perspective. Sofia gives a good example when she talks about that Sweden is importing 

garbage at a low price from other countries and burn these in combustion plants for heat 

generation, instead of doing the same in the countries where the garbage came from. 

Another example Sofia highlights is that Latvia is importing the same amount of gas from 

Russia as they are exporting biomass for energy usage in Europe. From this, we believe 

that it is obvious that the market is not recognizing the environmental aspect. 

The four main risks 
The four main risks that are preventing pre-commercial technologies to reach large scale 

deployment, which policymakers has the potential to reduce, are named; technology-, 

market-, regulatory- and system risk (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2132). Looking at the 

technology risk, Mikael at Vattenfall has the opinion that TF has not been proven yet 

regarding water resistance, dusting and pelletizing. There are different ways politicians 

can support a development that can reduce this risk. Sofia at Svebio says that more state 

capital is needed for energy research, which is low compared to other countries. By 

allocating more capital in R&D for this technology, it may be possible to overcome these 

problems Mikael is talking about. 

 

The market risk addresses the problem of future uncertainty regarding the level of reward 

from actors on the market (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2132). Mikael’s opinion is that the price 

of BP is too high and that the major external factors that influence the demand of BP, 

prices of coal, CO2 has gone down, while the raw material prices have gone up. This have 

influence the market to a high degree. Respondent Y has the same reasoning, highlighting 

that if the BP is more expensive than WP, it might be worth to struggle more in the process 

of which they are operating in today due to the cheaper price. Both Mikael and 

Respondent Y also talks about the development of the CO2 prices within EU ETS as 

highly affecting the potential of BP. They both points out the high expectations the market 

had a couple of years ago, that the price of CO2 would increase a lot. This did not happen, 

which made the incentives of transforming to sustainable energy sources lower today than 
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was predicted. Sofia highlights the importance of a working marketing mechanism, where 

the demand is good for these kinds of fuels, but as of today they are not because of the 

low prices of CO2. 

 

The regulatory risk is when changes in the government's priorities have a large effect on 

the market (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2132).  As Respondent Y says, he believes that a higher 

price of the EU ETS is needed to create the market for products like BP. But not just the 

EU ETS is influencing the Swedish bioenergy market, but as Sofia is saying the Swedish 

carbon taxes is another important policy instrument influencing the market. Respondent 

Y agrees and says that this is the strategic direction they need as a company to start 

looking into biofuels more seriously. Sofia also talks about the influence of EU directives 

on the Swedish market, when they are now discussing what is going to happen after the 

2020 goal. “The outlook for Bioenergy is not that good due to many international radical 

environmental organizations bad view on bioenergy” Sofia says, and mean that this can 

lead to that EU will not count bioenergy as a sustainable energy source in the future. 

When discussing the governmental support with Bioendev, Lars-Åke has a two-parted 

view of this subject. He mean that politicians has a positive attitude to what they are doing 

because the company want to contribute to the environmental goals the government have, 

but in return they are not giving some kind of practical or specific help for companies like 

them to succeed with their commercialization. 

 

A good example of reducing regulatory risk is made in Canada, which both Mikael at 

Vattenfall and Alan at Svebio highlights during their interviews. It is Ontario Power 

Generation, when the politicians in Ontario banned the use of coal in power generations. 

“That was if you like the policy background into forcing” as Alan pronounces it. Even if 

it is a good example of how the regulations from politicians can influence the use of 

biomass in the power generation instead of coal, Mikael does not see this as an sufficient 

information to base a construction of a BP plant in Sweden. 

 

The last risk, the system risk, which includes the needed changes in existing institutional 

systems to make the technology work (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2132), is something that is 

not highly discussed during the interviews. The researcher Anders still takes up an 

interesting case which can be seen as a part of the system risk. It is the fact that the security 

in terms of operations in Bioendev’s industrial demonstration facility is highly expensive 

which is because the facility is the first of its kind in Sweden. The inspecting-party, works 

on commission for the Swedish government, has set very high requirements on the safety 

of the system resulting in a high cost for the system and the long time developing the 

system. This kind of regulations from governmental authorities for new technologies can 

be seen as a system risk that hinders development of new technology to be commercially 

available. 
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How to reduce the four main risks 
To reduce the risks Foxon et al. (2005, p-2132-2133) and Porter (1998, p.29) describe, an 

increased state capital grant for commercialization and supporting new technologies with 

beneficial policy through regulations that will be present in the future and leading to a 

more positive environment for other investors is what is needed. Sofia at Svebio sees a 

higher state capital as an important factor that could increase the likelihood for companies 

like Bioendev to commercialize their technology. 

 

Lars-Åke at Bioendev is mainly describing the political long term strategies as the most 

influential factors for the future of the TF technology and the BP. Saying that “They need 

to point with the whole hand”, and continuous that a decision to phase out all fossil fuels 

in the steel industry in Sweden or reduce the CO2 emission with X number of percent. 

When the legislative decisions like this are made, the economy in the product isn't that 

important anymore he says and finish with saying “Then we stand there prepared selling 

shovels and hacks when the gold rush is on”. Respondent Y is on the same track as Lars-

Åke meaning that governmental initiatives regarding climate goals must be harder for 

companies like them before they will consider BP as an alternative. He also says that 

when a new fuel have not reached commercialization, but still is believed as a good 

potential alternative regarding lowering the emissions, governmental actions is needed to 

encourage companies to invest in these technologies. Sofia is also explaining that EU will 

need a lot more Bioenergy to fulfill their goals until 2020, which should be encouraged 

by the Swedish government to export both pellet but also technology to Europe, more 

than what is done today. 

 

The researcher Anders, also talks about the network that have been developed by the 

IBTC, which is a forum where scientists and other stakeholders within TF meets and 

discuss the area of TF and BP. He, together with other actors has strived to work together 

and share information with each other with the purpose to reach a commercialization of 

the technology, “The more information we can share, the more we increase our chances 

of a commercialization of black pellet”, he says. He is talking about an interesting subject 

regarding sharing experiences between different actors. Foxon et al. (2005, p. 2132-2133) 

talks about the importance of governmental actions to improve knowledge networks 

between researchers and potential customers, and improve information flow about the 

technology and reduce the complexity of the technology. This is also something which is 

important for previous failures of pre-commercialization projects. That these failures 

should not create doubt of similar technology in the same area, and through networking 

and policies ensure that evidence from unsuccessful attempts is made available for others 

to overcome these failures (Foxon et al., 2005, p. 2133). This is something that Anders 

has shown is done in some extent between some of the actors on the market. 

 

Porter (1998, p. 28) is talking about the opportunity of government as potential buyer of 

new technology, with the purpose of influencing the industry competition at a new 

market. Even if this subject have not been discussed in any further extent, Alan draws 

historical parallels to when the State owned Fortum in Sweden invested in the first large 

industrial white-pellet plant in Sweden, located in Hörnesand. By doing this they 

supported the construction of a first facility and Alan thinks this could be possible for 

other technologies like TF and BP, when other private owned companies do not want to 

take the risk of being first. 
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7.6. Networks and Ecosystems 
Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos (2014, p. 1301) concludes that an undeveloped network 

and ecosystem can be seen as the main external barrier in the macro environment when 

commercializing an RI. Regarding the network, two main reasons can be seen as creating 

a barrier for commercialization, lack of support from the innovation’s adoption network 

and a negative post-purchase attitude from the innovations early adopters (Chiesa & 

Frattini, 2011).   

Lack of support from the innovation’s adoption network 
Within the area of “lack of support from the innovation’s adoption network” the interfirm-

relationship and timing is two main areas. Interfirm relationship is about the forming of 

partnership with certain members of the adopted technology network with the purpose of 

gain extensive support of the innovations adoptions network, which is the opposite of 

forming traditional commercial transactional relationship which can be seen as a limited 

support strategy (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 448). According to Respondent Y, different 

fuels are discussed in multi-sectoral forums by large companies, even if the talk often is 

limited to not include how the technology could be used, but more in general terms. The 

knowledge and information sharing can therefore be seen as quite good in some extent. 

The researcher Anders agrees about that but he and Bioendev is more into the positive 

supporting and information sharing in the scientific network. 

 

Vattenfall can be seen as a partner to new innovation from the Swedish Royal Institute of 

Technology, which in turn is connected to incubators where different startup-companies 

is connected to. Through these networks a lot of innovations is being promoted to 

Vattenfall. 

 

The new way of thinking of inter-firm relationships can be seen from the example that is 

mentioned by Lars-Åke at Bioendev. They have been contacted by international 

competitors that want to cooperate to deliver larger amounts of BP to one large customer. 

He sees this as a good initiative and from the theory of inter-firm relationships, which can 

be seen as a creative way of forming partnership to gain extensive support from the 

innovation's adoption network. Lars-Åke also describes the strategy of Bioendev as 

finding the right partner to build a first commercial TF plant. Respondent Y is on the 

same track, talking about the importance of finding this partner for companies like 

Bioendev to develop the technology together. Even if he says that their company is not 

interested in being this kind of partner, which makes them not a possible inter-firm 

partner. Alan at Svebio is explaining this good example of inter-firm relationship between 

the BP producer and technology provider Arbaflame and the customer OPG in Canada. 

The collaboration has developed over the past years and they are together trying to build 

a market for BP by marketing the development of the OPG project at biomass power 

conferences. 

 

A long term agreement between one supplier and one buyer is needed for a successful 

development in this stage of commercialization for BP, Alan at Svebio talks about. An 

agreement that is hard to take place because of the lack of standardization. The way 

around it is if this larger end customer of BP has capital muscles to set up a joint venture 

with the technology supplier to build the large-scale BP plant. This kind of inter-firm 

relationship building is necessary Alan think, and he is surprised and even disappointed 

that so few companies are doing it. 
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The timing aspect is the other important part when talking about innovation adoption 

networks. The issue is that customers only buys an innovation if there is enough support 

from critical players in the adoption network, while these critical players only will invest 

in the innovation when it has achieved a strong installation base (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, 

p. 448-449). 

 

Vattenfall made large tests at their coal plants in Berlin but as Mikael says “the capacity 

of production was not good enough at that time.” Which can be seen as a critical player, 

doing one of the largest tests so far with BP, not reach the goals they were looking for 

because of the lack of capacity producing BP. The product had not reached a strong 

installation base yet as Chiesa & Frattini (2011, p. 449) describes it. “The chicken and 

egg problematic” can be seen as a reason for the timing issue here. Both Lars-Åke and 

Respondent Y is talking about the problem of the lack of material on the market to make 

these kinds of tests which should result in the construction of larger BP plants. As Lars 

Åke says “As long as there is no material on the market, there is no one who buys this 

technology. But because the technology is not available on the market in any particular 

large scale, so nobody can create material”. 

 

Chiesa & Frattini (2011, p. 449) is also talking about that later adopters are more 

influenced in their purchasing behavior by networks than earlier adopter. As been 

discussed before, Company Y and maybe even Vattenfall can’t be seen as early adopters 

but rather as late adopters, and may then be the wrong companies to engage with to gain 

support in the network. Lars-Åke is talking about this, saying that these kind of companies 

which have been testing the material in some extent before isn't the targeted customers as 

of today. He means that they pull every supplier of BP today together and see them with 

the same eyes as the earlier failed competitors. Another aspect is that the industry is so 

small, that if well respected business leaders for large companies spread their negative 

opinion about BP other actors will listen to that before evaluating it with an open mind. 

Again we come back to the example of Arbaflame, which Alan speaks about, as an 

important example of how a pellet producer and a technology provider gains support from 

an important player on the market, OPG in Canada. According to Alan this project and 

this corporation is one of the most discussed developments on the BP market today. 

Negative post-purchase attitude of the innovation’s early adopters 
The negative post-purchase attitude of the innovation’s early adopters has already been 

discussed in some extent in the Inter-firm relationship part , but according to Chiesa & 

Frattini (2011, p. 450) the four areas of timing, targeting and positioning, product and 

advertising and promotion is of importance for a successful commercialization of an 

radical innovation in the area of networks and ecosystems. If neglecting to introduce a 

fully developed innovation to the market affects the early adopters negatively and the pre-

announcement of the innovation will have an extra negative effect if the innovation is not 

fully developed, which is within the area of timing (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 450). This 

is an interesting theory in relation to the market of BP and TF as technology. The 

researcher, Anders, Mikael at Vattenfall, Alan at Svebio and Lars-Åke at Bioendev all 

argues for this negative effect of timing. Lars-Åke talks about the marketing, which was 

made by earlier competitors before the process was running. This caused the negative 

effect larger when the hype was big and the failures followed one another. Anders says 

that the development for BP now will go much slower because of these broken promises, 

which has been made. Mikael takes it so far as “Black pellet and torrefaction have 

suffered a post-traumatic depression”. Lars-Åke talks about the customers’ interest as 

being more careful now, that they have to see the process running for a while before they 
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will come and visit the facility. This is especially true for the larger actors. Bioendev is 

currently marketing their product and process, even though it is not fully developed and 

tested. Lars-Åke argues that you can ask yourself if it’s a mistake, but the opposite way 

is to wait until the company has produced for a while and not be sure to get it sold right 

away, which also is a risk. 

 

A critical strategy according to the network is how targeting and positioning is going to 

be made. To choose a specific segment and form a positive attitude towards the segment 

of early adopters (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 450). As been discussed before Lars-Åke 

thinks it is an advantage to target customers that is not familiar with the BP history. 

Because of this they are not going to target companies like Vattenfall or SCA now. 

Instead, Bioendev will go for smaller niche customers, which can be supplied more easily. 

Another reason is to create the good example for a longer period, before attacking the 

larger customers again. 

 

The focus on the positioning is another important aspect of the targeting. The most 

innovative adopters will be focused on the technological content and not a well-known 

brand or a specific product line (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 451). Lars-Åke keeps talking 

about the technological advantages of BP, and he sees it as the major component to push 

for in the sales process. That Bioendev can be a problem solver for a technical problem a 

smaller customer, instead of competing with price. The importance here is to find the 

right customers that have these kinds of problems, which may not be the ones like 

Vattenfall or Customer Y. 

 

The product part in negative post purchase attitudes is about if the pre-announcement 

campaign focuses on certain functions during the promotion and the seller fails to provide 

these. It is of high importance, during the product launch, that the functions of the 

innovation satisfy the needs of the early adopters (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 451). Mikael 

talks about the failures of these earlier attempts putting a strain on the suppliers of TF and 

BP both then and today. The satisfaction of the early adopters needs can be seen as a large 

failure from earlier attempts. As Bioendev is talking about, they have to choose the right 

customers with specific problems they can solve now. The competing with the established 

WP market can be seen as an important factor in this case as both Respondent Y and Alan 

is going to. Alan is talking about de-risking when thinking of possible strategies for 

commercializing BP facilities. Creating flexibility for the production building a pellet 

plant that can produce either WP or BP, according to what the customers’ needs. This can 

be an important strategy from the product aspect of networks. 

 

It is also of great importance that the innovation features during the advertising and 

promotion is fulfilled in reality (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 452). This is also an aspect 

from the previous hypes, when the promises of the product could not be fulfilled 

according to process control, product quality and large volumes. According to Mikael, 

torrefied BP have been hyped, but the technology is not mature, thus not fulfilling the 

hype. “I have not seen a torrefied pellet, which have fulfilled our criteria of physical 

performance.” 

 

The last part in the area of negative post purchase attitude is regarding the early adopters. 

If they form a negative attitude, this can be a key reason as to why some innovations fail 

when reaching the market (Chiesa & Frattini, 2011, p. 452). Lars-Åke says that there is a 

skeptical crowd of people and companies that doesn't talk that well about Bioendev, 
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especially the larger corporations. He feels the negative effect from these companies that 

tried the material when the hype was on, and that bundle Bioendev with the old failed 

companies. That they do not believe in the industry of BP any more. These large 

companies can of course be seen as early adopters of the technology, but during their 

evaluation they stopped before any real commercialization had begun, looking strictly at 

the economical part in compare with WP and coal, and may not be seen as early adopters 

then. The researcher Anders is saying that scientists and consultants is the ones really 

believing in the TF technology and BP as a product. The strategy of Bioendev is to target 

the smaller niche companies now and it can be seen as a good way reaching the early 

adopters. 

7.7. Threat of new entrants 
A general fact according to Porter (1998, p. 7) is that new entrance to an industry brings 

out additional capacity to the market, which reduces profitability among competitors. 

Lars-Åke at Bioendev explains this phenomenon quite differently, when saying that they 

need to get out as much pellet on the market to create an interest from potential larger 

customers, so they can sell technology for a larger pellet facility that in turn can create 

more pellets to the end customer. He keeps coming back to the lack of volume of BP on 

the market. Competitors that are now creating own larger facilities producing BP is 

something good Lars-Åke says, to get customers familiar with the product. He also takes 

up the consortiums that is made of TF competitors with the purpose of go together and 

deliver to one large customer, just to get the product on the market and get a good 

example. This is quite opposite of what is said by Porter, that the more entrances the lower 

profitability there is. In this case the need of more suppliers, and especially larger 

produced volumes would be good for Bioendev. 

 

The threat of new entrance are influenced by six barriers according to Porter (1998, p. 7), 

which include: economies of scale, product differentiation, capital requirements, 

switching costs, access to distribution channels and cost disadvantages independent of 

scale (Porter, 1998, p. 7). Not all of these will be discussed from the empirical data that 

have been collected during the interviews. Economies of scale can be seen as a large 

barrier in the case of BP, especially when competing with WP and coal. Company Y’s 

reason why they are not buying BP is because of the price, compared to WP. Lars-Åke 

explains the difficulties competing with WP for larger customers, when they can import 

large amount of WP by boats abroad. That is why Bioendev is targeting smaller users of 

pellet where the effect of economic of scale isn't the same because their demand isn't that 

big and makes importing cheap WP not an alternative. Overall Lars-Åke explains that 

customers strictly look at the economical aspect of SEK/MWh and compare with WP and 

coal. 

 

Another barrier is product differentiation. This is when established firms have created 

customer loyalty and brand identification with customers. This leads to that new entrants 

will have a hard time overcome the loyalty which has been built between the supplier and 

the customer (Porter, 1998, p. 9). During the interviews the loyalty aspect wasn’t very 

much discussed, but Company Y comes back to the importance of having several 

suppliers with equivalent quality of the product as alternative for their decisions. They 

are not willing to take the risk sourcing material from one alternative supplier. From this 

aspect we can also perceive the loyalty to the energy sources of fossil coal and WP 

compared to a new material like BP because “The processes and standards is already in 

place” he says.  In response the loyalty for these fuels may also be seen as rising for 
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customers like Vattenfall and Company Y after the own experiences of BP and the TF 

technology. Another aspect that Alan at Svebio and Lars-Åke at Bioendev is talking about 

is the potential for a large company, for example a pellet producer or a pellet customer to 

invest in the first industrial BP facility and commit to buying BP from this facility during 

a number of years. Alan takes the example with Fortum and the first industrial WP facility 

in Sweden. Doing this, a strong loyalty can be built for a new entrance. 

 

The barrier of capital requirements is regarding if this is high, new entrants might have to 

get external capital and since the risk associated with high capital requirements, the new 

entrants will have to pay higher risk premiums to the lenders (Porter, 1998, p. 10). This 

is a specific barrier for new entrance in the market of BP, because of the large volumes 

needed to produce. Mikael at Vattenfall talks about a lot of determination and money is 

needed to pull off a facility like this. Anders is talking about the historical aspect of TF 

technology and capital requirements, when many actors who had drying processes already 

“Jumped on the torrefaction train” who saw an opportunity to earn money fast because 

of the hype. He continues saying that the technology is theoretically basic and simple and 

many small projects were started. But the upscaling takes time and costs a lot which leads 

to a high capital barrier for new entrance at the level which is needed to commercialize 

the technology. Lars-Åke at Bioendev explains that a large company is needed as partner 

that could take the risk in the construction part, and they by themselves could never stand 

a chance to pay a potential penalty if the facility is not reaching the production goals that 

is promised. 

 

The switching cost is a barrier for new entrance which is concerning when customers 

switch from one supplier to another. The result is that a high switching cost must offer 

large improvements like price or product-performance to convince the customer to switch 

(Porter, 1998, p. 10). This is something that can be related to the case of BP in general. 

Even if the theoretical approach is that the switching cost won’t be that large converting 

coal plants to BP, the practical evaluation isn't done in a further extent because of the lack 

of volumes of BP on the market. According to Customer Y their evaluation of BP and 

WP as replacement products in their coal plants resulted in that WP is just as interesting 

as BP. The rebuilding of the process should be needed in some extent for the BP also. 

The effect is that company Y is more convinced to use WP instead, because of the lower 

price and already functioning market. In this case the switching cost to BP is related to 

the high price and the risk of investing in a product where there are too few suppliers of 

the product. Lars-Åke in contrast talks about the problem solving effect of BP, and that 

customers has to see to the other benefits of the fuels and not just the price per se. It’s a 

major task to convince the price sensitive customers of this, when they are looking at the 

switching cost that much.   
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7.8. Substitute products 
All firms in an industry are competing with firms in both the same industry but also firm 

in other industries that produce substitute products (Porter, 1998, p. 23). BP is mainly a 

substitute for coal in coal plants but also for other fossil fuels such as oil and also biomass 

such as WP and to the largest extent, anything that can be turned into energy. 

 

Sofia highlights that the price of oil is very low today, which lowers the actor’s 

incitements to change to bioenergy, and more specific BP, thus making the progress 

halter. According to Porter (1998, p. 23), many available substitutes will limit the 

potential return and make the companies offer lower prices since the supply is greater. 

Sofia continues to speak about the cheap fuel of imported garbage to Sweden and how 

that also is a substitute which is used instead of biomass. Sofia concludes that this garbage 

should be burned where they was created but also states that this is something Sweden 

cannot decide themselves, it is up to the EU. 

 

Alan, on the other hand, does not believe that WP is a substitute to BP, instead he believes, 

they are complement to each other. Alan highlights the fact that in some coal power 

plants, a conversion to WP is not possible, while it is possible to convert to BP and vice 

versa. 

7.9. Power of buyers 
Large-volume buyers will, if there is a presence of high fixed costs increase buyer’s 

power. Also, if a single or a few buyers purchases large volumes relative to seller sales, 

buyer power is also increased (Porter, 1998, p. 24). Within the market, the fixed costs for 

a commercial facility are high due to the large volumes required by the market. According 

to Lars-Åke, there are both large and small customers to be found. The larger customers 

are buying WP from low-cost countries and the smaller companies are buying their WP 

nearby at a higher cost. Alan adds that smaller customers are not that price sensitive, 

which lead to that they can more easily be targeted for BP. Regarding BP, several of the 

interviewed respondents talked about that the prospective buyers wanted to buy large 

volumes. Since there is none big facility of BP, there will be a high power buyer since the 

buying volumes will be large relative seller sales. 

 

If the product’s from the industry only represent a small fraction of the buyer’s costs, the 

buyers are less price sensitive (Porter, 1998, p. 25). The volumes being produced today 

would represent a small fraction of the buyer’s costs, while still making the power buyer 

large. In the future, if the volumes were to increase, the fraction of the buyer’s costs would 

increase, thus increasing price sensitivity. Both Vattenfall and Company Y disregarded 

BP partly due to the high price, which would suggest that the buyers are price sensitive, 

even though the product would only represent a small fraction of the buyer’s costs. 

 

As Sofia discussed, that smaller industries in Sweden is having a hard time with low 

margins and trouble gaining a loan from the bank. According to Porter (1998, p.25) buyers 

with low profits will want to lower their purchasing costs, making the companies who 

supply them with products less able to earn good returns. Sofia adds that due to their bad 

economic status, the companies are unable to change to another energy source due to the 

large investment required; instead the customers will continue to use their current 

technology until it falls apart. 
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Sofia talks about Swedish companies importing WP from outside of Sweden. The reason 

is mainly due to the lower price, while it is of lower quality than the Swedish WP. 

According to Porter (1998, p. 25), the more important the industry’s product is for the 

buyer’s products or services, the less price-sensitive the buyer will be. Since Swedish 

companies are importing WP with a lower quality, one conclusion must be that the 

Swedish actors do not believe that the quality is too important, thus increasing the buyer 

power. Also, as Sofia talked about, since there is no regulatory demand for biomass, big 

companies can instead use fossil fuels and buy the more emission rights, thus highlighting 

that the important thing is that the companies have enough energy, while diminishing the 

quality-aspect of the purchase. 

7.10. Power of suppliers 
A general thought many of the actors in this study highlighted was the need of more actors 

to be able to create a market. More actors would implicitly create a larger competition 

between the actors, but as Anders Nordin spoke about, the larger actors in the market 

would need to corporate to supply these huge volumes the market is demanding. Thus 

would more actors not necessarily not create a lower supplier power, instead their power 

would increase. Porter (1998, p. 27) argues that a market dominated by a few companies 

will increase the supplier power. Lars-Åke supports Porter's argument, by telling us that 

the large facilities, which are planned in Norway and USA, will have a good impact on 

the Bioendev’s business, since the customers will get familiarized with the product and 

not seeing their expansion as a threat. 

 

When the product can be stored a longer time, supplier power is lowered, since the buyer 

will have a stronger negotiation power (Porter, 1998, p. 28). In regards to BP, since they 

are able to be stored a longer time and with lower costs than WP, a BP producer should 

have a stronger power. 

 

According to Porter (1998, p. 28), when the buyer will incur high switching costs, they 

are less able to play different suppliers against each other and thus increasing supplier 

power. In this case, BP is competing against coal and WP. According to Lars-Åke, when 

a buyer is switching to WP, the switching costs are greater than switching to BP. This 

would imply that suppliers of BP have a higher power than a supplier of WP. 

7.11. Intensity of rivalry 
Numerous firms in the industry increases rivalry, thus hurting the industry (Porter, 1998, 

p. 17). The rivalry between the actors of the BP industry should not be based on 

competition, but rather on cooperation according to Anders Nordin. Also, Company Y 

highlights also the importance of having several actors in the marketplace, thus stating 

that a healthy rivalry between several actors is something to strive for. Lars-Åke adds to 

the subject saying that they specifically would like to see more actors in the market to be 

able to produce larger volumes, thus making the market bigger. This reasoning is the 

opposite as what Porter is stating. 

 

A slow industry growth, which is present in BP, should have made the participants fight 

for their market share according to Porter. In our case of BP, the participants have not 

been fighting against each other but fighting to win the trust of the potential customers. 

This slow industry growth have, according to Lars-Åke made it almost impossible to 

search venture capital, since they are interested in fast revenues, which is not possible 

within this industry. Mikael adds to the industry growth, by saying that the previous plans 

to save the world, by allowing plants to switch from coal to BP have been revised due to 
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that many of the plants are closing in advance. He continues to talk about that the actors 

are less today, than before and that their ambition is to attract smaller customers, not the 

large ones as previously. Also, Lars-Åke adds to the subject of today by saying that the 

price of oil and coal has gone down, creating a harsher environment for developers of BP. 

Respondent Y is, though, of the opposite opinion, saying that the BP market is developing 

in both Sweden and also globally. 

 

Economies of scale are present in that sense that BP is able to produce huge volumes, to 

sell in a global marketplace. This is a unique feature, compared to other biomass 

according to Mikael. Lars-Åke states that the large volumes of BP being produced in USA 

and Norway will be a positive injection to the market since the actors then are able to 

familiarize themselves with the product. 

 

Storage costs are something that is drastically reduced when comparing BP to WP. This 

was also something Mikael at Vattenfall talked about being one of the most interesting 

aspects of BP. But, the lower storage cost of BP has not reduced the price in aspect to WP 

higher storage cost. 

 

Since the usage of fuels to convert to energy is perceived to be of the lowest form of 

energy, one can argue that BP is seen as a commodity for the customer. But, one could 

also argue that WP is a commodity and BP is not seen as a commodity. The actors are 

clearly viewing the BP as a commodity, since they are evaluating the product mainly by 

the cost, the price. 

 

In the case of BP, the larger companies building facilities have often been more expensive 

to build, while smaller companies have been forced to cut prices according to Anders. 

Anders adds, the larger companies have then required a higher rate of return, compared 

to smaller firms, since the large firms need to pay back their more expensive facility. 
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7.12. Summary of the analysis 
Below is a summary of the main findings from the analysis, based on the three chosen 

perspectives; supplier-, customer and the industrial perspective. The findings are grouped 

with regards to their basic theoretical themes from our analysis tool, which is presented 

in the practical method. 

 

Basic Themes Supplier perspective Customer perspective Industrial perspective 

Early adopters/ 

opinion leaders 

- It is of essence to create a good 

example to succeed. 

- Respondents only want to 

buy the fuel, not develop 

the technology. 

- The respondents are not 

early adopters. 

 

- OPG good example of 

early adopter because of 

harder regulations 

Customer  

resistance 

- Larger customers just look at the 

economical aspect price/MWh 

and not other benefits 

- Customers with the previous 

failed attempts to commercialize 

BP is showing a high degree of 

resistance now 

- Switching to BP is less costly 

than WP 

- Lower organizational resistance 

for actors that never heard of BP 

- Both proactive and 

passive information search 

- Large part of internal 

information search 

- Need of high strategic 

decisions for new 

technology 

- Not focused on develop 

new technologies/fuels 

- Purchase importance low 

because lack of mandatory 

regulations 

- lack of choice set 

- Already build supply 

chains 

- Negative attitude after 

own tests 

- Research background 

understand sees earlier 

failures as natural 

- Satisfied with existing 

technology 

- Switching cost the same 

for BP and WP 

- Strategy has to focus on 

soft values on new 

technology 

- Hard to compare 

suppliers because of lack 

of standardization 

- Customers are used to 

coal and WP, a working 

market 

- End price of BP 

cheaper but overlooked 

by customers 

- Low oil price important 

for not switching to 

biofuels 

- Larger actors choose 

fuels on old habits 

- Investors are risk averse 

- Customer focus on 

price/MWh not including 

cheaper CAPEX in the 

evaluation 

Rivalry - Partnering with a larger 

company have both positive and 

negative effects. 

- Educating the customer is 

important. 

- Earlier failures have negatively 

affected current and future actors. 

- Credibility is based on honoring 

your promises. 

- Larger size of a firm 

increases credibility. 

- Previous experience or 

knowledge is important 

when evaluating earlier 

failures. 

- Prior failures are 

remembered and hinders in 

the long-term. 

- Product standards are 

important when evaluating 

a product. 

- Low barriers to entry 

make it easier for 

unserious actors to enter 

the market. 

- Previous failures have 

lowered the credibility of 

the technology. 
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External finance - Gaining external finance by 

teaming up with a larger company 

is the first choice. 

- Starting small scale and having 

the time and money to fix 

problems as they occur is vital for 

survival. 

 - It is easier to get 

research grants than 

getting grants for 

commercialization phase. 

Unsupportive 

government 

- The first facility built in Sweden 

has been very costly due to lack of 

knowledge from the government 

and Bioendev. 

- Politicians are not doing enough 

to help Bioendev reach 

commercialization. 

- The price of coal, oil and 

CO2 are important when 

evaluating alternative 

fuels. 

- The incitements of today 

are too few to use 

sustainable energy sources. 

- The government need to 

decide on long-term 

policies, to encourage 

companies to switch to 

biofuels. 

- More state capital is 

needed for energy 

research. 

- The EU ETS is not well 

functioning and hinders 

the future and current 

commercialization of 

sustainable fuels. 

- The strategic direction 

from both the Swedish 

government and EU is 

not good enough today to 

encourage the use of 

biofuels. 

- The Swedish 

government have helped 

commercialize 

technologies before by 

taking the first step. 

Networks and 

Ecosystems 

- When sharing knowledge, 

Bioendev is spreading positive 

information within their scientific 

network. 

- Teaming up with a large partner 

is important to develop the 

technology. 

- The chicken or the egg is present 

in the development of BP. 

- To commercialize BP, an actor 

needs to promise to buy a certain 

amount or a supplier to promise to 

produce a certain amount of 

volume. 

- A respected business leader can 

influence the whole industry. 

- Timing is crucial when 

introducing an innovation. 

- Previous actors started their 

marketing before they had a fully 

developed process/product. 

- Customers are more skeptical 

now. 

- Customers with no previous 

experience with BP are more 

open-minded. 

- Large companies are not talking 

well about Bioendev. 

 

- Multi-sectoral forums are 

used by large companies to 

talk about new and 

existing technologies. 

- Company Y and 

Vattenfall are not 

interested in forming a 

partnership. 

- Timing is crucial when 

introducing an innovation. 

- Previous failures have 

put a strain on the 

suppliers of today. 

 

- A large company, with 

the interest of using the 

end product, should set 

up a joint-venture with a 

smaller actor. 

- Timing is crucial when 

introducing an 

innovation. 

- Previous broken 

promises will cause the 

second wave to be much 

slower than the first. 

- Scientist and 

consultants the ones 

believing in TF/BP 

today. 
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Threat of new 

entrance 

- Additional companies are 

required to supply the needed 

volume to the market. 

- BP is being compared with WP 

and coal. 

- The underlying technology of 

TF is simple, the hard part is the 

up-scaling. 

- Larger actors buy their 

pellets on the international 

market in large volumes. 

- A functioning market is a 

market where there are 

several suppliers of the 

same product. 

- WPs and coal have 

processes and standards in 

place, thus making it easier 

to buy. 

- The volumes of BP are 

too low today. 

- The volume of BP is 

too low today. 

- Economies of scale is 

large in the industry. 

Intensity of 

rivalry 

- There is a need of more 

suppliers in the market. 

- It’s in every supplier’s interest 

that the rivalry should be based on 

cooperation, not competition. 

- The reduced price of fossil fuels 

has made it harder as a supplier of 

BP. 

- Suppliers that have partnered up 

with larger actors have developed 

very expensive facilities. 

- There is a need of more 

suppliers in the market. 

- The industry growth has 

been haltered due to coal 

power plants being shut 

down in advance. 

- BP is able to sell 

globally, by producing 

huge volumes. 

 

Substitute 

products 

  - BP is able to substitute 

the use of fossil fuels and 

WP. 

- The incitements to 

change to BP, from fossil 

fuels are low. 

Power of buyers  - Large companies can buy 

bulks of WP from low-cost 

countries. 

- BP is seen to be too 

expensive. 

- Instead of buying BP, 

companies will use fossil 

fuels and buy the emission 

rights. 

 

- Fixed costs are high 

due to the large volumes 

required by the market. 

- Small customers are 

less price sensitive. 

- The smaller industries 

in Sweden are struggling 

with low margins and 

trouble getting loans. 

- Companies with low 

margins are unable to 

switch fuels. 

Power of 

suppliers 

- More suppliers in the market 

would make them able to supply 

larger companies. 

- Facilities in Norway and USA 

are beneficial for Bioendev. 

- Only interested in doing 

business in a market with 

several suppliers of the 

same product. 

- Bio Based fuels are 

discussed to not be 

labeled as an renewable 

energy source 

Table 7. Conceptual framework of the main-findings from each empirical perspective and 

the basic theoretical themes  
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8. Conclusion and recommendations 
The overall goal of this chapter is to answer our research question “What is the industry 

specific external barrier for a new entry-firm to commercialize black pellet with 

torrefaction technology?” Firstly we will present our main conclusions from our three 

sub-purposes, which are based on the analysis made in previous chapter. The conclusion 

from the sub-purposes will serve as a ground for the conclusions of the study's main 

purpose and the answer of the research question. The last part of the chapter is assigned 

to suggestions of future research, the study's theoretical and practical contributions and 

reflections upon the study's societal implications.  

8.1. Conclusions 

Sub-purpose 1: understand the industry in which black pellet is intended to be used in 
One of the main characteristics of the industry is that the technology of TF is inherently 

simple, making the historical barriers to entry low. According to the supplier perspective 

these low barriers have enabled many unserious actors to enter the market over the past 

years. The problems have been the up-scaling of the technology where most of the earlier 

actors have failed. Both the customer- and supplier perspective gives insights that the 

earlier actors did not fulfill what they promised. The customer perspective states that these 

prior failures have put a strain on new entrants of today, thus lowering the credibility and 

made the second wave of TF to be much slower than the first wave, making the “margin 

of error” smaller than before. This have led to that the barriers to entry is higher today. 

This conclusion goes in line with our limited theoretical framework regarding rivalry and 

has to be lifted as an important conclusion because of the lack of research within the area 

that confirms this as a larger external barrier.  

 

We can also conclude that some barriers to entry, related to the theory of Porter is 

confirmed regarding the high need of capital requirement, which is based on the large 

development and construction costs of the TF technology and the need of capital 

requirements to survive as a company during the development process. The economies of 

scale are also present, because of the need to produce large volumes of pellet to get 

skeptical customers interested again at a lower price. An additional barrier to entrance is 

the lack of present standards for BP in the market. 

 

The aspect of pricing is highly related to Porter's theory, power of substitutes, where WP 

and coal is typical substitutes to BP. These are strong substitutes because of their lower 

price. This, together with the low price of CO2 is making BP as a less attractive alternative 

for the customers of today. Regarding competition in the market, it is low today, which 

leads to an interesting contradiction compared to traditional market economic theories. 

Porter, in his five forces, states that a market in which competition exists to a higher 

degree tends to hurt the industry. In the case of BP, the low level of competition is instead 

negatively affecting the supplier's that are present in the market, since there is a need of 

large volumes to create credibility to the product. This creates a need for the actors in the 

market to collaborate instead of compete to develop the market. 

 

From the analysis we also understand the characteristics of the buyers better. According 

to the customer perspective, they are not willing to take the risks inherited to develop a 

new technology such as TF. Also, larger actors source fuel based on old habits and states 

that developing new technologies is not their core business. Their core business is to buy 

developed fuels that are present in a functioning market. According to the perspective of 

the customer, the BP market is not regarded as an alternative today due to its non-
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functioning, which corresponds to Moon & Tikoo’s theory regarding extensiveness of 

choice set. Also, another core part highlighted by both industry- and customer perspective 

is that the larger companies’ industrial processes and standards are already in place and 

adapted to fossil fuels and WP. This can be seen as corresponding to the theoretical 

framework of Bao regarding how satisfied customers are with existing technology and 

also the work of Moon & Tikoo, regarding the impact the decision should have on the 

customer's existing processes. Looking into the aspect of the larger customer’s evaluation 

methods, it is primarily based on the price/MWh and the actors are highly price sensitive 

compared to smaller customers. The smaller customers are struggling with lower margins 

on their current products. Since there are few large possible customers in Sweden, the 

supplier perspective also states that a respected business leader from these companies can 

influence the whole industry if they have a negative view on BP. This corresponds to the 

theory of Porter, making the customers gain large buyer power.  

 

Finally we understand the characteristics of the suppliers better after our analysis have 

been made. Most of them are quite small actors with low financial ability to proceed with 

a commercialization by them. Regarding getting external finance by for example 

governmental grants for commercialization phases is also low today, but highly required 

because of the high commercialization costs. Both of these conclusions correspond to the 

theory of Minola & Giorgino regarding small firm’s financial barriers. Several aspects 

makes the power of suppliers low from Porter's theoretical perspective; They compete 

with functioning products like coal and WP at a higher price and the BP is not important 

enough for customers that uses coal today, partly because of low CO2 taxes. The few 

suppliers is also lowering the power of the supplier, which previously explained, is not 

corresponding to the theoretical contribution by Porter. An interesting additional 

conclusion regarding the supplier's lack of power, beyond the theory in the study, is the 

lack of tradability. The fact that many coal plants already have been shut down in Europe 

have also negatively affected the future outlook for the suppliers, making the long term 

market shrinking.  

 

To be added to the overall industry knowledge we have seen positive examples in Canada 

where governmental policies creates opportunities for products like BP by establishing 

restriction on fossil fuel use in energy consumption.  

Sub-purpose 2: understand the customer’s perceptions of the product, considering 
credibility and decision-making-processes when evaluating black pellet and/or 
torrefaction technology 
The empirical findings, together with the theoretical chapter have given us a deeper 

knowledge about the customers within the market of BP. Our first conclusion concerning 

the two large customers in the study is that they cannot be grouped to the sector of early 

adopters. This is due to that their core business is not to develop new fuels or technologies. 

Rather, these customers want to buy fuels from a functioning market, where the price is 

an important aspect. Also, the customers are not interested in forming innovation 

partnership. In relation to this we can, together with the supplier perspective and the 

industrial perspective, also make a conclusion that many earlier attempts by BP producers 

have targeted these larger firms, which could be seen as part of the reasons of the failures. 

The need of lead users, as highlighted in our theoretical section have thus failed, since the 

previous actors have targeted customers which are not regarded as lead users. As of today 

the supplier perspective also imply that these larger potential customers has less trust in 

the BP market and should not be considered as early adopters.  
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Looking at the customer's perception of BP and the credibility of the TF technology, we 

can see that the customers are similar, especially when discussing that the previous 

failures have lowered the credibility of TF and will halter a future hype. We can also 

conclude from the customer perspective that a negative attitude has been formed after 

their own tests have been made. One of the respondents has a background within research 

and has therefore a greater understanding that the previous and current failures are part 

of a natural process of new technical developments. From that conclusion, we can state 

that the level of contradiction of new innovations with existing product categories 

demands a higher level of cognitive effort since it differs from existing product schemes, 

as highlighted by our theoretical framework. According to the supplier perspective, the 

large customers have bundled together every actor within TF in a negative way, but, as 

highlighted by the industrial perspective, it is important to differentiate the earlier failures 

from new actors.  

 

Literature within our theoretical framework regarding customer resistance states that 

individuals with prior knowledge in a product domain are more capable of positively 

evaluating complex products. We, in our study can conclude that this is not in line with 

our results. Actors with previous knowledge, in our findings, have exhibited the opposite. 

Customers with prior knowledge, when projects were failing, have developed a negative 

attitude towards BP while the customers with no previous experience or knowledge are 

more able to develop positive attitude towards the product and technology. The supplier- 

and the industrial perspective also highlights that customers demand higher proof of 

concept today, than required previously. Another important conclusion about the 

credibility of the product, seen from a customer-perspective, is the lack of standardization 

within the industry of BP. This leads to a resistance to purchase for the larger customers 

regarding tradability and possible alternatives of suppliers.  

 

The evaluation- and buying process are in many ways similar for the customers in the 

study, with both a proactive and a passive approach. An interesting part is that one of the 

respondents is using more of internal information search, which we have related to the 

larger size of the company.  

 

Concerning the main factors of not choosing a technology like TF or BP as a product, can 

also be seen as equal from the customer's perspective. The most critical part of the 

evaluation regarding the customer perspective can be stated in the price/MWh for BP, 

which is higher than WP and coal. According to the supplier- and industrial perspective, 

the customers are large and price sensitive, evaluates BP in a strictly economic sense and 

not looking at the whole picture. Other aspects that are negatively affecting the evaluation 

of BP are due to the fact that the customer's processes and standards are already in place. 

This creates resistance to creating new value chains in areas they have low knowledge 

and/or experience in, such as BP. These conclusions corresponds to the theoretical 

contributions from Moon & Tikoo and Bao, when discussing the impact the decisions has 

on existing processes and how satisfied the customers are with their process. The lack of 

tradability of BP is another aspect that is negatively affecting the customer's evaluation, 

thus stating that the importance of having several choices, as discussed in our theoretical 

chapter, is important for the customers in our study. 

 

According to the industrial perspective, the customers are not used to a product such as 

BP. This has partly led the customers to choose established alternatives instead. 

Additionally, one important external factor that all perspectives agree on is the lack of 
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political initiatives to lower CO2 emissions by increasing taxes on CO2 and prices on 

carbon emission trading, making bio based alternatives less attractive. From this we can 

conclude that the importance of investing in TF or BP is low for the customers of today.  

 

Additionally, looking into the aspects of evaluating possible suppliers, the customers in 

the study agree on the fact that a larger supplier is always preferred. This is the case even 

if the larger company has less technological know-how. To conclude, since the larger 

companies have a greater financial strength than smaller companies, financial strength is 

very important in this aspect. 

Sub-purpose 3: How the actors of today are working with their strategy to 
commercialize black pellet together with to what extent they are gaining support from 
their adoption networks and other stakeholders. 
One of the current actors, Bioendev, is mainly focusing on re-creating the credibility for 

the product BP and the technology TF. This can be done by either creating a good 

example, where a smaller customer serves as a reference to a future and larger customer, 

or by allowing the customer to try the material themselves. Also, an important part of re-

creating credibility is to educate the customer. 

 

The importance of finding a partner to develop the technology together with has been 

discussed as a main topic when talking about the supplier's strategy. From both the 

supplier- and industrial perspective, a partnership between a small innovative supplier 

and a larger company is highlighted as a possible strategy. When talking about gaining 

external finance by the supplier, this strategy is considered to be the most attractive, which 

is preferred prior to state capital and other financial solutions. The trouble smaller firms 

are facing with gaining external finance is in line with the findings of Knockaert et al. 

 

The earlier failed attempts have highlighted the need for the supplier to consider who they 

are targeting in their strategy. One main component is to find a customer where the 

product can serve as a problem solver. According to the supplier, the customers currently 

targeted is smaller niche customers, mainly due to their characteristics to use smaller 

volumes, being less price-sensitive and to, again, serve as a reference for future 

customers. The reason for not targeting large companies is partly because they are initially 

less helped by the product, since their processes are better than smaller companies and 

because of the aspect of economies of scale, leading to higher price sensitivity.  

 

A striking conclusion from the empirical part was that a new entrant in the BP market, 

which brings out additional volumes to the market, is positive. This was due to the fact 

that this would help the whole industry, by letting the customer try the material and not 

relying on old, outdated, facts and failures. Especially the facilities in Norway and USA 

were highlighted by the supplier to be positive for the market development. 

 

One main insight regarding to gain support from the adoption network was to not promise 

something in which you, as a supplier, are unable to follow through with. The previous 

letdowns have lowered the credibility of the product, but personal experiences and a 

background within research was concluded to have a positive impact on the ability to 

separate earlier failures with new suppliers. To gain support from the adoption network, 

the supplier are focusing on spreading positive information within their scientific 

network. 
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As written before, the earlier failures have created doubt in the market of today and are 

negatively affecting the current and future actors. This is highlighted by Bioendev, stating 

that they are still considered in respect to the previous failures, by the actors who have 

previous experience with the suppliers. The customers who were approached by the 

previous actors are still remembering these negative introductions and acts, according to 

the industry perspective, as a current and future wedge for success. The opposite, 

customers with no prior experience have shown more positive attitudes towards BP 

according to the supplier perspective.  

 

The strategy supported by the customer- and industrial perspective is the opposite of 

existing theory of customer resistance, which we stated in sub-purpose two. Instead of 

targeting customers with prior knowledge, suppliers within BP should instead target 

customers with little or no prior information about the product, since they are evaluating 

the product in a more positive sense. Also, one main component as to why previous actors 

did not gain support was due to the fact that they mostly targeted large companies, who 

are considered to be late majority instead of early adopters. Old mistakes are long-lived, 

according to the supplier perspective, stating that they are still facing trouble from actors 

with experience when presenting their product. 

 

The importance of introducing a fully developed innovation is something discussed by 

Chiesa & Frattini in our theoretical chapter, while also being one of the key points all 

respondents highlighted. Since every respondent talked about the importance of timing, 

it puts extra stress on the previous actors and their influence since these started with their 

marketing before having a fully developed process. Even though the supplier perspective 

had highlighted that the timing was important, Bioendev have decided to start their 

marketing, even though their process is not fully developed. The reason for this is, 

according to Bioendev, that the alternative, to wait and risk losing sales, is not an 

attractive option. 

 

“The chicken and the egg-problematization” was highlighted many times by several 

respondents. Today, there is a lack of volume in the market, thus not giving incentives to 

customers to try the product in full scale. While this problem exists, no customers are 

interested in taking the first step and try to solve the problem. This is essential for a 

commercialization of BP, either a customer will have to promise to buy a certain amount 

of volume, or a supplier will have to promise the market to produce a certain amount of 

volume. While “the chicken and the egg-problematization” are present today, there is also 

a lack, highlighted by both supplier- and customer perspective, of the long-term political 

decisions. These decisions should favor companies to switch to renewable energy 

technologies or ban or reduce the use of fossil fuels, as highlighted by several 

respondents. 

Main Purpose: Identify the major external barriers and understand how they can 
negatively affect the commercialization of torrefaction technology and black pellet as 
of today. From that we aim to evaluate which barriers that are the most important. 
One of the first major external barrier that we encountered was the presence of low 

credibility among the actors within the industry regarding TF and BP. The credibility has 

been harmed by the previous failures and the current suppliers are stating that these 

previous failures are like a wet blanket over the industry. This feeling of the suppliers 

stems from that they perceive to have a lower margin of error, compared to the previous 

actors. Today, the suppliers have very little, if any, room for mistakes. The lower margin 

of error is not the only spawn from the previous failures. Also, as the margin of error is 
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lower, the proof of concept is also increased. Customers can be seen as more demanding 

of the supplier today, than previous, when it comes to the proof of concept. Today, the 

suppliers must have far better and more evolved processes before the customers are 

showing interest. That is also a barrier, that the customers are more risk averse today, than 

before, and is due to that the customers have been burned by the previous actors when 

they did not live up to what they promised. 

 

All respondents from our empirical observations have highlighted the case of low political 

support as a major external barrier for the commercialization of TF technology and BP. 

This is mainly because of the lack of long-term political strategies to reduce the use of 

fossil fuels in the production industry, and the switching to renewable fuels. Low prices 

on fossil fuels are a large part of this barrier, which cannot be directly adjusted by 

politicians but indirectly through regulations and taxes on CO2 emissions. An example 

given by our respondents is the low prices on emission rights, which could be influenced 

by EU and the taxation on CO2 emissions which could be influenced by nationally 

policies. The lack of political support for renewable fuels makes the incentives too few 

for customers that are looking rationally at the economic benefits for their production.  

 

Another large barrier is the cost of commercialization, which is linked to the development 

costs for the technology, the volumes demanded by the market and the size of the 

company. The process of developing the technology of TF has taken a several years and 

has been needed to be proven through up-scaling. The construction of even small scale 

facilities is costly and the step to a full scale production plant includes large capital 

expenditures, included warranty and costs associated with risk-taking. This development 

requires strong financial resources, thus making it harder for a small company. From the 

empirical findings we can see the specific problem for an undeveloped market like BP; 

“the chicken and the egg-problem”. This includes that potential customers of BP will not 

be interested in buying the product before any large volumes can be produced and 

potential buyers of the TF technology won't construct a commercial facility before any 

large buyers has committed to buy the product.  In the case of Bioendev in this study, 

they therefore have to both create a market by producing pellet to get enough volume out 

to potential end users, work as a business intermediaries between these end users and a 

potential constructor of the BP production plant and work as a supplier and developer of 

their own TF technology to this constructor customer. To summarize, this is costly and 

takes long time before any first real revenues can be made to a company like Bioendev.    

 

The customer's habits regarding operations and procedures are also believed to be a major 

external barrier to commercialization. Their operations and procedures is mostly 

optimized and set-up to favor fossil fuels, thus making it hard to make the shift toward 

BP. Also, an internal resistance is present due to the fact that customers are sourcing their 

fuels in accordance to old habits. Sourcing from old habits implies sourcing between 

different standards, and comparing fuels to one another. That’s also one of the problems 

with BP, the lack of standardization. Since the customers are sourcing from old habits, 

while also demanding standards to be in place, BP is not suited for the typical buying-

process of the customers. 

 

The habits regarding sourcing mainly fossil fuels have also impaired the thinking to a 

greener sourcing. As highlighted by the customers, there is a lack of a strategic leadership 

to create the transition to a more renewable energy focus. The importance of the leader’s 

vision was highlighted by the customer perspective and is a part of the external barrier of 
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customer’s habits, the lack of strategic leadership to make the shift to a greener sourcing 

and thinking.  

 

We can conclude that a highly formalized and centralized structure is negatively affecting 

the ability to break old habits, which correspond to our theoretical framework. Since the 

customers in our study showed signs of high formalization and centralization, the need of 

a strong leadership with a focus on the non-economic aspects, was highlighted to break 

this barrier. Within the importance of the leadership, the importance of the individual was 

also reported as essential. This is due to the fact that the industry is small and that an 

opinion leader could affect the whole industry to think in a certain manner. 

Research question: What is the industry specific external barrier for a new entry-firm 
to commercialize black pellet with torrefaction technology? 
We have concluded that the industry specific external barrier for a new-entry firm to 

commercialize black pellets with torrefaction technology, seen from an industry 

perspective, in broad is the lack of credibility from the actors in the market. From the 

purpose, we concluded that the three other major barriers were political incitements, 

strategic leadership and the costs of commercialization. The political incitements is not 

industry specific to TF, this is due to the fact that all renewable energy technologies would 

benefit from more preferable political incitements. The strategic leadership is also not 

unique because every other new technology would gain the same benefit from a 

strategical leadership focusing on that specific technology, and not just economical 

motives. Lastly, the costs of commercialization are not industry specific in the sense that 

similar new technologies require very expensive investments in the development. 

 

From our empirical result, since almost all respondents perceived TF as a technology in 

which the market had a negative association with, suppliers within TF are unique in that 

sense that the support from the actors in the market are low. This would imply that a 

supplier today, will not only have to convince their prospective customers about their 

process, but also to distinguish themselves from what the predecessors within TF have 

done. The supplier is entering a market in which the odds are already stacked against them 

from the start, which we argue is an industry specific external barrier to 

commercialization. 

 

Also, the fact that the market is requiring huge volumes, volumes which is hard for a 

single actor to produce, raises the importance of the inter-dependency of other supplier 

and actors in the market. Thus, adding to the argument that the supplier of today is starting 

with the odds stacked against them to start with because of the lack of credibility.  
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8.2. Recommendations for future research 
In this study we have focused on the research field of external commercialization barriers 

for RI with focus on the product BP and the technology to produce it, namely TF. From 

our study we have seen that the research field of external commercialization barriers for 

RI has several inadequate areas which previously have not been further explored, 

especially from the perspective of B2B markets. We would therefore start to suggest a 

continuous research within this field with focus on business to business. From the 

background of the research gap within our study we have tried to create new insights in 

these areas. Specifically including how previous failures of competitors have hinder new 

actors to commercialize their technology, how reputation in B2B can influence the 

commercialization from a customer's perspective, how organizational resistance and 

networks can influence the commercialization and how the political role contributes to 

the commercialization. This study has contributed with insights in all the areas described 

above.  

 

From our study we have gained a deeper knowledge of the external barriers for the 

commercialization for BP and TF. Since our study is based on a relative small sample for 

the empirical observations, the findings cannot be generalizable to other similar 

technologies and industries. We therefore would suggest further research to focus on the 

results concluded in this study, by making a quantitative study on a number of different 

technologies within the area of renewable energy that is focusing on B2B-markets in an 

industry context. By doing this we see an opportunity to explain in more general terms 

the external barriers for commercialization for this kind of technology and products.  

 

In the study we have understood that the industry specific external barrier for the BP 

market and the TF technology can be explained as the credibility issue from the previous 

actors failed attempts of commercialization and the consequent unfulfilled promises to 

the customers. The study have not added more insights if this external barrier, together 

with the other main external barriers will impact, and make it impossible for a successful 

commercialization in a near future. From this aspect it would be interesting to make a 

comparative study between the case of BP market and the TF technology, in relation to a 

product and technology which have experienced similar external barriers and processes 

but have succeeded in the commercialization-phase. A study like this would enhance the 

understanding of how to overcome these external barriers. 

 

The customers in the empirical part of the study are large potential customers of BP and 

the TF technology. Even though we have gained good insights from their perspectives, 

the study has limitations due to the fact that only larger companies were targeted. It would 

therefore be interesting to understand the perspective of a smaller customer regarding and 

their view of the product and the technology, mainly the credibility of the product and 

their buying process.  One of the main research gaps in our study is customer resistance, 

seen from an organizational perspective. It would therefore be interesting to focus future 

research on primarily the barrier of customer’s perspective and include a larger number 

of customers, both small and large within the subject of BP and TF.  

 

The study has shown that four main external barriers hinder the commercialization of BP 

and TF, including political incitements, strategic leadership, cost of commercialization 

and credibility. The study is limited to the Swedish market, mainly because the supplier 

of the technology TF, Bioendev is based in Sweden. Because of the potential to source 

black pellet worldwide, it would be it would be interesting to make a comparative study 
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with one or more other technology suppliers that is focusing on the BP market. One 

example could be comparing the field of steam explosion technology and TF to find out 

if the external barriers differs, regarding the technology and the country they are 

established in. 

 

In our study we have gained results on the strategic leadership of actors in Sweden. It 

would be interesting to compare the different strategic leaderships in OPG in Canada, 

which have completed the transition to BP in their coal plants, with other similar 

customers that have not phased out coal in their plants yet, like the ones in our study. 

Even though regulations may have big influence on the decision it would be interesting 

to understand their strategic leadership. Also, we have gained insights regarding the 

political situation in Sweden and influences from the EU. Therefore, it would be 

interesting to conduct a deeper comparison, in relation to the political leading authorities 

in Ontario, with the political situation and strategies that is the case in our study. 

Conducting these two possible subjects of research, the understanding of what kind of 

strategic leadership that is needed to overcome customer- and political barriers would be 

enhanced. 
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9. Contribution 
This chapter is developed in two parts, the first will discuss the theoretical contributions 

of our study and the second one will discuss the practical contributions. In the theoretical 

part we are linking the final findings of the thesis back to the theoretical gaps of that has 

been presented in the beginning of the study. By this we will show how the study has 

contributed to decrease them. In the practical contribution part we will show how our 

findings can contribute in the reality of the industry from different aspects.  

9.1. Theoretical Contributions 
According to Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos (2014, p. 1297), there has been little research 

done on rivalry in the RI research. This shows that there is a need for further research 

within this field. In our study, we have discovered that rivalry within RI was one of the 

main components. Our contribution to the research field is that rivalry, or the perceived 

credibility of the product by the actors in the market, plays an essential part in 

commercializing a new fuel in general. More specific our study implies interesting 

findings of how previous actors’ actions can make huge impacts on future actors’ 

possibilities to succeed. By stating that earlier failures within a product range can 

influence the trust of a whole international market we see a specific contribution to a new 

or at least extended topic within the research field of external commercialization barriers 

for RI.  

 

In the study made by Aboulnasr et al. (2008, p. 97), they focused on the responses of 

competitors when market introduction occurs and considering the size of the firm. We in 

our study have concluded that size does not enhance the perceived credibility from the 

customer’s perspective. The responses of competitors differ from our theoretical 

departure in the sense that more entries by other actors are seen as a positive thing by the 

existing actors within TF and BP. Thus, they do not feel threatened, instead the actors are 

welcoming the new entrance since there is a need for cooperation to succeed for all 

parties. 

 

Within their study, Moldenhauer-Salazar & Välikangas (2008) examined how prior RI 

failures hinder new RI within a company and also investigated a company’s possible 

negative effect of their own failures. We have extended this view to cover any effects of 

previous failures of other companies. Our contribution is that the current actors are 

influenced by the previous failures of RI and is facing a lack of trust from the actors in 

the industry. 

 

The role of reputation in B2B-settings from the seller’s perspective have been subject to 

research by many (e.g. Salminen and Möller, 2006; Jalkala and Salminen, 2009). Our 

contribution is to extend the perspective to include the buyer’s perspective. Our 

contributions are that the reputation of a certain technology or fuel is important when the 

buyer is deciding which fuels or technologies to evaluate before a purchase-decision. A 

bad reputation might hinder the possibility to become subject to an evaluation, even 

though the technical specifications are good enough. 

 

Talke & Hultink (2010, p. 549) states that it is important to attract support from the 

company’s stakeholders to gain acceptance for a product in the commercialization phase. 

Our theoretical contribution is that within TF and/or BP, gaining support and acceptance 

is critical in the commercialization-phase. The supplier in our study, points to the fact that 

they are still being considered in respect to the previous failed actors and the support from 
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their stakeholders are limited. This concludes the importance of acceptance and support 

from the company’s stakeholders in the commercialization-phase. 

 

Consumer resistance to innovations have been subject for many researchers (Ellen et al., 

1991; Ram, 1989; Ram & Sheth, 1989) but less attention have been drawn to innovation 

resistance of organizational buyer (Bao, 2008, p. 120). Our contribution is to further 

enhance Bao’s conclusions, regarding companies with a high formalized- and centralized 

structure which tend to exhibit resistance towards innovations. Furthermore, we have 

drawn the parallels that a larger customer in size tends to show more innovation resistance 

than a smaller company. We have also gained an empirical finding that goes against the 

theoretical framework. According to Reinders et al. (2010, p. 1130) previous knowledge 

within a product domain are more open to positively evaluate new products or 

technologies. Our findings shows that knowledge of the BP and TF market makes 

customers less interesting to evaluate the product or technology today.  

 

The study conducted by Aarikka-Stenroos & Sakari Makkonen in 2014 (p.351) argued 

that future research should focus on the importance of collegial networks and competitors, 

which possess information within both the current and related industries they are present 

in. Our contribution is that the companies within the BP industry, seen from a customer 

perspective, highlights the need of information sharing with other competitors to enable 

a commercialization of BP. Also, the collegial networks played an important role to 

enable knowledge sharing, which was said to be essential due to the fact that the TF 

technology from the start was created by information sharing from one party. 

 

The political role in the innovation purchase process within marketing research has not 

been studied enough according to Bao (2009, p. 124). The contributions from our study 

are that all the perspective highlights the fact that a long-term political direction, which 

will favor BP and/or TF, will affect the customer's purchase decisions. One insight was 

that several of our respondents spoke about the non-functioning EU ETS, and stated that 

the politicians needed to change the system to give the prospective buyers incentives to 

favor renewable fuels. From this, we will contribute, stating that the political role in the 

innovation purchase process is large and important in the research field of 

commercialization of RI specific. 

9.2. Practical contribution  
Our study has several possibilities to contribute to both the society and the industry of 

BP, including similar industries. Starting with the conclusion of the four main external 

barriers for commercialization, we would like to lift the problem with low political 

support for renewable fuels such as BP. Our study shows a talking example where the 

political strategies hinder the commercialization of new renewable technologies. This has 

two reasons; first, the lack of strategic leadership to reach a more sustainable society and 

secondly by not contributing with enough economic incentives at the commercialization-

phase within renewable fuel development. This can both be seen as a problem for reaching 

the national goals to reduce CO2 emissions and also lowering the possibilities for small 

companies to grow, which will create more jobs and increase the export of innovative 

products and technologies to other countries. Through this study and by pointing out these 

effects we hope to contribute by influencing politicians to consider a higher tax on CO2 

emissions and increase the support to commercialization stages, thereby creating 

opportunities for products such as BP to succeed.  
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The other conclusion of the study is regarding the lack of credibility for BP and TF. We 

would also like to highlight the importance of this aspect in a practical manner, and not 

just in the theoretical contribution. In our study, we have understood that lack of 

credibility, created by previous broken promises and failures of a range of products or 

technologies is a large barrier to overcome for new actors. Therefore, we want to 

emphasize the importance of including the aspect of credibility when creating strategies 

by similar and new innovations, such as BP and TF. This would be applicable to a market 

in which there is a high degree of credibility, to not make the same mistakes which have 

previously been done by the actors within torrefaction. Making the mistake of promising 

too much can be devastating for both the actor itself but also for future actors, as we have 

seen in our study. We would also like to give several recommendations to current actors 

in the BP market; to be more careful about the marketing, build a strategy by targeting 

customers with little prior knowledge about the industry, or that can distinguish the 

previous failures from each other.  

 

The result of our study have shown that earlier commercialization attempts has focused 

on targeting larger potential customers, which we believe cannot be defined as early 

adopters. We would therefore suggest further attempts to more clearly analyze the 

potential customers from the aspects of early adopters, and create the positioning strategy 

towards them. Regarding the aspect of positioning towards the “correct” customers, our 

study have also shown that the customers should correspond as an organization with the 

characteristics of; being open for other alternatives than fossil fuels, the organization does 

not have a highly formalized- and/or centralized structure and that the leadership within 

the company is not only focusing on the economic aspects when buying fuels, but instead 

emphasizes the soft values of environmental friendly fuels. These should be important 

factors to be considered when segmenting the market for BP.  

9.3. Societal and ethical impacts and considerations 
To discuss the societal and ethical implications and considerations, we must be modest. 

Our study started in late January and will end in May, the time frame is therefore limited. 

Although modest, our topic is of utmost importance in the broader sense, to preserve our 

future home, the earth. The current usage of fossil fuels is not a sustainable progress and 

we hope to have given insights of one alternative that will make the future more 

sustainable, black pellets, to our readers in general, but mainly the participants of the 

energy-industry.  

 

To increase the usage of renewable fuels must be the collective goal to strive for. Our 

study has drawn insights from three different perspectives, suppliers, customers and 

industrial. We have come to the conclusion that the politicians need to act differently, to 

give incentives to customers and the people leading the companies to buy renewable fuels 

but also to give incentives for suppliers to develop new renewable fuels, such as torrefied 

BP. One can still discuss from an ethical view if political influence in the market is right 

or not. From one perspective you could argue that the market should be working freely 

and the evolution of new technologies and fuels should be taken care of by the 

mechanisms in the free market. From another perspective, many of the actors on the 

market today are not doing enough for the environment with the current legislations. 

Because of the global negative effects of high CO2 emissions it can be argued that 

politicians have to influence the market in some extent to create incentives for renewable 

technologies and products to be developed. Also, if any supplier will have gained 

information that will help them in their commercialization of BP, we believe that we have 
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had a very good societal impact. This is due to the fact of BP being a substitute for one 

of the major villains in CO2 pollution, namely coal. 

 

Also, apart from the fact that we hope to bring a result that will enable an actor to 

commercialize BP, we hope to give our readers a reality-check. Hopefully not a sour 

reality-check, since parts of the solutions is presented in our study. If a small percentage 

of our readers were to consider the environmental impact in their everyday-life, we hope 

that this will make a difference in the broader sense. 

 

Additionally, since the customers interviewed in this study are mainly using economical 

aspects in their purchase of fuels, we hope to give some insights that this method should 

be re-considered in some extent. The need of introducing more soft values, such as 

environmental impact have been highlighted as an alternative to the traditional way of 

sourcing fuels.  
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11. Appendix 

11.1. Appendix 1 - Current international active black pellet actors 

Company Country Project Plant 

capacity 

Status 

Airex Industrys Quebec, 

Canada 

Will commission a first commercial plant during 

2016 

15 000 tons 

/ year 

Constructing 

Arbaflame Norway, 

Oslo 

Has a 40 000 tons/year industrial demonstration 

plant running since 2003. Plan to build a full scale 

commercial plant and got financial support by 

Norwegian innovation agency 

200 000 

tons / year 

Waiting for further 

investment decisions 

during 2016 

Bioendev Sweden, 

Umeå 

Commissioning their Industrial Demonstration plant 

during 2016. 

16 000 tons 

/ year 

Commissioning 

Biomass Secure 

Power 

Canada, 

Abbotsford 

Signed a joint venture with torrefaction technology 

supplier River Basin in 2015. Together planning to 

build a full scale commercialization plant. 

500 000 

tons / year 

Planning 

Beijing Windbell 

Technology 

China, 

Beijing 

During 2015 commissioned a 20 000 tons/year 

facility in Malaysia. Planning for a full scale 

commercial plant in Segamat, Malaysia 

150 000 

tons / year 

Planning 

Chase Biomass 

Fuels 

UK Plans to install UK:s first commercial torrefaction 

plant, but with smaller flexible plant approach. 

>10 000 

tons / year 

Planning 

Diacarbon Energy Canada Has a 25 000 tons/year facility running which now 

is going to be upgraded. 

45 000 tons 

/ year 

Planning, 

Enginuity 

Worldwide 

Missouri, 

US 

Has announced a target towards starting producing 

bio coal (black pellet) and build a first facility. 

50 000 tons 

/ year 

Early planning 

Solvay Biomass 

Energy 

Belgium/ 

Mississippi 

Have recently been upgraded their 80 000 tons/year 

plant in Mississippi, US to a 240 000/year capacity. 

240 000 

tons / year 

Running 

Thermogen 

Industries 

Portsmouth, 

New 

Hampshire, 

US 

Have since 2011 been planning a full scale 

commercial plant but project has been fighting with 

regulatory and finance problems. They still has to 

meet up with financial solutions to proceed. 

300 000 

tons / year 

Planning, waiting for 

investment 

Topell Energy Netherland Has a pilot plant running today. Have been close to 

bankruptcy during 2014. No recent commercial 

projects. 

6 tons / h Running 

Torr-Coal Netherland Operates a 30 000 tons/year plant. Looking into 

projects in Russia, still planning. 

30 000 tons 

/ year 

Running 

Torrec Finland Commercial project in Kaliningrad, Russia. Plans 

for commissioning 2016. Has a smaller pilot plant 

in Finland. 

30 000 tons 

/ year 

Constructing 

Zilkha Biomass 

Energy 

Texas, US Commissioned its first commercial facility during 

2015 in Alabama. 

275 000 

tons / year 

Running 

Table 8: Own compilation of the current international active black pellet actors and 

projects based on a recent article (Sherrard, 2016) 
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11.2. Appendix 2 - Interview Guides  
Interview Guide - Bioendev - Lars-Åke Svensson 

 

Connection to 

theoretical 

framework Question 

1 Open question 

As a Sales Manager at Bioendev, what is your main responsibilities and your 

daily working routine? How many years experience do you have within the 

field?  

2 

Open question/Main 

external barriers 

When commercializing black pellets/torrefaction technology, what is in your 

opinion the largest barriers to success? 

3 Cust. resistance 

To what extent does the customers in the marketplace have credibility on black 

pellets/torrefaction technology, in general? 

4 

Cust. Resistance / 

Rivalry 

How do you believe the fact that so few projects have succeeded in 

commercializing black pellets with torrefaction technology before have affected 

your conditions as a new entrant? (What is your opinion of the threat of 

competitors as of today?)  

5 

Early adopters / 

opinion leaders / 

Rivalry 

What kind of strategy do you think is needed, as a supplier of the torrefaction 

technology to develop the black pellet market? Which are the most important 

actors and what is the key to gain their trust/credibility of torrefaction 

technology and black pellet as a product?  

6 

Networks & eco 

systems 

Is the torrefaction technology of black pellets supported by crucial players in 

your adoption network? If yes, to what extent? If no, why not? (Customers, 

partnerships, government, suppliers)? (Does Bioendev feel prioritized by 

stakeholders?)  

7 Cust. resistance 

In your opinion, how does the prospective customers evaluate black 

pellets/torrefaction technology today? (Do you see differences between larger 

or smaller prospected customers that consider torrefaction technology as an 

option?)  

8 

Networks & eco 

systems 

To what extent does the network, in the bioenergy-market have effect of the 

commercialization of a new technology such as black pellets? 

9 

Networks & eco 

systems 

Regarding your work-related network, have you been active in communicating 

why customers should switch to black pellets? If yes, how? If not,is there any 

information regarding black pellets being communicated generally today?  

10 

External finance/ 

governmental 

support 

How do you look at the possibilities of gaining external finance in the market 

introduction of black pellet? How could this be done in a better way (state 

capital)? 

11 Open question 

Except what has been discussed, is there anything else you see as an important 

factor to succeed with the commercialization of your technology?  
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Interview Guide - Vattenfall - Mikael Nordlander 

 

Connection to 

theoretical 

framework Question  

1 Open question 

As a R&D Manager at Vattenfall, what is your main responsibilities and your 

daily working routine? What is your experience within the field of R&D? 

Within which product areas are you most involved in?  

2 

Cust resistance / 

Networks 

How do you search for information about new fuels/technology? What 

channels/strategies are you using?  

3 Rivalry 

What is your view of black pellets and torrefaction technology today, when it 

comes to credibility? 

4 

Cust. Resistance / 

Rivalry 

As you know, there have been several attempts to commercialize torrefaction 

technology with different outcomes. Have this affected the credibility of the 

technology/product? If so, how? 

5 Cust. resistance 

What/which criteria/s have been most important when evaluating torrefaction 

technology/black pellet as a product? 

6 Cust. resistance 

Does the decision making process change, when the product is inherited 

uncertain like the case of torrefaction/black pellet? 

7 Cust. resistance 

If a larger firm was to introduce torrefied black pellets, would you feel they are 

more credible pulling it off, compared to a smaller firm? Why? 

8 

Networks & eco 

systems 

Have you been active in communicating your experiences with black pellets 

within your networks? If yes, how? If not,is there any information regarding 

black pellets being communicated generally today? Have any of these 

influenced your pre-purchase attitude of black pellets? 

9 

Cust. resistance / 

Unsupportive 

government 

How do political incitements influence your view of new technology like 

torrefaction/black pellet? 

10 Open question 

What else do you believe is needed, as a customer, to perceive black pellets as a 

good alternative for you? 
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Interview guide - Company Y - Respondent Y 

 

Connection to 

theoretical 

framework Question  

1 Open question 

As a Study Director and Project Manager, what is your main responsibilities 

and your daily working routine? What is your experience within the field of 

bioenergy and especially black pellets? Within which product areas are you 

most involved in?  

2 

Cust. Resistance / 

Networks 

How do you/your working group search for information about new 

fuels/technology? What channels/strategies are you using?  

3 Rivalry 

What is your view of black pellets and torrefaction technology today, when it 

comes to credibility? 

4 

Cust. Resistance / 

Rivalry 

As you know, there have been several attempts to commercialize torrefaction 

technology with different outcomes. Have this affected the credibility of the 

technology/product? If so, how? 

5 Cust. resistance 

What/which criteria/s have been most important when evaluating torrefaction 

technology/black pellet as a product? 

6 Cust. resistance 

Does the decision making process change, when the product is inherited 

uncertain like the case of torrefaction/black pellet? 

7 Cust. resistance 

What are the most important characteristics of the supplier, if they would 

introduce torrefied black pellets?  

8 

Networks & eco 

systems 

Have you been active in communicating your experiences with black pellets 

within your networks? If yes, how? If not,is there any information regarding 

black pellets being communicated generally today? Have any of these 

influenced your pre-purchase attitude of black pellets? 

9 

Cust. Resistance / 

Unsupportive 

government  

Does political incitements influence your view of new technology like 

torrefaction/black pellet? 

10 Open question 

What else do you believe is needed, as a customer, to perceive black pellets as a 

good alternative for you? 
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Interview Guide - Researcher 

 
Connection to 

theoretical framework Question 

1 Open question 

What is your main research field? Have this changed over time? What is 

your main responsibilities and your daily working routine as a researcher? 

What is your background within the field of black pellets/torrefaction 

technology?  

2 Open question / Rivalry 

Can you start with describing how you see the development of black pellet 

and the torrefaction technology over time. What is the status today? (the 

projects which have been initiated and the effects of it on the market?) 

What is your opinion on the credibility of black pellet as of today? (timing 

of introduction, adoption network)  

3 

Early adopters / Opinion 

leaders 

From a customer perspective, can you name the most important innovators 

and early adopters of the black pellet market today? What makes them 

innovators and early adopters? 

What is the key to gain their support? 

4 Open question 

Which external barriers can you see as the most influential when it comes 

to the development of the torrefaction technology and the black pellet 

market? 

5 

Porter, threat of new 

entrants 

To what extent is the barriers for a new entrance, when it comes to gaining 

the trust from the customers within the industry? 

6 

Cust. Resistance / 

Rivalry / Porter, 

Intensity of rivalry 

among existing 

competitors 

How has earlier competitors actions influenced the credibility of the 

torrefaction technology and the black pellet market? How do you see the 

status of today’s producers of black pellet?  

7 

Cust. Resistance / 

Networks & eco systems 

What do you see as the key points customers look at, in a supplier of black 

pellets, when evaluating black pellets? 

8 Networks & eco systems 

Is the torrefaction technology today supported by crucial players in the 

adoption network? (technical, financial, political)  

9 Open question 

How important is the commercialization of black pellets to the industry 

today?  

10 Open question What is, in your opinion, the next step to commercialize black pellets? 

11 Open question 

Is there anything else you would like to add, regarding the barriers to 

commercialize black pellets or the characteristics of the decision-making-

process of the customers in the marketplace? 
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Interview Guide - Svebio - Sofia Backéus 

 

Connection to 

theoretical 

framework Questions 

1 Open question 

What is your main responsibilities and your daily working routine at Svebio? 

What is your background within the field? 

2 Porter in general 

Can you explain the overall characteristics of the solid biofuel industrial 

market in Sweden? (For example: size, market growth, product 

differentiation, strategies by different competitors, political influences)  

3 

Porter, barg. pow. of 

buyers / suppliers 

What is the characteristics of the buyers & suppliers within the industry? 

(small/large, few/ many, concentrated/fragmented) 

4 Open question 

Do you see any specific problems within the industry? (technological, 

financial, political etc.)  

5 Open question  

When commercializing a new technology within the industry, which are the 

main barriers in your opinion? Have these barriers changed over time? 

6 

Porter, threat of new 

entrants / Rivalry 

To what extent is the barriers for a new entrance, when it comes to gain trust 

from customers within the industry? 

7 

Networks & eco 

systems 

With regards to the buyers of solid biofuel, how are the networks constituted? 

To what extent do you think the networks affect commercialization of new 

technology? 

8 

Porter / Cust. 

Resistance / External 

finance 

How much influence does political incitements/governmental action have 

within the industry? (influence the view of new technology, gaining external 

finance, or market situation) 
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Interview guide - Svebio - Alan Sherrard 

 

Connection to 

theoretical 

framework Question 

1 Open question 

What is your main responsibilities and your daily working routine at Svebio? What 

is your background within the field?  

2 

Porter, barg. 

pow. of buyers / 

suppliers 

In short: What is the main characteristics of the buyers & suppliers within the 

industry? (small/large, few/ many, concentrated/fragmented) 

3 

Open question / 

Rivalry 

Can you start by describing how you see the development of black pellet and the 

torrefaction technology over time. (The projects which have been initiated and the 

effects of it on the market?) What is your opinion on the credibility of black pellet 

as of today? (timing of introduction, adoption network,)  

4 Open question 

Which external barriers can you see as the most influential when it comes to the 

development of the torrefaction technology and the black pellet market? 

5 

Cust.  Resistance 

/ Rivalry 

How has earlier competitors failures influenced the credibility of the torrefaction 

technology and the black pellet market? 

6 

Early adopters / 

Opinion leaders 

Describe if, and why, early adopters have played an important role in the 

introduction phase of black pellets. 

7 

Early adopters / 

Opinion leaders 

Who are, or have been, the most important opinion leaders in black pellets? To 

what extent have these exerted influence over the other actors in the market? (What 

is, in your opinion, the key to gain "important" customers trust/credibility with 

black pellets?) 

8 

Porter, Intensity 

of rivalry  How is your view of the existing competition among black pellet producers?  

9 

Porter, pressure 

from subst. prd. 

What substitutes are there to black pellets in the bioenergy-sector? Is there any 

product in another industry which can be seen as a substitute? Is there possible 

renewable solutions that could lead to the same possibilities as coal-replacements 

today?  

10 Open question How important are the commercialization of black pellet to the industry today? 

11 Open question 

What else do you believe is needed for black pellets to successfully be 

commercialized today? 
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11.3. Appendix 3 - Overview of the white pellet market 

Overview of the white pellet market, divided on producers and consumers according to 

size (Bioenergitidningen.se, 2016).  
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